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interested and grateful attention of the audience from beginning to end. He said :
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pentecostal

meeting

was

an

event

of signal moment,
For 4,000 years, God's
people and the world bad anticipated the
period when types and shadows should be
lost in’ glorious reality.
The pentecost
marked this period. For 2,100 years the
disciples of Jesus have looked back to this
event, as indicating the Lords own model
of church doctrine, polity and work for
Christian observance in all after time.
Every denomination is an embodiment of

what its people believe to have been the
doctrine and usage of the early Christian,
the Jerusalem Church,

It was

a meeting

for the organization -of reorganization

of

N.

HH. OCTOBER

weary of the limit off membership imposed
by our too

rites,

tenacious

observance

Still another

unity into an

magnifies

occasion

of these,

for subjecting

the

dowment.

Christ had said to his disciples;

“Tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem until ye

be endowed with power from on high.”
No

evidence

appears

that supernatural

a

When Agents receive rete,

.

There’ was

no per entage

on meneys sent for the Star isallowed in addition,
a We send no books out to be sold on commis.
tae or otherwise, with the privilege of reluining

:

a noted

miracle

which

may not look for, but the means were

other way

new.

extraordinary

in

the

being above what Christians may

ploy.

The Warning Star.
£ ul

SE

WEDNESDAY, QCTOBER

I Shall

Be

ol here! not

here!

waters

114, 1874.

where

the

sparkling

and Christ.”

Fade into mocking sands as we draw pear;
Where in the wilderness each footstep falters—
I shall be satisfied ; but oh! not here!
dream

of bliss

deeeives

us,
W here, haunted ever by the thoughts that grieve
A

»

Across us floods of bitter memory roll.
There is a land where every pulse is thilling
‘With raptures earth’s sojourners may not know
Where
Heaven's
repose the weary heart is

stilling,
;
And peacefully life’s time-tossed currents flow,
Far out

of sight, while yet

the flesh enfolds us,

Lies the fair country where
our hearts abide;

Aud of its bliss is none more wondrous told us,
Than these few words,—** I shall be satisfied.”
Satisfied!

satisfied!

the spirits yearning

A

For sweet companionship with “kindred minds=—
The silent love which here meets no returning—
- The inspiration
which no language finds—

says

crucified

both

Lord

This was the central thought,

Christ, in one phase or

avother,

was

con-

He

was

stantly held up before the people,
the ante-type of all their

institutions,

end of their law, the measurer

the

of their sin

abundant

mercy,

their sacrifice, their exemplar, their sanctification and redemption.
But Christ 1s no less a necessity now than
then.
Men and depravity and sin are the
same, and so the remedy must be.
More
the real

tact of

sidered

ong the

human

conditions,

Christ

but

in the

1V. This pentecoslal meeting was characterized by a wonderful liberality. Lands,
houses, goods, all were cheerfully given.
The Scriptures are very full and explicit
upon the duty of benevolence. . Among the

Jews there could really be no poor,

except

by a violation of the law regulating these
matters.
¢“ That there may be equality,” was the
rule.

Benevolence,

under

the

Christian

type of this charch, can not be less comprehensive. We would speak only of a princi:
ple or two involved in the question: 1.. Evwas never ery man takes character by the ultimate ob-_
than .now. ject with a view to which he lives and acts.

of God

more
stubbornly contested
There is an avowed infidelity which openly
denies him. There is a subtle infidelity
which acknowledges but betrays him—in

2. The greatest good of being what is right
and best, everything considered, enters into
the ultimate object of the goed man, is a

whose hands he is shorn of every attribute question of supreme interest and can not be
essential to his real dignity and to his sav- ignored. 3. Again, ends and means must
will bring
ing relations to lost men.
The one thing harmenize. No man, knowingly,

needful for the ministry of our times is
more’ of Christ, in their personal experiences,in their life and in their messages to
the people. It is becoming an anxious
question,
How shall we answer to the ar-

minori.

i

Cot,

on Credentials,

ends and means in conflict with each other.

I would

who

low.

Revs. A, H. Heath, C. O. Libby

J. M. Bailey

were

Our mission is not acsomplisled. Some
of the issues which called us into being
have been happily settled.
Others have

on

that both visitors

and citizens were intent on sharing, in the
opening exercises; and when, half an hour
later, the public service commenced

in

the

main audience room, the seats - ‘were nearly all filled.
ANNIVERSARY CONVENTION AND SERMON.
The Anniversary Convention

to order by the Sec.,

was

Rev. I. D.

called

Stewart,

at 7 o'clock, who aunounced that

the

Pres-

ident’s office had been recefitly made vacaut
by. the sudden death of Rev. KE. Knowlton,
whose Master had promoted him.
Rev.
G. T. Day was chosen President pro tem.
After singing, and prayer by Rev. 8. Curtis, the reports of the Sec., the Treasurer,
and the Com. of Arrangements were re- spectively presented and approved ; a Com.
consisting of Revs.
“T Day, G. P.
Ramsey and C. O. Libby was appointed to

prepare resolutions on the death of Rev. E.

Knowlton, and then the Convention adjourned fo the main audience recom to hear
'O. E.
the Anniversary Serrhon, Rev.
Baker, of Iowa, being the preacher. After

them to mere

convenience

duces them to the

grade

and

fancy,

re-

of the nonessen-

the form ot abridged statements or of lim-

ited extracts. He made these”points : God's
greatness and majesty, as seen in. his
work, tends to overpower

L. B. Starr, Robert Dick.
Todi ev, 0. E. Baker.
”
Towa Northern—Rev. 8. F, Sinith.

thought

tial.

Men are intellectual
are dependent

le.
life.

and

spivitnal,

upon the visible

and

but

tangi-

practicable unity.

, Meanwhile,

I

would have them

press

teadily on their way, tnrning neither to the
‘right band nor to the left, until their motto

Shallbe heartily responded

to, and

their

propositions accepted in the spirit of a gen-

uine and abiding, unity.

We

would have

our people more denomipatiop#h. = Sects:
rianism is a sin, unequaled in meanness
and mischief. But denominationalism may.
be as virtuous,

as.is vital the maintenance

of divine truth and divine institutions.

Could I speak one word which would be
Heard'and felt throughout the length and
‘breadth of the

denomination,

it

would be

deep bumiliation- before God and prayer—
‘earnest, persistent prayer, in every congre-

and fovol-

old

econok

my, it is doubtful whether the Jews

Without the types of

would

the

ever have been prepared for their Messiah,
Christian rites were doubtless jnstituted to
occupy a place no less important in the
new dispensation. Hence, the visible in" stitutions which express and impress them.
Upon Christ, in the light of these facts, the
early Christians joined issue with the unbelieving world, and it became them

to

give

emphasis to this issue by the most signifidant actions.
.
they
te,
examp!
for
wine,
and
bread
In the
were to keep afresh the tragedy of the

cross.

In the baptism of, believers they

Another

is

ambitious
"

»

—unity at the

expense

They say to the

and

order.

world,

*‘ We

of law

observing

of pupslaity,

and

his institutions, and in labors to

save men,

in these we are agreed.” Sad enough that
this unity had %iot been perpetnated, Christians have nol appreciated the burden of.
our Lord's
prayer.
Existing divisions
among Christians are, in mosy

part, without

sufficient occasion.

the ‘peace of

it of God,
| May the Holy Spirit be poured out “upon
this triennial Convention, blessing

it; with

wmity in spirit, wisdom in deliberations;
sueoes in endeavors;. and ab its close; way'iie

W. Straight, W. M. Jenkins,

G. R

Jerusalem.

Doubtless had the church. maintained
simplicityof spirit, - boldness and distinet-

ness of address; and its fast hold upon the
arm of God. long ago the banner of the
cross would have been

placed

on

the

last

fortress of ‘the’ enemy.
If respousibility
measures with opportunities,ours is responsibility at

which’

we might

to ‘meet which it becomes

tremble, and

us to summon

all our ransomed powers, to concentrate all
our resources, and to implore the help of
3 Him

whose servants ye are.”

I speak not alone to Christians, but to
Christians of a particular denomination—

The

to Kreewill Baptists,
has

been

so much
Ln

a

success

denomination
as

to

leave

soul.

The

of the

ee blest

works,

even

individeal ‘soul.

in the

All

material

:

realm, ar

-

meant to minister in the highest ways to, .
| mind

6

hes

and

fests himself in and through mind. His
methods of manifestation show consistency

G. H. Hubbard, Frank Wells,L. B. Potter.
and unity. _ Mind must be stirred, as Well ~~
Minnesota—Rev. A. G. Brann,
as matter, "if the sci®ific method is to, be.
Minnesota Southern—dJ. C. Robinson,
New Hampshire—Revs. G: T. Day, D. maintained.
The theory that mind comes
W. C. Dargin, D. Calley, A. D. Fairbanks, of: the natural development “nd: working
G. M.Park, C. 0. Libby, H. 8. Kimball, J.
‘of matter is one that needs far more prayer
Erskine, E. ‘Smith.
New York Central—Revs. G.P. Ramsey, than’ has yet been offered. And even if
E. Crowell and P. Phillips.
| matter were this endowed, this only makes
N. Y. and Penn.—Rev. J. W. Brown.
the demand for a creator more strong, and
Ohio—Rev. J. Hisey.
exalts his, work. The question of: prayer
Ohio Central—Rev. J. Ashley.
Ohio River—Revs. R. J. Poston, ]..Z. has received much attention. In the name
of science,it is urged that prayer can not
Hanning, T. H. Drake. Ohio and Penn.—Revs. E. H. Higbee, E. change the fixed order of nature, and so,
S. Bumpus.
when it seeks for such a change, it seeks .
Ontario—Rev. J. Ingram.
‘the
impossible. If it does good it doesit
.Penobscol—Revs. W. P. Kenney, Alvah
by its moral reaction upon the suppliant.
Suet, Thomas Kenney.
R.I. and Mass.—Revs. A. H. Heath, J. It is presumption for men to attempt an in-" Q
M. Brewster, J. E. Dame,

J.

M.

Purkis,

terference with the forces of nature.

A. Li. Houghton, and William Winsor.
St. Joseph's Valley—Rev. D. M. Graham.
St. Lawrence—Rev. P. W. Perry.

port, as follows:

ohal forces a man’s

o'clock, p. M. ; meet at 7 1-2 o'clock, P.M,

adjourn at 9 clock. P.M.
A ballot was then taken
of

the

Conference,

wi lich” resulted

wish for, we desire

.

side the city was set forth as very urgent.

adjourned meeting, a Constitution, as a
basis for the proposed Association, - viz. :—
L.

Gerrish,

D. Waterman,

R. Deering,

€. 0. Libby, L. B. Tasker and C. S. Perkivs. “The Convention then adjourned to
meet Thursday morning, at 8 o'clock.

_The Moderator then introduced to" the
Conference several persons who appeared

as representatives of other religious bodies,
each of whom said a few swords of greeting, and expressed plepsure at being present; Rev. J. Gunther appeared in behalf
of the Free Christian Baptists of New
Brunswick;

A

prayer

meeting was held in the main

room

from

9

to

10

o'clock,

at

interest.
* ASSEMBLING

OF THE

The

Conference

General

CONFERENCE.
was

calledto

Prof. 8. J. Fowler, of Mich., and prayer

was offered by T. Stevens, of Maine. T.
Stevens was chosen temporary chairman.

The roll of delegates was called, and the
took

their

appropriate

seats.

Revs. J. S. Burgess, G. M. Park, W. H.

Waldron, O.

Mr.

Porter

a great

food, - but, nature

will

the direction of her forces

so as to be fd,

-'| but there i§ no disturbance,

troduced,
1 TAISE & stone from

Yground

and throw. it into the: air; the laws ot nature never

would have

done

‘there is no confusion, no

it, and yet

breaking

of an

law. Can not God do things, we may as
here, w hich shall seem eontrary to the laws

of nature, if we can, and" yet bis govern-

E. Baker aud J. M. Brewster

represented

Pres.

of

Humboldt

llege,

rection

and

use,

according

to the change

in my thought.
%
Our thoughts pass into physical force—
why may not His? If God's mind" docs
not, by its present working, affect ‘* material things, it is certaimly the only mind of
which we have any knowidege which “does
not.”
Will science be true to her canon, (hat
whatever is needed to complement a race

of

beings

in any

always ‘exists

needed

to

constitutional

somewhere.

watch

respect,

Whatever

is

and make fully available

any of our faculties, aptitudes, traits, so
that there may be no waste—may have the
full benefit of sach powers as normally be-

long to us.” . Over against each need is the

supply, either existing or attainable.
The
hungerings and thirstings of nalure are

supplied, &c., or she has the means of supply at band.
Even . supposing / thought and feeling to
be the result of m aterial organization, what

of the capacities, qspirations and powers of
man,

which

What

supplements

from

all

ave,

to say the least, different

other

material
a

created

man’s

things?

desire for im-

mortality ®
What-is the supplement for
conscience ? . What is the supply for the
felt need of a ruling power? What for the
sense of guilt?

ist, are

facts

For that these
that

can

thingf”ex-

not be denied,

und

is a favorite canon of science that, all
must be fully investigated.

it

facts

The speaker then went on to exhibit the
progressive steps by which the Christian
system was unfglded and established among
men.

The

proper

progressive

method

the ‘objections
as

a

whole,

apprehension
docs

urged
or

much

against

against

its

‘ages

this

answer

Christianity
features=and

parts.
It will also stréngthen
nurture patience. If the ages
bear fruit, so do the

of

(uv

of

faith and
of denial

faith.

And

when
scientists reproach Christians for
their disagreements and divisjons,and urge
this as a reason for doubt andddenial

there

is ample

point

occasion
for

retort.

This

Town , | was forcibly made, thus:

spoke for the State Asso. ol Chinches of
It is claimed that there are divisions in
Christ in that State, and Rev. J. Hyatt the ranks of Christianity, but: what delightthe ranks of
Smith wags introduced as ove representing ful agreement do we find toin know
what is
When we seek
the liberal ‘element in the C. Baptist body. seiend
se ientific, a multitude of discordant voices
It is
The few words uttered by these represent- burst in upon us from every side.
‘ative men were very cordial and were scientific to bélieve that the earth is of
aqueous origin; it is also scientific to beheartily welcomed.
It is
origin.
that it is of igneous
Rev. R. Dick offered the following. reso- lieve
Jution, which was adopted :

order at 10 o'clock by the Clerk, Rev. I, D.
Stewart. Most of the delegates, besides a
large : ‘general audience, were present.
After singing, the Scriptures were read by

members

Rev.

the F. Baptists of Nova Scotia; Rev. L. H.
Taft,

audience

have

pleasdnt it is to mect with old friends, and ment be continued in perfectness ?
Then I said that a
is obedie
form ne associations, our main object is mind. So it is, for it is changed in its dt

Pres.~Rev.-0. B. Cheney, D. D.

A.

do

vot bring food to our mouths ; we change

in. the

election of Rev. D. wi

desires

deal to do with their direction and use.” We

for a Moderator

scientific to believe that God created one
plant and one animal,or not more than four

Resolved, That the Moderator and Clerk + five, 2nd that all other vegetable and anof this Conference be, "and they hereby are imal life bas been developed from these.
authorized to consummate the ordinary de- It is also scientific to believe that God had
nominational relationship between this body nothing to do with the creation of the one
and the Kvangelical Alliance.
lant or animal, but that it came into ex- sténce through the same process of de»
THE CONFERENCE SERMON.
be
The Conference s§rmon was preached at velopment,
It
is
scientific
to
believe
in
the
devel
H. Bowen, of Me.
8

o'clock,

by’ Rev.

W.

ment

Text,—Ps. 40:5.

of one

form

of animal

life

another, by millions of, transitional fo]
« Many, O Lord, my God, are thy won- although not one of these forms has
derful works which thou hast done and thy been discovered, It is scientific to
thoughts which are to us ward ; they can- that man is a descendant of fish, bi
{Continued on fourth page.]
not be reckoned up in ovder anto thee ; if"

ol
Pd

‘

the

such a time, gives con-

fidence and cheer, is, * Yet the Lord (hinketh upop we.” He stoops in notice and love

Holt,

go out endowed : with power, "as Mr. Durgin, upon asst
the ‘Conferworkout the early Christians froin Jerasa- "Moderator, briefly ‘address
lem, and may the ‘wordof the Lord run and ence. He commenced by thanking the delegates for the honor they had conférred
be glorified.
:
. Atthe close of the sermon the committee upon him, in electicg him to preside over
dn nomination of officers submitted a re- the body, and continuing, said: However

which A. H. Morrell presided. The attendance was quite large, many persons
its ‘expressed themselves in prayer and remark
and the exercises were full of0 fervor and

Pray for?

at

But prager does not ignore law properly :
understood ; it exalts it; it only objects |
Susquehanna—Revs, Wm, Russell, 8. R. to that view of law and order which leaves
tatives, of a whole denomination of Chris- | Evens.
A
.
God mo liberty. No man can really pray
tlaus, is an’ event of more than ordinary
Union—Rev. Wm. H. Waldeoh:
who believes that prayer is only reactive
Vermont—Revs:; 8.8, Nickerson,
H. F.
importance. They are Christians, and this
on
the suppliant, As to the interference
Sg
A
They bave come together Dickey, J. W. Burgin, D, II. Adams.
with the forces of nature, the preacher put.
Virginia—Rey.
Benjamin
F,
Fox.
m all parts of the land, at great cost of
Wisconsin—Revs. H. J. Brown, G. S. the case thus:
fime and money, and of diversion from Bradley, O. D. Angir.
But the facts are (hat we are constantly
their ordinary work. Such an assemblage
The Committee on the time of meeting interfering ‘with the working of hature.
Rand have a large occasion, should ex- and adjournment reported the following That 'is, ‘we secure results ‘which ‘nature
hibit a large heart, should doa large work ».| order for each day, which was adopted: would not have secured. -We doit by our
should have large results; and I would add, Meet at 9°o'clock, A. M., adjourn at 12, M.; will, as the result of thought. Mind does
act upon matter.
Thought presses, into
should have a large outpouring of the Spii- meet at 2 o'clock, p. M., adjourn at 5 | ph sical force. In this very world of physi-

The following named persons were apchanical, heartless unity. They loved as
brethren, Theirs was no mfisnamed unity pointed a Com. to draft and present, at an

differ from, but love one another; differ in
Object-lessons: are the chief lessons of
gome things, but in the love of Christ. and

were to exhibit that event, in the. sight of
which “the keepers did shake and ‘became
as dead men.”
Have we mistaken (he facts when we
singing, and prayer by Rev. J. M. Bailey,
the preacher announceg as the sibject of have a growing depraciation of the Chrishis discourse the Pentecostal Gathering of tian ordinances generally, and within our
One exalts faith and the inthe Disciples, an account of which is found own borders?
in a portion of the second chapter of the ward life, at the expense of the obedience
Acts. “We give only an outline of what which gives them expression and power.

was an excellent, well-prepared

Theirs was no nierely me-

which,

ir His creation and Yule. And the study
‘cultivation of fraternal “relationship with
S
his works impresses us with the conviction.
other Christians. We would not have it W stdine Wester weRevs. J. M. Bailey,T that the studying spirit is distinct from and
Stevens,
J.
M.
Puuse,
M.
Folsom
and
J.
off se. - We would have our people in
above the world "of matter. God manii
the ailvanoe, tn propositions for the largest. Nason.
Michigan—DProf. S. J. Fowler, Revs I

The conclusion is, the Christian must hold

there was unity,

speak of them, they

here, and so only a brief outline
of the
course of thought can be given, either in

Times of Meeting and Adjournment.
ROLL OF DELEGATES,

work, and I trust we have -all come here
Sec. and Treas.—Rev. I. D. Stewart.
talents, money, houses, lands, influence,
Chairman of Com. of Arrangements prepared for work—work for the cause of
Shall they be satisfied? The souls vague lovgall subject to the glory of God and the
(which committee consists of the secretaries ‘God ; work for our beloved Zion. Matters
a
good
of the world.
To this there can be
of education, of missionary work,‘of church
~ The aching void which nothing earthly fills!
of the several benevolent societies )—Rev.
no exception.
>
Oh! what desires upon my soul are thronging
extension—all those things that pertain to
guments of modern skeptics, and who is
C.
0.
Libby.
This is a. severe standard ol character.
As Flook upward to the heavenly bills.
a
religious denomination will come bethe forthcoming man that shall be sufficient
This report was adopted, the officers
But the law is most manifest. All men
Thither my weak and weary steps arc tending;
for the task? Answer them by all the
named elected, and the Convention ad- fore us, and I trust will have the fullest
| recognize and sanction it, Evil men love
Saviour and Lord! with thy frail child abide;
learning possible.
But one argun
journed to meet at the call of the Presi- consideration.
Ho apply it “Without mercy, scrupulously |
Guide me towards home, where, all my wan- . must not be left out:
On motion the following Committee was
“Christ and him fru
dent.
derings ending,
marking the least acts of self-preference
appointed to nominate Assistant Modercified.”
He
is
the
David
to
meet
Goliath,
WEDNESDAY, oCT. 7
I then shall see thee, and be satisfied.
among those who profess to be the disciples
EY
N BR
NIA
8 Sn qa A oy
ators and Clerks: Revs.'J. M. Brewster, C.
who goes in the name of the Lord.
May
of Jesus.
*A Convention, called to consider the sub0, Libby, W. H. Waldron, G. P. Ramsey,
our young men contemplating the minisThe General Conference.
Supposing Mary,the mother of Jostts, ad, Ject of forming a New England F. Baptist
i
and S. J. Fowler.
try feel, deeply feel, that above all personThe meetings connected with the twenty- al attractions, all literary culture, all hu- habitually expended time and money
Association, was held in the vestry ot the
Adjourned to 2, P. M. Prayer by G. P.
second session of the Freewill Baptist man endowments, they must have the mind ueedless indulgence, with the knowled§e of Roger Williams church at 8 1-2 o'clock. Ramsey.
the poor about her, and of souls famishing G. T. Day was elected chairman, andJ. M.
trienniaY Conference commenced in the of the Master.
AFTERNOON.
!
for the bread of life. Ineed not say these Brewster Secretary. After prayer, and a
Roger Williams
church in Providence,
II. The pentecostal meeting was characThe
Conference
reassembled at 2 o'clock. |
R.
1., Tuesday evening, Oct. 6, at 7. terized by a sacred vegard for the visible names would never have appeared on the statement defining the terms of memberAfter
‘prayer,
the
Com. ‘to nominate ofSupposing it came just ship in the Convention, the Com. appointed
o'clock, During the day a large num- institution of religion. Peter said to -the list of worthies.
ficers reported as follows, and the report
snow
to
light
that
our
Lord
ever
even
winkber
of delegates
and
visitors from anxiously inquiring people, “Be baptized,”
at the meeting in Boston, Jast spring, to was adopted :
many parts of the country had reached the and they were baptized, three thousand of ed at an act of self-preference at the extake charge of the subscriptions and preRevs. G. H. Bull, of N. Y., C. O. Libby,
city, found the homes assigned them, and them in a day. With the same zeal and pense of a higher good, the life of Jesus sent the subject to the several Yearly Meetof N. H., J. S. Burgess, or Maive, and O,,
would
never
appear
again
as
the
guide
of
a
so were ready for the opening service, promptuess: the devoted converts sought
ings, made a report of their work. The E. Baker, of Towa, as Assistant Moderators,
1,
‘The greetings of old friends, long and p"recognition in fhe church ot God “and good man.
subject has been presented to-each of the |
~ But is character one thing in Christ and Y. M’s, and all of them have so far ex- and Revs, H. S. Kimball, of N. H., and
_widely separfited, were so many ‘and. warm broke bread frou: house to house.”
W. H. Waldron, as Assistaut Clerks. ,
and cordial as to be impressive and touchFaith and love are made the great abso- another in his disciples ? We may tremble pressed interest and sympathy as to choose
Rev. A. H, Heath then expressed afew
. ing even to an outside observer ;—they who lute virtues, the absolute conditions to sal- that an unselfish God is to. set in jndgment delegates to this Convention. Some addipleasant
words of welcome to the
(onferwere themselves a part of the experience vation. Bat outward'things were enjoin- upon Christians and the wold.
tional funds have been raised, and on the
ence, in behalf of the F. Baptist Churches
often found the hand-pressures full of ed, and weve practiced, as baving imporV. A wonderful unity characterized the whole, the prospects’ for - the future are
of the city and vicinity, and was. followed
warmth, and gazed
with moist eyes tant offices to fiil in the economy of relig- pentecgstal meeting.
* With one accord,” cheering. The condition and prospects of
by Rivs. C. S. Perkins and W. F. Davis,
and
spoke
with
‘husky
and trethion.
There ate sirange extremes here. says Luke. It is not probable that these the F. B. church in Boston were reported by and brief pesponses were made by the Modulous voices. Atthe hour appointed, the
One exalts vites and ceremonies to the many converts from overy part of the D. Lothrop, Esq., aud the need of co-oper- erator, hd by Rev. G. T. Day, at the Mpd+ vestry of the church was ‘well filled with an
sphere of the absolute ; another, subjecting world, believed alike in all things. But ation on the part of the denomination out- eratal’s call.

audience which showed

and

This sermon needs to be presented ens
tire in order to be intelligently and properly estimaled. Itistoo long for insertion .

and

appointed a Com,

declare

41.

are more than ean be numbered.”

Genesee—Revs. R. L. Howidrd, J. D.
ty, but we have felt, at length, the pleasure Buwith,
of victory:
:
Holland
Purchase—Revs. G. H. Ball,

what of the Divine? How seldom this
question of success is calculatedBy how in- igation and at every altar, to the Lod. of
tumately and directly pastor and people are the harvest, and frée will offerings, without
connected with the source of all power, and “measure, for the schools of the prophets.
by how nearly the precepts and example
The coming together, by their represen-

know as-

the great soul of the Apostie’s preaching.

over,

drill,

and spirit of the Master are copied
disciple.
:
bath made that same

and’ guilt, and of God’s

Where the worn spirit never gains its goal,
us,

“Therefore,”

suredly, that God
Jesus whom ye Lave

;

Not here, where every

Saviour.

- | Peter, “let all the house of Israel

a

not

now em-

i

reigning

scholarship,

the pastor; .calculated from the wealth,
shrewdness, perhaps, of the
of wemberslfip. These, indeed, may be con-

ing of the once crucified, but now risen and

NRE

falent,

we

I. The first and chief méans was the
preaching, simple, direct, positive preach-

Satisfied.

Rm

from the

in no ‘popularity,

sense

have
right

were chosen

subseqeéntly reported the roll of delegates,
with their respective ¥, M's, as found be-

spiritual support was to be limited to the
Tllinois—Revs. J. S. Dinsmore, J. Malfounders of religion. Human weakness is been modified, but there yet remain issues vern,
100 great; human depravity too deep-root- of too grave a character to justify any dimIllinois Southern—Rev. i S. Manning.
Indiana Northern—Rev.8. D. Bates.
ed, sin too cumulative and crushing, and inution of our self-respect, or relaxation of
‘Maine Central—Revs. J. 8. Da
gs, O.
we add, the work assigned to Christians too our denominational energies.
B.» Cheney, C.F. Pani oA M. nes, L
No denomination has excelled us in the Given, David Allen, H G. Hoisington. E.
momentous, that they shall be turned out te

man and of measures for the speedy evan- war with sin and to save a world, all in
gelization of the world, This was its ¢hief their own strength, or aided only by the
received
by the Publisher for teeir discontinuance,
No
object. All things made ready, Christiani- literal word, spoken and written.
and un!
ment of all arrearagesis“made as rety was to now commence its first offensive promise of Christ was clearer than that of
q@ired b
Ww.
ch subscriber 1s particularly requested to note
the Comforter, aud that “I and my Father
the date on the label for the expiration of his sub- -measures against the powers of darkness.
scription, and tg forward what is due (or the ensuing
will make our abode with you,”
The iuThis
was
to
be
the
trial
application,
so
to
year, without rmrther reminder from this ofice,
| speak, -of the appointed means to the de- spired "apostles instructed their brethren
NEWSPAPER 1 DECISIONS,
sired end. We have the results,, and they that the divine influence was to be sought
1. Any
person who takes a
ngwsgaper regular]
|
reflect
all. honor upon the divine author, as support for every volition,
from the post-ofice—whether fin
to his name b
‘another’s, or whether he has subscribedor not—is
No doctrine is more. generally received
And we have lessons here to learn and apresponsible for the payment.
2. Ifa person orders his
paper discontinued, he plyin our own time. They are needed in all than this, and yet no one can have failed to
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may conobserve a very great tendency to overlook
times.
+5
tinue to send it until payment 1s made, and collectthe
whole amount, whether the paper is ‘taken fromthe
the necessity
for divine aid, and to fall back
Let
us
inquire
alter
the
elements
of
suc, Jlice or not.
upon
human
appliances.
The question of
8. The courts have decided that refusmgte take cess, by which
were reached these first
newspapers and periodicals from the post-oflice, or
success
among
the
churches
is calculated
achievements
in
the
workings
of
the
Chrisremoving and leaving them uncalled for, i prima
{ian system.

We
not. sought numbers so much as to be

apostolid order of things to the opinion¢ of aud to do right. It bas fallen to us {o war
with popular vices, as with slavery, for exevery tlass of professed Christians,
IT. Another characteristic of the pen- ample. We felt the pain, and-have suffer-

until an explicit order is

tacie evidence of intentional fraud,

no doubt of the divine sanction upon the
movement. Of our members we ¢an not

tecostal meeting was- the Holy Ghost en- ed the ‘results of unpopularity and

Number

1874,

Christian { boast, neither are we ashamed,

are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible andthus save expenses,

Papers are forwarded

14,

|

er

8. S. oman

ceive me, receiveth not me but him that
Thus the state Qf childhood is
sent me.”
In receiving the
nearest that of heaven.

sweet

NOTES BY PROF.J. A. HOWE.

see Lesson Papers.)

* (For Questions

spirit

of

the

child

we: receive

the

Lord Jesus, we receive the Father, for whoever entertains in his breast the ambassador of God entertains him who sent the
ambassador.
God comes into the soul with

—

tha spirit which Jesus here manifested
THE

MIND

OF

CHRIST.

JOHN'S
38. ¢* Master,

MARK 9 :33—42.

NOTES AND HINTS.
DISPUTE AMONG THE DISCIPLES.
:
Ac33, “ And he came to Capernanm.”
cording to Lange this return to Capernaum
was not immediately after the events mentioned in the former part of the chapter.
The appearance of Jesus at the feast of
tabernacles must, he thinks, be put just before the incident ‘We iré ADOUT W svwdyTo the feelings that his work in Jerusalem;
during.

the

that feast, awakened, the dispute of

disciples

being

.in

must

the

be

attributed.

ter, (Mark

an
ples
this
us,

had

"It was a natural feeling, and a step

imitated unconsciously

tions.

Is it reason

for many

genera-

enough for excluding

from our. fellowship a disciple, or a church
of disciples, that “ he followeth not us” ?

twelve, as

THE

they walked on the
Had the dispute taken
he would not have
‘« By the way,” better
to their journey back
Jernsalem.
34. *“ But they held
they

out

action, by the different classes of disci~
towards oné another, is a growth from
condemned root. *‘* He followeth not
therefore*we disfollowship him” said

John.

dispute, but gives what it called forth from
‘the Lord. The question of Christ denotes

the, way

casting

tians has assailed other. churches of 'Churjstians.
All exclusive, proscriptive, sectari-

1: 29,)—he asked them, ** What

the

one

them.
* He followeth not us™ has ever
been the war-cry when one chureh(of: Chris-

to Pe-

was il that ye disputed among yourselves
by the way?” Matthew speaks as if this
topic was introduced by the disciples coming to Jesus and asking, ‘ Who thén is
greatest in the kingdom of heaven ?” Matt.
18:1. Perhaps they opened the subject,
and he answered it by asking them the nature of their dispute. Matthew omits this

a distance between him and

saw

then e¥hibited theirs, he did not come and
connect
himself in a regular way with

*‘ And

house,”—the house where he

made his home, perhaps belonging

we

devils in thy name.” Some convert, either
by the preaching of the apostles, or from
witnessing the miracles and hearing the
truth of Jesus. He believed that the name
of Jesus was powerful against ‘evil spirits,
and commanded them, in the name of Jesus, to depart. The disciples said, ** Even
the devils are subject to us through thy:
name.” Luke
10:17.
‘And we forbade
him, because hé¢ followethnot with us.”
The reason of their forbidding him was (1.)
not that he did not have faith in Jesus; (2.)
«not that he was less faithful to his Master
than they thought. he should be; (3.) but
that his faith was not exhibilea mn we way

in you

GOLDEN Te $1 1— Let this wind be
which was also in Christ Jesus.

MISTAKE,

CHRISTIAN

‘LAW

OF

FELLOWSHIP.

road to Capernaum.
39, 40. “But Jesus said, Forbid him
place in his hearing,
not;”
said it to John, to all whe take the
asked this question.
“position
of exclusiveness. We are not to
*‘ or the way,” refers
say
to
any
man at work for Jesus, ‘ Conto Capernaum from
nect with us or cease to work as a disciple.”
their peace, for by The man that John forbade and whom
disputed among them- Jesus told his disciple not to forbid, bad

selves who should be greatest.” The ques- not been ordainedby Christ or his apostles;
tion of their Master silenced them because had not joined the church or been baptiz(1.) they had manifested a selfish ambition ed; was irregular every way; but his heart
was right, and ¢ If there be first a willing
for which they felt ashamed; (2.) they
mind
it is accepted according to that a man
had becgme too animated over thie subject ;
hath, and not according to that he hath
(3.) they had revealed a disposition to advance ‘each his own at the expense .of oth- not.” 2. Cor. 8:12. ** For there is no man
ers’ claims; (4.) for position and outward which shall do a miracle in my name that
can lightly speak evil of me.” The man
honor, not for virtue and inward intelliwho does a miracle in the name of Jesus
‘gence, they had contended; (5.) to the eye
most be sincere, and have a genuine faith.
of Jesus, whose spirit and teachings were
Such a person could not consent to speak
benevolent, they had exposed the littleness
evil of Jesus. ¢* Lightly” here means willpo
-~
of their hearts, and shown their apprecia- .
ingly or easily. How large the charity,
tion of his heavenly kingdom.
Hence
how wide the extended welcome of our
they were now ashamed to meet him, and Lord!
His spirit invites; his love enfolds
to have him draw out of them a confes- all who love him. ‘‘ For he that is not
sion Of what they had sald ahd of how they

had said it. They made no reply to his
question. Out of their misconceptions of
the nature of the kingdom

of God, and out

of their Jewish expectations (hat it would
y be political, and give to the Jews independence and supremacy, arose
‘tions, which, at a lateg period

tory, seemed tosthem so ignoble and earthly. Luke shows how Clnist learned of this
-ditpute. ** He perceived the thought of
their heart.” Luke 9:47. Had the disciples

disputes

believers
admits
faith may
the gift of

among disciples, because it

Itis

the

angel,

radiant

in

is

———

one’s

circumstances

that itr"& spiritual

is

wrong,

but

q drink of cold water to a disciple because
he is u disciple.

Christian - graces.

dangers

brotherhood the desire

for outward honors, rank and precedence

is’

misdirected and pernicious.
s

The desire to-be

first

detracts

from

the

excellences of the sonl because it excludes

{he sense of unworthiness, love for others,

of offense

over

which

done

It

has.

been

said,—

+¢ Modesty always sits-gracefully on youth.”
True, and modesty, which is akin to bumility, sits gracefully on riper age as well.
The violet grows in a lowly bed, and then

The

little ones

the other in the narrowness which Christ
rebuked. The Lord must have anticipated,
at this point, the tendency of his church,

dis- peck,

THE

36,37.

CHILD-SPIRIT,

a child aud

taken him in his arms,” (or, better still,)
« and folding it in bis arms,” ** he said upto them.” This was a mode of impr essing
the truth that could not be forgotten. It
was teaching an ohject-lesson. After this
manner the old prophets often gave force
{0 their words, for they presented to the
eye types of the truth they prophesied to
the ear, Is. 20:8; Jer. 18:1—9; Ez. 4:1—3.
"With this child in his arms, Jesus said, ac-

cording to Matthew, ** Except ye be con-

ye shall
verted and become as littie children,

_ not enter into the kingdom of heaven,”—
this to men angrily disputing who of them
should be greatest in that kingdom.. The
_ meaning of Jesus was that only by selffor:
getfuluess- and by self-sacrifice oan one enshall re
' name,
by the
meanin

of heaven.

*‘ Whosoever

one of such children in my
esus, illustrating his words
Wn ‘eld in his arms, and
4 pecelv

? weléome

The

hanged

were cast into the

about

to

His

:
cp
:
Has not this series of portraits, from
+The Queen, more than application on this

side of the sea» Thé writer says:
The reasons which induce people to go to

church are very numerous.

No doubt a

created

the

world

of heaven. He has all
on.earth, * He humbled

the
majority—zo toa place of worship for the
legitimate objects for which Christian peoplé assemble themselves together; and no
doubt, also, if every church-goer were
asked “Why do you go to church?” the
azswer would be preity much the same in
each case. According to the part of our
island in which the question was put, some
would express.an intention of prayer, and

pride. ~ What an example
be possessed by all who profess tor be his
followers.
Paul was humble. He planted churches.
But he" did not tell of his great success.
He said, ‘‘He that planteth is not any-

thing;” *“I am nothing; ” * I am less than

his

God Plath

the habitation “of his >
grace.

f

nominal

reason why host

people

places of worship.
If we dre, however, to judge

by

results’ iB

may, without any great breach of charily, |
infer that very different motives influence
many church-goers.
Women are said to
constitute the majority of chorch-godrs, beeause of the greater religiousness of thein

natures.

Through

Ep.

And so upbore Him.

drawer, but hope to reach it ‘some

that the Saviour said there had not risen a | signed as a reason the great regard which |
such

Some, again,

self-hiding and self-sinking ? It was enough | while othéts have said that
to

surprise

the

world

and

seemingly .as-|

spect their

a wish

neighbors’ new bonnets

was

in-

heaven.

He thought

inform
those who sent us?"

Conference which was, held at Camborne,

nothing

a

tod

di

+ No matter about my name. Tell them one honest farmer. ‘who, planned - the |
the followihg resolution
whole of his new arrangements while |
large. ajoriors * That a committee, be) ap- I'am nobody. ‘I am only a ‘voice, —the
listening, apparently attentively, to. the
same’
that
Tsaiah
said
should
be
heard,
’
pointed 10 consider-the subject of ‘reyising
"We all
the Liturgy and Book of ‘Ofieeg, espapially etying in the wilderness, 4 Prepare ‘ye the «parson droning over his bead.”
with a ji to the removal gf all expres- way of the Lord.” It 18 of ‘consequence know the story of the sick roan who could
sions which are‘susceptible pf a sense con- that ‘my voice of warning be heard, I not sleep. + No opiates soothed himy ro

heart
‘governing feeling thewe, the
spirit
“little - child,
receiveth
me. My Wo « peceive” Jesus when, and
oy when, we welcome to our breast the trary to the principles of our Evangelical
“That js not ambitious, lofty,
Protestantism, and Yepon to the next Conor for distinction and unmindfulness of ference. n
but is confiding, loving, huntle

‘pray you mind that.”
Humility in ministers, so far as tis goes,
will make “them like Christ. Tt will save

**slumbrous sound” was sufficient to Wao
the (drowsy god, At last,
a5, bis own pres.
scription, he said that be thought if he
-

3

The

+

«Child, thy father calls,come home.’

*

:

of

His

garments

bring

back

To palsied limbs! I feel it has to wine.
Up! bear me once more to my church!
, more

nee

For, by the sweetness of my Master's voice
Just now. I think He must be very near,—
I trust, to break the veil, “which time
Coming,
Has worn so thin that I can see beyond,
cal
And watch His footsteps.
So, raise up my head.
How -dark itis! I ean not seem to see
The faces of my flock. 1s that the sea
§

®

Iligten for her blessing

Which I feel but do not hear.

Yow I long to hear her calling,
. From that far-off golden shore,
“ Confe, my child, the gates are open,

Thou shalt leave me never-more.”

That murmurs so, or is it weeping? Hush, .
My little children! God so loved the world
He gave His Son.
So love ye one another.
Love God and man.
Amen,
Now bear me

Oh, the light, the joy, tlie beauty,
That the future has in store!

back.
My legacy unto an angry world

i

is this,

| I feel my work is finished.
Are the streets so
© full?
‘| What, call the folk my waiieh The Holy John?
Nay, write the rather, Jesus Christ's beloved,
‘And lover of my children.

i

Lay

me down

Once more upon my couch, and open wide
The eastern window.
See, there comes a light
Like that. which broke upon my soul above
:
When, in the dreary Isle of Patmos, Gabriel
come
And touched me on the shbuider, See, it grows ~ :
As when we mounted toward the pearly gates.
I know the way! I trod it once before,
t

And hark! Tt is the song the ransomed sang *
Of glory to the Lamb! How toud it sounds !.

And that unwritten one! Methinks my soul
it mow. But who are these that
"erowd
|!
The shining way?* Say joy! is the eleven, .
With Peter first] How eagerly he looks!
How bright the smiles are JDeaming on James’
;
ueayrh
HE
I am the lust, Once wots we ire complete

| Can join

-

‘For, throughout the ambient air,
Swectest strains still linger, linger,

Not produced by mortal finger.

To gather round the ‘Paschal feast.

Pain and sbrrow ne'er annoy,

a

touching
Strength

”o

Oh, how oft Pve seen

There let me tell them of a Saviour's love ;

”

Ofttimes in the twilight stillness

. Far beyond the feartul roar,

now I am weak,

more upon-my
native hills;

And touch my Master.

v

Happiness without alloy
.
Fills the hearts of those who dwell,
Crowned with wreaths of Asphodel,
_ 1n the blessed land Elysian,
Many loved have gone bafore,

Lord,

1 know itall; and yet, just now, I seemed

For the messenger to come,

Music is not wanting there,

dreary

| Have long prepared the cheerful evening meal.
Come, James, the
master waits; and Peter,

To stand once

of

was barried by a

desolate;

'
What say you, friends?
“That this is Ephesus, and Christ has gofie
Back to His kingdom? Ay, ’tis so, ’tis so.

And with joy she hailed the summons,—

And

and

see,
Has gone some steps before,

Oh, I know thé angels met her

I can fancy she is near;

fields,

And old, and feeble! Let mé rest on thee!
8), put Thine arm around me. Closer still !
How strong thou art! The twilight draws
apace.
A
Come, let us leave these noisy streets and take
The path to Bethany; Mary’s smile
Awaits us at the gate, and Martha’s hands

the river,
are ever fair,
angel mother,
coming there,

‘We shall there be re-united, potent motor eause (we may remark in
Never to be parted more.
by a handle in the outer edge of the stone, himself, but much of Lis *message and the passing that a statistical inquiry into the
on a pivot in the lower, or nether stone. gouls of men. The following took place numberof new dresses amd bonnets orHasten, Lord, thy glorious coming,
The upper stone had a hole in the center
Guide thy mourning ones we pray;
in his history, and shows his remarkable dered to be sent home on Saturday might
Drive away the mists aud shadows,
for the grain, and was, on its lower side,
be found to give eolor to this assertion).
humility.
Turn the darkness into day.
concave, fitting into the lower stone which * The leading men of Jerusalem, wishing Of course the fact that there are actually
Portland, Me.
was slightly - convex.
The Jashuage of
to know who was getting up such an ex- more women than men must account for
Jesus here makes use of a proverbial ex- citement about there, sent a deputation to some ol their propondertnss in hareh atpression of the Jews, and, denotes that vio- ascertain, They. found him and the sub- tendance.
THE LAND ELYSIAN.:
:
lent death is preferable to causing any stance of their questions and’ his answers
BY GEORGINE,
Among men there is a good den) more,
a.
humblest believer to fall away from Jesus. was this:
of conventional churoh-going then would
Far
beyond
our
earthly, visio
How precious in his sight is his weakest
be imagined, It is the *“‘right thing to do?”
“Who are you? Are you. the Christ?”
There’s a pleasant aly pow 3
saint ! The practical lessons of this ScriptFountains play unceasing there;
«1 am not the Chyist.”’
for
a pere de fumille to march in procesure are so visible in eyery part ag! to need ° “Who then? Are you Elijah 4
Perfumes float upon the fir;
sion 10 ehurch; and suburban villadom
_ Sunset skies can not compare
no specific enumeration here.
“No,
I
am
not
Elijah.”
:
>
witnesses
a
great
deal
of
that
kind
of
§
With the beauties portrayed there,
‘Are you the other’ prophet. fgpwhom thing.
In country districts church-going
Flowers in rich profusion grow,—
we are looking #”
affords a sort of rendezvous for neighbors,
Queenly rose and violet low ;«
The Wesleyans of England seem tochave
“No. You mean Jeremiah, 1 am not and a considerable amount of intelligence, “Lilies ring their tiny bells
their
in
sm
Romani
of
seeds
the
red
discove
Down in quiet, mossy dells;
not directly connected with church matters,
Jeremiah.
Liturgy, and have taken measures to exStately palms thelr branches raise;
is’
communicated
during
the
waiting
be
“ Then, will you tel us, so that we can
them At @ recent session of their
ti
Bongsters sing their sweetest luys;—
fore and after church. We have heard of |
tonish

day.—

#1

Patiently and long she waited

barvest

wastes!
{
Aud oftentimes, He leaned upon my arm,
Weary and wayworn. - I was young and strong,

‘When her feet touched heaven’s shore,
4 wAnd they sang a song of welcome;
For her sufferings all were oer.

have as-

to

Ob, what holy walks we had,

ANGEL MOTHER .:

In the land beyond
Where the skies
Dwells my sainted
‘Watching for my

proprieties,

self-veiling, | women have for conventional

His mantle.

BY ISABELLE P.
T
[Written on the death of Mrs. Mary H. Plumer.]

find in the clergy

the ** ass mill-stone”, because the

Was there ever

t
© "MY

Seoffers have fusinuated that it

their best friends;

which, as from a window, shone _

erature.
of these produets, that they. may find a
place in our columns y—requests that it
is pleasant to gratify when it is practieabie.
We ave not yet very near the bottom of the

enter

is called

greater.

wy

: x inity, looked on wy inmost soul,
And lighted it forever. Then His words
We present avother installment of the Broke on the silence of my heart and made
poetry which is always accumulating in The whole world musical. Incarnate Love
the drawer held sacred to that classiof lit- Took hold of me and claimed me for its own,
'"Speeigl requests accompany some 1 followed in the twilight, holding fest

_ Herpure spirit took its flight
From this world. Ah! blest awakiong,
Out from q3rkneas into light.

it is because women
‘He was so9 great

this

When the autamn dawn was breaking,

lowliness!

Note John the Baptist.

BIORY

Crept up the distant hifls, and in its wake

the dewy fields!
that is Soft purple shadows wrapped
Then
I
And then He came and called me.
of bis
gazed,
)
For Be mn time, oun that sweet face. These

The Poetic Drawer,

the least of all saints;” “It is net meet is because of their Interior ‘Intellectual dedepths of that 1 should be called an Apostle”"What j-velopment, and Mr. Mill has declared that

** mill-stone” bere nahied

hearts;

ligious exercise of some sort is at least the

upper millstone, and in Matthew

punSl

We can see their white robes glisten,
And at twilight, if we listen,
“We can catch the sweet refrain i—
“ Never sorrow, grief or pain
‘Mars the peace in fields Elysian,

(wo dwelling-places — the

highest beavens and lowest

others a desire to hear preaching; Jbut re-

the

was

bim in the midst of them, and when he had

ter the

he

were

Sight-seeing Church-goers.

and behaviour—drawing eonclusions-as to
of humility, to the mature of the tree from its frnits—we

greater stones of that. mill were often turned by that animal. The diamget ha t he
comaon mill-stone turned by hand, was
set about one foot anda half. It was turned

1

¢* And he took

and

the sea.”

am-

‘bition, bis duty was to deny himseit, cohsecrate himself to others, and so be first by
being last of all.

mill-stone

Jesus

himself.” He was meek and lowly. He
was oppressed by power and mocked by

and had his eye on the course of history.
Have not the {wo chief stumbling-blocks

a

Lord

and all the hosts
power. Yet when

mighe have stumbled ; one in the ambition,

that

eir-

and tobe x4

hangs its head as ifto hide its beauty from’ very large number —it is to be hoped

the disinteresied and lowly feelings of one
which the church has placed before the feet
dependent on Jesus. The desire to be first
‘of little ones been her priestly pride, and
is nqt a desire for love to, God, and likeher bigotry P= The warring that Jesus
ness to God above what other disciples engave
was fearful: ¢* It is better for him
joy, but is the desire of une'disciple to excel another in vain show, luxury and
Hence Jesus taught, his
cumstance,
ciples that. when any one felt such an

trial,

endure

t

view. It is lovely in modesty and huis" forgotten that he is perceiving thew
mility. * So are God's lowly-miaded, humbea disciple! .
thoughts of the heart, are selfishly waged.
42. “ And whosoever shall offend one of ble people, and good ministers of Jesus
35. »* And he sat down and called the
Christ.
twelve, and said unto them, If any mau. de- these little ones that believe in me,” that is,
The angels are a higher order of heings
hot children who believein me, but believsire to be first, the same shall be last of all
than men.- They ‘ excel in strength.” But
ers
without
regard
to
age
who
have
the
and servant of all.” ¢ First” in the kinghumility - is their. dress. They are the
dem of God,is meant.
He does not teach spirit of childhood, and who are not yet humble messengers of God.
From heaven
matured in their faith and love. To of-|,
here that man must npt aspire to make the
fend” here means to cause them to lose to earth they come to help and bless. needy
most of himself, that the ambition to im:
their faith in Jesus. The lesson shows two mortals below.
prove

and

help; to

the

Humility,
humility forever! It is one
of the most valuable and most important

Christ. All its value arises from the motive, which may be just as Christian in this,
as in ‘some more notable deed. The ** reward” of such is given of Jesus, and is his
love and seal of ownership. How easy'to

they would have changed the subject, or
discussed it in a different way.
So to-day

conflict

for

darkness of human woe, never waiting for The road about three miles from our house
the ‘‘set time” to come, but scattering per- is under water, and clusters of trees are
;
far out away from land.
petual gladness-and sunshine in the homes
How we long to see the new “Takorers,
of earthly misery.
there iis so much work waiting for them,
S. P. B.
Midnapore, Aug, 24.
" Humility in Ministers.

for Christ, and denotes in the giver love for

been aware that he was reading
their
thoughts and hearing their vain wranglings

many

er side.”

Christ who sincerely attach themselves to
his cause, even if they do not seem to be in
an orderly, or, in ‘other words, in our way

Sach an act is really

to heaven

| signal for folded arms, head laid on them:
amples to others.
speaking,
and sound sleep until “lastly” proclaimed
Cowper,
poet,
Christian
The
BY J. W.BARKER.
Far beyond your earthly vision.”
————
Fy
3
'
to the audience the near approach. of a
of the ministry, says:
—
time
of
release.
is
My friend really intends to be charitable,
v
hemt
i
«1 venerate the man whose
We have
IN MEMORIAM, *
Some go to hear the singing.
especially as she understands it. It is warm.” So do all the truly good. A
possible ‘her views of charity may lack heat warm with love to God and men is heard of appointments made to hear “that | [Lines on the death of Rev. E. Knowlton.]
BY REV. A: R« BRADBURY.
breadth and liberality. They may savor a humble. It feels its dependence and knows lovely music of Gounod's” at a church which
“Well done, thou faithful man of God!
little of form and conventionality. But she how to trust. But if anything is really | was distinguished asthe “Sunday opera ;"
Thy work has been done well;
was taught charity from the Bible, and Wistressing to pious hearts, it is to witness and we all know the stir in the congrega:
Come up on high;
other
and
Paul’s
St.
at
marks,
heaven
which
to
tion
point
this is the book she delights to read.” Par- in those who profess to
Lay thy shield by;
ticularly on Sunday, everything else is ex- and lead the way, evidence of sell-confi- pluces, the secession of those who léave
Thy life work, who ean tell?
:
rs—
church-goe
Other
cluded from her reading, and she bends, dence and sel=cstcem, and a love of pop- atter the anthem.
My glory have I¥shown to thee,
F.
but they. are chiefly north of the Tweed—
with a thoughtful grace, over the word of ulaw-applause.
Servant of the great King;
Raymond, N. H.
go only for the sermon, and care for that
God, not with any special désive, perhaps,
Bs
- Come, walk in light,
simply as the means of hearing one par-|
to find out the richness of its meaning; not
%
Be clothed in white,
.
Good News.
My praises thou #halt sing.
%
with any purpose to endeavor to rationticular man preach. In Mrs. Oliphant’s
alize its spirituality, but to see how pre.
‘Life of Irving” we read that the young “How many thou didst lead tome, “wg
fog us. man, then assistant to Dr. Chalmers in
a happy day
During thy eqrthly stay fo
L,
cisely its teachings conform to ber relig- i Yesterday was
Gems pure and bright,
Glasgow, used to meet the people turning
ious notions, and to be refreshed with the Nine converts put on Christ by baplism.
Leeda
©
Arrayed in white,
conviction that her system of faith gives Four were from the Santal schoole”two back from the church do rs when Dr. ChalPrepared
for
endless
day.
peculiar validity to the word of Inspira- from the native gentry, one from the mers was not to officiate, and used to hear
How often didst thot raise thy voioe
tion. She gives, sometimes with cgmmend- Printing Establishment, and one from the them say, “It's no’ bimsel' the diy.” Aj
In legislative halls;
miniswhose
assistant,
the
when
village!
Christian
came
time
able liberality. But her system of giving
All trusted thee
be a fy to the friends at trations were then thought of little value,
It must always
ie slightly intermittent,
Te is periodical,
:
For purity;
to
here,
ons,
children
congregati
other
adopted
to
became ‘‘himsel’ ”
and perhaps methodical. It is sometimes hohe, who have
They knew thy inward calls.
in season” and sometimes ‘‘out of season.” learn how they get on, and so I will say but, in his eatly experience, the fact mast
Alas! no more we see thy face
But no matter,” it is ‘bread upon the that threé of the boys who were baptized bave been strongly “borne in” upon Irving
Among the saints below ; ¢
for
prayed
and
identified
are
yesterday,
that to many church-goers the messenger
waters ;” and although the flood sometimes
Gone.up to God,
y dear ones far over the sea.
is far more imporlant than the message.
seems to swallow it, still she expects a
In his abode
lummer Brown is a Mussuftnan lad, Divines of more recent date than Dr. ChalTo meet loved ones, you know.
swift return. At least she looks for the)
generous credit given<o the “cheerful giv- and the only one we ever had among us, niers have the same homage paid to them
There you will take the golden harp,
°
er. ™
to us, or rather was
Although he came
church goers to, whom sermon-hearing
And loud hosannas sing;
iii
Ten thousand tongues
The scas®n came,and my friend filled her brought to us, a little boy,he had the in- 1s the prigcipal object of chureh-going.
;
With joyful songs
There is a variety of the class of churchbasket—filled it well, for she¢had the store stinet of his race, a contempt for Christian“Will make the arches 54 3
goers who go to see their. neighbors, for
that must be disposed of, or it would de- ity, and has quietly kept it all these years.
cay on her hands. Luscious fruit, just In every other respect he has been one of whom we entertain a speci] kind of consuch as God permits to grow for his chil- the Dest and most reliable boys we have tempt, and who have been making thems
’
ST. JOHN, THE AGED.
In the special meetings we selves recently particularly contem
dren. She started on her mission of love. ever had.
er [The following anonymous poem, sent us by a
And how glad and joyous the heart seems have been holding he has become wholly and offensive. We allude to the chur
Feorrespondent, was found ubout eight years ago,
1 to beat as the steps hasten oun errands of changed, and is now a humble, happy con- who are tempted by the chance of seeing as | in a magazine published in Philadelphinial)
It would payto have him sent to fellow-worshipers
royal
personages or) I’m growing very old. This weary head
mercy.
My friend saw, in her fancy, the wert.
Adam Brown has,
and educated.
America
some celebrities of one kind or other. We That hath so often leaned on Jesus’breast,
smiling face, the eyes that spake gratidays long past that seem alfiost a dream,
tude through blinding tears, and heard the till lately, been very indifferent about re- can recall the fact of being recommended In
Is
bent.and
hoary with the weight of years.
the
of
because
precious words of appreciation. She reach- ligion, but he geems to be soundly counvert- to attend a certain chapel
These Win that, followed Him—my_ Master—
chance
of
seeing
Robert
Browning
there;
litgood
a
always
was
Page
Lyman
ed.
ed {he home of the lonely and friendless,
and expected, of course, a cordial welcome. tle boy, and now seems better than ever. °° and we remember enduring a dreary serv- From Ws od to Judah, yes, that stood
The native lady who joined us yesterday ice tor the sake of hearing the preaching of Beneath the cross and trembled with His groans,
But the object “of my good friend's charity
the wife of Gangooly Babu, He visited Farad: ay. The chance of seeing Lord Pal- Refuse to bear me even through the streets
is
had departed to that land whose beautisome years ago, under the aus- merston used to- draw a larger congrega- To preach into my children. E’en my lips
America
ful shores are made fresh and green by the
Refuse to form the words my heart sends forth.
Unitarians, and was a good tion than usualat Romsey Abbey.
the.
of
pices
river of live. She had slept in the “silent
My ears are dull, they scarcely hear the sobs
this
g,
AfterHarvard.
at
especially
lionized,
deal
church-goin
for
motives
all
Of
city” nearly two months.
So this charity
Of my own children gathered round my couch;
After sight-seeing molive seems to us the mean- God lays his hand on me ;—yea, his hand
»
was more than two months ‘‘out of sea- wards he wrote a book on India.
he came home, he gave up his Unitarian est. We have a hope that her gracious And not his rod,~the gentie hand that [
son.”
*
Periodical charity
may answer some ideas, and is now an ecarnest Christian Majesty, prescient of the way of sight Felt, those three years, so often pressed '.
mine,
purposes very well. “It will keep a sys- worker. This is'the first instance within deers, may have designed the well-deserved In friendship soch "as passeth woman's love.
tem running that has no special reference my knowledge of a high caste lady being conclusion to the ill-begun pilgrimage.
I'm old; so old I can not recollect
{to the ever-pressing wants and woes of baptized with the consent of her husband.
The faces of my friends; and I forget
s, and thus
Jesus said to his followers: “By this The words and deeds that make up daily life;
humanity. But itis too slow for ordinary One or two have left their-home
trouble.
of
deal
greal
a
made
all men know that ye are my disci But that dear face, and every word He spoke,
shall
human purposes. . Christian charity. is a
The meetings are still going on, and ples, if ye have love one for another.”
Grow more distinet as others fade away.
perpetual fountain, a never failing, everSo that I live with. Hin» and holy dead
there are a number more who have asked
flowing stream of gladness.
Human misFaith has an influence upon all other More than with living.
for baptism. Oh, it is sv good to see
Some seventy yesrp ago
ery is not periodical, it has no regard to
thread that rans
sheaves after all these years of sowing and graces. It is like a silver
conventionalism.
True
charity ‘never
of pearls: it puts strength 1 was a fisher by (he sacred sea.
chain
a
through
It was at sunset, How the tranquil tide ,
faileth.” ' It does not *‘pass by on the oth- weeping and waiting.
Bathed dreamily the pebbles! How the light
We are in the midst of a little flood. and vivacity into all other graces.

“Hence Wve are to hold them to

attached. There are always more
in the world thane are ready to
41. Jesus declares that the true
be’ shown by any smal}.act, by

these
ambiin their bis-

up

hardness,

~ Charity Out of Seuson:

‘against ns"—Dby inward resistance—** is on
our part.”

‘oeit and pride.
look

4nd the strife of euithly Soest

were ‘‘taken into the church in sermon |
time,” he could sleep ‘there.
We have
seen in the country congregations the moment when the sermon began taken as the

on
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them from a fall, bie
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Is next my Master. 'O my Lord, my Lord!
How bright thou art! and yet the very same
Iloved in Galilee.
’'Tis worth the hundred:
years

fl

/

To feel this bliss! So My me up, dear Lord,

Unto thy bosom,

There shall T abile,

=
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The Coming of the Lord.
mr

“ At

even, or

at

——

midnight,

or at cock-crow-

ing, or in the morning.”
‘When from the golden west
The sun’s gleam slowly dies away,
Bringing the hourof rest,

%

Thy Lord may come.

thee lower,

And angels vigil keep;
ay
;
‘When the lights are out, the fires faint glow
Scarce piercing through the gloom,
Although no footstep, soft and low,

1s heard within Jy toom,
‘Watch and pray, at the midnight hour,
ou

h the darkness

lower

rd may come.

y

, Itmay be when the herald of dawn
Sounds forth so shrill avd clear,

Wheidew night is almost gone,
And day is drawning near,

When the waning moon is sinkipg low,
And stars are growing dim,

Aud fitful stumbers come and go,

While quiet reigns within ;—
In that calm hour, oh! watch and pray,
Ere the dawn of day
Thy Lord may come.

It may be in the morning bright,

When shades of nizht are
And the sun’s early slanting

gone,
light

Gleams over hill and lawn ;

‘When the birds are

gayly singing

Their songs around thy home,
And the morning air is winging
Sweet fragrance in thy room ;—
Watch and pray in the early light,
.
In the morning bright

The Lord may come.
—Christian Press.
r—

The

Unconscious
—

Christian,

PW

I had ealled several times on Mrs. C.,
and bad conversation on spiritual matters,
At the time of* which I write I had become

°

satisfied

beaven he sighed,and saith unto him,‘

Phathn?
ed.

in reference to her faith in Christ,

the

—

ars of mature

and a sigh. '““ Every
godd gift and eve
perfect gift is from above, and cometh
down from the Father of lights,”
3

must

be

born

14

to fill up.

We need to be tak-

a

change

of heart,

and

tbat

I have never

by the

les

thickened

about his life.

took

any

pains

to - encourage

him,

up

his

heart

by

a

—in him the Son of the Most High

Time was when he set his compass

“change

of purpose;

desire; ens

joyment, no matter when or how. it was
. brought about.”
,
She whs satistied, united with the church,
and for twelve years adorned the Christian
profession. During that time: she was always a cheerful and efficient Christian.
For nineteen days in succession 1 saw her
before she died, heard her Iast words, and

is,

inthe

guise of a common

bends at a earpenter’s bench.
stoops to save us l—Gulhrie.

breath of agpersion in the air.

to

late when

make

him

rude

his life; or to brighten his path.

_ heard uw more cheerful,

rysame

time, intelligent

I; aud, at the

testimony

power of divine grace,
All over dhe land where

tinually sinking into SolVion :
; But

pe

the volume

itse {sary

the

low he

t
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Ephphatha.

.

When

He

}

Ab

velopment

¢

under

positive

law,

Jesus had reached thie. sea

willing to' gratify your wishes,
leave you to do all the talking !”

of Gal-

grout

[tis a grad business process 4 EA

But I will come most of our public men.
good

Jesus took him aside from the others,

to see what faith he'had.
ed to. go

apart

If he had refus-

from his friends no doubt

the matter would have ended there and he
would have remained deaf and

But he went,

speechless.

He showed that he had not

been imply pulled along by his comrades,

congressmen . and

der a weeping sky, and beneath the rain of
falling tesrs. But our walk will often, as

need

men

business

through

at our altavs, we

A
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| |
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It drives Worms outof the system.
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ed starlight streaming down.
+ Herc is an utterance that has the sunbeam in it: “The Lord's mercies are new
evePy morning.” What an assurance this
1s, to carry with us in all our wayfaring
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we look up, show us a rift in the clouds and

peed them in our Sunday school teachers’ dark to, us. The shadows brood over it.
meetings, at our missionary gatherings, "A veil hides it trom our sight.. What jsunand in every place where strong hands, der the shadows, what is behind the veil,
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the blue sky shining through, and the bless- |

pu the church needs her business talent
brought into earnest consecration to Jesus.
We

.

orning.

g
vary
ans
J
|. How many bright things there are in the
| book of Lamentations ! It has a hd title,
and in our happy moods we should hardly
| think of turning its leaves. Our instiiict
would be to go to if in our
grief, to find
suilable utterances of our burdened hours.
‘We open to its lines as those who walk un-
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It kills Worms dead! dead! dead !

local dealer can afford to receive. He sends the in=
struments at a small expense-and with perfect safety to any point in North America. Wonld it not be
well for our brethren, about to make purchases, to

New

ractical age has need of them everywhere.
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to assail his leviathan.
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attainment of wealth is nop grab game,

rin
rve
law, which, i
ractical
ilee, after he departed from the coasts of
rune bu
eneral” results.
Tyre and Sidon, the people brought to him its i.
a religions” work; more,
a man that was deaf and had an impedi- i
touTadon ta God en:
ch
ment in his speech. The faith of the man’s i
friends was fully proved by
their coming tiveis no drawback to a business man; it
with the afflicted one, and bese®ching the may be the means of his more rapid success.
o
Saviour
to put his hands upon him. But The prayer meeting, brings no dan
one thing seemed yet to be necessary. The the business man. - Thetrue Christian will
pressure of daily life to
an's own faith must be tried. He had find time in the
come along to be sure, but it. may: have honor God, and to help bis canse.
been: a kind of act on his friends. He may “+ Consecrated business life is one of the
have dotimated
“to them; ** Weil, I will go great needs of the church, It is an age of
along with you to see that stranger, but I busigess. The business man is really the
‘have no idea that he can help me. 1 dm prince of our times, From business ranks
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wonders at the hardibaod of those who ¢ome
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Psathel are such fearful yet earnest souls, have time for an hour in the weekly prayer
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nisters are too few, and have too great a and class meeting, and are ready to strike ly, and some seemingly hostile, ] led with
day we are
Night and
.50°| managed by skillful chemists.
.50
hund.
do
do
turning out enormous quantities of these invaluable
burden of official’ duty to seek out each strong blows in time of revival. Such men
[3
warriors
in
all
the
terror
of
war-paint,
and
remedies. The public call for them loudly. We
case and give the needed instruction indi= bring life, and power, and energy into the,
i gpare no expense to meet the demand with pure and
vidually, A wide field is here opened for work of the church. The sacrifice they their artillery of bows and arrows. They
their
Rot
Tt is a well known fa¢t to many,
reliable articles.
the working lay members of the church. make for the cause of Christ is seen and are hostile tribes; and soon turning
v,
by that, to aid our institution: of
weapons against, one, another, assail each
. Will they enter it and gather golden sheaves felt. It carxies conviction to men.
—_
earning
in
times
of
peril
Rev.
L.
for’ the Master, and unspeakable reward "The. world almost altogether overlooks other with great fury and loss. Meantime
| 5 0
¥ LL. Harmon has assumed large
responsibilities and is paying
an,
for themselves when the light of eternity the fact that wealth is one of God's great the noble vessel silently moves on through i ~ 4 hy J
iat teres ol Shoes 8 id
scene of confusion, without deigning
to
dawns P—The Christian,
while
his only means of paying
these notes
rovisions for men. He meant it Jor a the
alter its‘course or to fire a shot: perhaps
: v
Roe
sale of Melodeons, Organs and
lessing. The gospel of bis Son ‘is calco- here and there a Seaman casts a compassion-' Pianos,
He has especial advan
over common
lated to increase its facilities and multiply ate glance from the lofty bylwarks, and dealers, and is satisfled with less prefitd than any
the
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Impassive amidst all this tumult of | Life of Marks,

down a mighty ’ river like the
Orinoco, the shores of which are

to the efficient workers. We know of brethren
full of worldly cares and enterprises, taxed
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have agents who see to the collection of the drug in
its purity, and who carefully ship it to us. Our
manufacture of it is under the charge of as skillful
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It arrests ¢ Bright's Disease.”
Triumphs over ¢ Calenlus ” and * stone.”
It relieves pain in the back and hips.
It restores wasted manhood to activity.
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Rainy

Are you members of the Church which
Christ hath purchased with his own blood ?
Have you tasted the good word of God and
the powers of the world to come? Your
very
position before the world indicates
what duties should rest on your heart and
conscience. The Church is,’ or should be,
‘“ the light of the world,” and ‘‘the salt of
the earth.” A wise man has said, “The
Christian is the*world’s Bible, and the only
one which jt’ reads.” Believers should be
living epistles read and known of all men.
The world is too busy to read books, either
divine or human.
But they read men who
profess godliness critically, and the judgent they form™of us, with a proper op-
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closed her eyes in death, and never saw or
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heaven.
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PT

in the grave ?
Sons and daughters of pious parénts,
does the case of this sailor awaken the
memory of former days? If conscience
accuse yougiurn to God without delay, and
seek forgiveness through Jesus Christ, that
vou may meet your father and mother in

more numerous than all the works. that all |

he lies in thé coffin, to seek

happy, to lift the shadows of

with

" “The Myrtle.”

|

It CURES obustinate CANCERS.
4&9 There have been many worthless counterfeits
of Condurango offered for the cure of disease. So
many, that for a while people got the idea that Condurango ‘would not cure.
Remember! worthless
counterfeits of Condurango WILL NOT CURE anybody. Remember! Genuine Condurango WILL cure;
Remember ! we control all the true and genuine Con
dugango in the country.
OUR CONDURANGO WILL CUR E.

sailor’s eyes as he

struetionsp-when you have

AND |

Beings are,

DOES,

he

“The Little Star.”

O suffering ohild of humanity need FEAR that
his case is beyond speedy and certain cure.

of the

rtunity, is usually correct. © They are not
epi
mistaken in suppos ng that piety is more
Henry Rogers writes thus:
than mere belief in
divine revelation and
If collected from the earliest times to the |! outward profession. They know that when
present day, infidel books
would occu- the heart is right with God, and full of love,
py y far more than a thousand
times the space the life will show it.
;
of the one volume against which they are
:
directed; and would certainly be much | —

geatle

¢)

repentance for bis sins.
His life was
spared, and he lived.to prove the reality of
his conversion.
Mothers, fathers, what recollections will
your children have of your example and in-
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to Christ with sineere faith, and

tradesman,

How

version
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Now ss the Time to Subscribe

Universal Medical & Chemical Company

listened to these words.
The chaplain ask ed hin if he had not had a pious mother.
The man broke into tears of grief. Yesy
his mother had, in years gone by; taught
him ibese words, and had also knelt hy
his
side in prayer to God. Since then he had
been a wanderer by sea and land; but the
memory of her faith moved his heart. The
appeals now made to him were blessed by
the Spirit of God in bringing this prodigal

By

on

old
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an intelligent Publ'e
ANY ONE MEDICINE
Will cure all diseases
To which human

when Ne can offer -~

5 VALUABLE
| _ ' VALUABLE
© “VALUABLE
VALUABLE

the Psalm.

Tears started into the

and plane and hatchet, the sweat dropping
from his lofty brow, he who made heaven
and.earth, and the sea, and all that in them

the warm pressure,
Gentle words will not
make his. pale, gold face glow.
It will be

too

NO!
BUT,

© As worship bim in fear.

be

Men spoke of self-denials, of the work
After further questioting and conversa- among
the poor, of his good qualities, of other ** sacred” books ever had the honor
inst them, if
. tion in the same vein, 1 said: * Now, I his quietness, his modesty, his humility, his of provoking either for ora
in one library,
were placed
these singles one,
all this
want you to look back five years, and think
reness of heart, his faith and, prayer. and
set on a table in the
of yourself just as you were then—your
ere were muny who spoke indiguantly
were told that
stranger
a
and
it,
of
middle
thoughts, purposes and desires. Did yon of the cha
that falsehood had forged
then bhavg the desire which you.now have against him in past years, and of the treat- this book—affirmed to be, for the most part,
unlearned and and o obber of of unlearned
to be a Christian
ment he had received.
There were enough the work k of of a number
i
i
\
3
““ No.”
to a despised nation
kind things said during the two or three scure men belonging
i
And so I went through the list of ques- days that he lay in his coffin, and while the called Jews—ha drawn upon itself, for its
destruction,
this
tions which [ had just asked, and all were company stood around his open grave, to exposure, confutation, and
answered, No. I then said, *‘ Mrs. C., I have blessed him and made him happy all multitude of volumes, I imagine - he: would
ask you a number of questions about your- his filty years, and to have tlirown sweet- be inclined to say: * Then, I presume this
annihilated
long ago;
~ self to-day, and you answer them all ‘Yes;’ ness and joy about his soul during all his little book"
1 asked you to think of yourself as fou were painful and weary journey.
There was though how could it be needful to write a
five years ago, and asked you the same enough sunshine wasted -about that black thousandth part so much, for any such purse, ’ I can not comprehend.
For
Pp
or if the
uestions, and you answered them, * No,’ coffin and dark grave, to have made his
ook be what these authors say, surely it
Now, has there been a change ?”
whole life-path bright as clearcgt day. - But
Manifesting greater surprise than I can his ears were closed then, an\ could not should not be very difficult to Show it to
tell, she said: ‘Is that the change?
1 hear a word that was spoken.
His heart be 50; and if so what wonderful madness'to
thought I would know just when it occur- was still then, and could not be thrilled by write ail these volumes.” How surprised
the grateful sounds.
He cared nothing *would he then be to learn that they were felt
red.’
3
’
= * Yes,” I said, ‘‘you wanted to be knock- then for the sweet flowers that were piled not to be enough 3 that similar works were
every day, and never
“ed down to the ground as Paul was, or you upon his coffin. The love blossomed out being ‘multiplied
Wiv
ime .
wanted some marvelous thing to happen; too late. The kindness came when life more actively than at the present u
:
in disabusing manpurpose
no
to
still
and
bat. show me anywhere in the Bible, any could not receive its blessing.
"
oa
a
1
d
!
learn,
warrants for. this, ov any other ¢ change’.
And 1 said then that I would not keep all kind of this same frenzy! He would
than this. You now love God, his Word my kind words.and all my pleasant thoughts indéed, that so far fic Sccomplishig Hoe
neighbor, locked “up
n my object, the new yolames are fr bi it
and worship ; you love Christ and’ Chris- about my
tians and Christian conversation, and once breast until he is dead. They will do him than necesary to replace those yy this fruit“you didn’t love any of these. This is the no good then. His dead band. can not feel ful, yet fruitless literature, which ; are Lon,
-

wit

Buch pity as a Father hath
Unto his children dear
Like pity shows the Lord to such

deep ;i1ime was when he stood and measured the earth ; and now, with line, compass

deed of love, or by a cheering word.
He
was neglected. Unkind things were often
said of him.
ri,
I stood by his coffin, and then there were
many tongues to speak his praise. There

was not &

be heavy

Psalms still in use in Scotland:

noon-day sun, a widow sits, her fingers employed in weaving, but dn expression in her
eye which indicates a mind engaged on far
loftier objects, thoughts deeper,
holier.
stranger,than a buried husband and widow's
grief. She rises, lifts the latch, and, stooping, we enter that lowly door; and there,
bending to his work, we see the carpenter

his feeble knees; to lighten his

burdens, or lift

point out the. carpenter's.

and

repeated a verse of the

-trellis-work, forms a grateful shade from the

He was mis-

Of telling
That

orping

A chaplain to seamen, at an American
port was called in the course of his duty to
visit a sailor who. appeared to be. near
death. -He spoke kindly to the man upon
the state of his soul, and directed him to
cast himself on Jesus Christ, the Saviour of
sinters. With an oath the sick” man bade
him begone. The chaplain then told him
that he mustbe faithful to him, for if he
died impenitent he would be lest forever. |
The man was now sullen and silent, and
pretended to fall asleep, The visit was re_peated more than once, with similar ill success. At length the chaplain, suspecting
that the sailor was a native of North Britain

under a hovering vine, which,

trained beneath the eaves over some

represented and misunderstood.
Everybody believed that he was a good man, but
nobody aver said a kindly or pleasant thing
to him. He never heard a compliment,
scarcely ever a good wish. No one ever
strengthen

ax,

the door, and

Love.

The

¢

The Sailor

olive, cedar?and sycamore, that had falgp

Why is it that so many people keep all
their pleasant thoughts, and kind words
about a man, bottled and sealed up until
he is dead, when they come and break the
bottle over his coffin, and bathe bis'shroud
in fragrance ? Many a man goes through
life- with scarcely one bright, cheering, encouraging, helpful word.
He toils hard
and in low obscurity. He gives out his lite
freely and unstintedly for others.
I resire 10.
member such a man. He was not brilliant ;
“¢ You go to church, hear the Word, bow he was not great; but he was faithful. He
the heud in prayer; do you do it because it had many things to discourage him. Troub-

receive comfort from it, and would You
feel it a loss were you deprived of it P”
ok am sure it is.a comfort and delight to
ne.
“Do you love Christians, and Christian
conversion : for instance, you would have
been pleased to see me to-day as your pastor; but would you have been pleased if
I had said nothing on religion ?”
“Oh!
should have been disappointed
if you had not.”
:
:
“ Do_you pray for yourself and others,
- and do you find comfort in so doing ?”
“ Yes, daily, and I hope to get ‘that
change of heart.”
:
:

4. L. Stone, D. D.

Mow often have T wondered and

conducted to a humble dwelling where chips
of wood, and
squared logs, and unbarked
trunks of eo) ing about in the oak, and

had ;” and she seemed very sad. 1 thought
1 saw her difficulty, and said
:. * I want to
ask you a few questions. Please answer
frankly so that we may understand each
other.”
She assured me she would, and 1
asked: ‘‘ Is it your great desire now to be
a Christian ?”
“If I know my own heart it is.”
‘“ Are you willing to live as becomes a
Christian ?
‘“ Not only willing, but I earnestly de-

is the castom, or do you take delight in it,

there is a great

ing with the Greeks, to ‘‘see Jesus,” to

again P’

Post Mortem

morning.”

storms. Nc matter ; the new mercies will
not fail,
;
Come, live a comforted, happy and thankful life ! Don’t borrow trouble. Don’t be
cast down with care or work. Take up

“tried to fancy what Jesus did, and how he
Jesus never forgot that
heaven
was passed the time between his boyhood, when
above, Heavenward looks become all that] bre vanishes (rom our sight, and his thictieth
follow Jesus. Let us always look up; we year, when he again appears upon the stage
Thanks to his
have no miracles to’ perform, but greater to enter his public ministry!
things than these we can do, because Jesus townsmen’s envious sneers, or rather thanks
has gone to bis Father.
to him who permitted the insult and thus
¢ have not forgotten to tell the event o ‘made the wrath of man to raise him, their
the matter. Itis well known that the man's fusolent taunt theows. a vay BE light into the
ears were immediately opened, and the obscurity. Their question: *‘Is not this
string of bis tongue was loosed so that he the carpenter?" not, as at another time, the
spake plain. Tbe sighs of Jesus are never carpenter's fon, but the carpenter himself,
in vain, Whatever they ¢ost him in virtue Suggests to us the picture of a humble home
lo heal or to save, they. obtain relief for in
Nazareth, known to the neighborhood as
thos&In whose behalf. they are made,
:
the carpentkr’s, and under whose roof of
The effect upon the man and his friends thatch Jesus resided with his mother, in "a
was intense.
hough the Saviour charged probability then a widow, and, liké many
them to tell no man, they published the “widow since" then, cherished by thé lo
wonderful cure. They were filled with as- and supported by thedabors of ‘a dutiful
“tonishment, sayioe, ‘““ He hath done all 80D,
things well.” . What a beautiful encomium !
I have no doubt that hol angels, turnin
No
higher praise could any one desire than their. wings away from lordly mansions, a
to rave it said of hi, He does everything the proud palaces of kings,” often” hovered
well,
.
over that peaceful home, as still they who
What the church and the world most need are ministering spirits sent forth for them
now is to able to hear Christ say, * Be who shall be heirs of salvation do over the
opened.” There is too much deafness to humblest abode of piety. But, so far as
the word of inspiration. For want of prop- this world and its inbabitants were concerner hearing ability men are going wrong in ed, Jesus passed his days in contented oba variety of directions. With thisydeaf- security, unnoticed and unknown save to his
ness also there is an impediment
the neighbors, whose esteem he ‘could not fail
speech. When ears are opened tongues to win by his pure life and gentle temper
will move properly. Upon any other sub- and holy manners. fle was 'to grow in
ject we can discourse and talk, than the favor with God and man. = All Nazareth resubject of religion.
We have failed’ to garded him as a paragon of human virtues,
hear properly somehow, or we are growing and many a mother pointed to Mary's son
heavy-eared. Come,Jesus, and put thy fin- as the pattern her lad should copy.
How wonderful it is to transport ourgers into our ears and say, ‘ Ephphatha;”
that our tongues may speak thy praise, and selves back, in fancy, some eighteen hunthat we may publish thy fame and glory dred years, to that small town ; and, on ask-

Now, I have always thought that. meant

every

and that blank, looking as dark as the star-, each day as it comes, certain of this, that
less regions of the sky, tradition, -usyally whatever it lay upon you to do or bear, it
so fertile
in invention, has. not attenipted will bring new mercies for new deeds.—

world, were a ligavenward look

abroad to all the world.

of the impervious

vet to break upon us may

lank in our Lord’s history. Eighteen
years of his life stand unaccounted for;

oughttv make a en to Jesus, to take our friends to him, and
by a mutual exercise of fuith for each oth.
secure the blessing of his words.—ReAt this she seemed startled, and replied er,
b saying *“ Did not our Saviour say fo ligious Telesc pe.
‘* Ye

are new

youth into the

manhood,

out

mist, noneof us can know. We
have no
anxious questions to ask. This is enough
for all that is cdming: “The Lord's mercies

—

Extending from his early

and said to hér: * You
profession of religion.”
icodemus,

what is advancing

. The Youth of Christ.

Eph-

The last word, means, ** be open:

What a grand demand to make of recreant Nature! A greater than Nature was

before

And the twilight shades are slowly |
Gathering round thy home,
And a silence calm and holy
.
_Bweetly pervades thy room ;—
Then in the stillness, wateh and pray,
At the closing day

‘When clouds of darkuess round

vigorous brains and warm hearts may
give
the Great Healer had little left to do. ** He help to our Christian .work.—Northern
put his fingers into his ears, andhe spit, ‘Christian Advocate.
j
ard touched
histon
e, and looking up to |

there. Present was one whom the wind
and seas obeyed; who made the dead
stand forth and live. '** Be opened.” But

It may be at the closing Jay,

It may be at the midnight hour,
When earth is hushed in sleep,

all met, and

=

Selections.

: The conditions were, now

Gen.

Supt.

RAILROAD.

Trains leave Dover for Boston and all stations)?

Eastern and Maine Central Railroads at 6.40,8,10
and 10.50,4A.M., and at 5, P.M.
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.80, A.M., and at 12.30,
8.15, and 4.45, P.M
i
‘
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The prophecy

of

less a thing of wonder

Isaiah

that

the

kid,

and lamb, the wolf and leopard and
child, shall dwell together in peace.

only the re-establishing of a hormal

relationship.

Ee

a
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Thousands of soulspoint

to

it

fl

Me

‘We may point to the unnumbered hosts
of theories which have perished even within the lifetime of their author, which were
pronounced

at their birth true science,

French

history.

Fifty

the necessity

of making.

the

Sabbath school pleasan} and attractive

for

but working in quietness,

young

and unobserved in many a ‘retired country
sparish, In lanes and in hedges, on city
street and in the open wilderness that sacred guard keeps watch, or strikes quick,
strong blows for truth.
The hope of our land is its Christian toil: ers. Behind the dykes of Holland
spring

do not read

men

graduate

too

early,

because

that dyke you help-

we fail, but feeling that we have

ed to build are the sweet fields of all virtue ;
it shields the sanctities of home, it keeps
the gardens of humat-hope; it ives peate

done our
It is God's

duty, we can meet failures.
work as well as ours, and by-and-by we
will reap the full réward if we faint not.

to fearful souls, it protects all trade, it aids
all industries; yon rear up the strong bar-

That is a good promise and

riers against which the gates of hell can not

we

should

al-

ways lean upon it.
At the close of Mr. Howard's remarks a
itis a solemn and a glad thought toe, that
the world shall be much as we make it. | ¢ ollection was taken to defray the expenses
and

Our work is immortal,

our

of

step tbe approval

each

at

gains

of the Union, and while the boxes were

Master. : Your

be-

live in the life of your country. How Luther lives to-day in the’life of Germany; Van

Chairman.

‘the sphit

Rey.J. Hyatt

Smith, of Brooklyn,

was

thought,

American

dotes, many of them of a humorous charac-

parish or more pub-

ter, creating much interest in the congregation. He was frequently interrupted witli

not less

molds

to-day

The

The pulpit melds the land.
remote

werk you do in

lic field helps onthe power of Christ over applause.
He said he believed that the old
the hearts of men and fashions thé destinies |
adage, “Where there is a will there is a
of nations.
.
way,” is true, and if a man has a heart, for
Let us -~zo to our work: anew,
the

thought

that

we

are

bearing

and

hope,

ous work.

The question of recommending the printing
‘of the Anniversary and Conference sermons,
in pamphlet form, for gratuitous distribution,
. “wag referred to the Com. on Publications,and
“after deciding 10 make the reading’of the
letters frgm the Y. M's the special order for
Thursday morning, at 1Q o'clock, and a vote
“to spend the first half hour of the morning
session in devotional

exercises,

the Confer-

ence adjourned.
:

Men

need the influences

come from teaching

ebildren.

which

One

grand

object of the Sabbath school should be to
educate the children to systematic charity;
and one grand élément of success is a!
knowledge of human natare. The danger
in ail our schools is that the boys and girls
will leave the school too early, as is often
the case.
Let us fill up our lives with work
for the Lord Jesus Christ, for we shall soon
work here. Soldiers of
the Lord Jesus Christ, he said in conclusion, so live and so act that when the roll

be done with our

EVENING.

The anniversary of the Sabbath

school

Union was held-at 71-2 o'clock in the evening. | i s called from on, Fgh, by the Captain of
our salvation, each voice may answer

The house was litezally packed... The floral
decorations of: the pulpit platform were
wonderously rieh - and beautiful. Quite a
gathering of the S. 8. elldren appeared, and
.ocoupied the front seats, and aided the
churh
choir in making the singing effective.
Dr. R.P. Perry, the President, called the meet-

ing to order, and after the opening services,
© —Reyv. G. H. Ball, Assistant Moderator of the

. Couf., presiding—E. W. Page,

Esq., Cor.

Sec., read his annual report.. Xs this will be

pablished in full, and circulited, we only say

here that it, dealt forcibly with living and
practical topics. He thought the last year’s
work in this field was the best ever performed.

This work is unsectarian

in

spirit,

+ the churches are giving it more prominengg,
a true system is taking the place of desultory

veffort, conventions are

lifting the Sabbath

school into prominence and giving new ideas
and} higher inspiration to the workers, and
the successes of all are becoming the helps of

each. The remainder of the report dealt with

, Statistics relating to the nearly
400 schools

+from” which’

reports have been received,

and closed with an earnest appeal for larger

' plans und higher devotion in the future.
4
Rey. J. E. Dame then made a suggestive

address, Hosts
© The Sabbath school

it

Rah.

.

‘here.”

;

;

Rev. C.F. Peony, from the Nominating

Committee, then reported
nominations: 3
~President—R. P. Perry.
Vice

the

following
;

Presidents—Revs.,

R.

Cameron and Rev. A. L. Gerrish.

Dunn,

R.1

Recording Secretary—Rev. G. C. Waterman.

» Corresponding Secretary—E. W. Page.

Treasurer—D. Lothrop,

!

Executive Committee—E. W. Page, Rev,
L. L. Harmon,

C. H. Latham, Revs.

Bates and ‘A. H. Chase,

Agent=Rev. L. L. Harmon,

oo Tt was voted 'to BAVEHi¢6 OMS

S.

D.

¢

copies

Rev. Mr. Howard.
[Concluded next week ]
<

vpn

Stare Y. M. C. A. CoNvENTION.
seventh annual

convention

The

of the

Young

Men's Christian Associations of New

Hamp-

shire, will be held in the Hanover Street
church, Manchester, Friday, Saturday and
Sunday,

Oet.

23d,

24th and 25th,

1874.

The ratio of representatipn will be five del-

be ad:
——p

Ait

have reaso to believe that these offers wiil
be met:in the same
enterprise in

spirit of liberality

which

they

are

and

made,

and

work

in the church, and a great estimhte

is placed upon its value by nearly all the

H,, ut least ove week previous to the con-

vention, so thit the Hecessary areangements

gn
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this,

that

there

are

many ministers,
:
Yesterday afternoon nearly the

ence, if one were to judge from
sponses, might fitly be called

Tt was an enjoyable occasion.
The provision made for the

to

every

subscriber

sdems

to the

their,own paper at a discount, and do good

by extending the circulation of the Morning
The two following

propositions are

submitted to the choice of the reader: ~
Any

subscriber

to the

Morning

Star,

$4.50, strictly in advance, for the year 1875,
and the new copy for" the balance of thi}
year, after Nov. 1.
Clubs of six or more, ONE THIRD BEING
NEW SUBSCRIBERS, can have
the Star

year, after Noy. 1.

No tin

of the above

have

a

silent

and

every

it.

subscriber

one.

Notwithstanding

the

friends will choose their own way of getting up the clubs, and so make the generous offer available.
No other Sabbath school paper in the soun-

‘hinder the circulation of the Scriptures
the Turkish language, and the financial
embarrassment at home, compelling re-

of

and

trenchment abroad, there has been a widespread interest in the gospel message, new
and promising churches have been estab-

postage

lished, and the missions ure in better work-

additien,

at#o low a price as

So,

after

Jan.,

ten

Adidress, at thi office,
L D. Stewart.

worthy

ie

Its Commiltees are ap-

pointed, a large part of its peliminary

and

over, the greet-

the novelty

a less marked feature to the members,

is
and

the vital topics that awdil” attention. sre
steadily coming home to the thought,
It

is quite too early to estimate

its relative

strength, or to express any opinion respect-

outhumber

the

sphere,

sisters.

The

the enlarge-

ment of her plans, and her entrance upon
Iresh and’ more prominent forms of Chris-

tian effort, are all suggested by what here
appears.
The large gathering and the

questions discussed yesterday, at the meeting of the Woman's Board of Missions,
illustrated and emphasized the Announcement from that half , of hugpduity, — “We
are coming.”
/
~
The Conference organized proniptly.
Rev. D. W.C. Durgin, of N. H.,

Only a word in respectto the other eharac-

teristiThamed must suffice. But few men are
farther lifted abové religious bigotry, I think,

marked
at the
signalwelfare

of his denomidaton, All the enterprises
that are dear to it were equally

so to him.

He acted on the committee of location at

tiie time the question was pending respecting
the removal of the Theological School from
New Hampshire.
I well remember his in-

and

of note;

friend and
marked, or

but such

as have

often

In every ipstance, I think;

| he placed

in

which

political

le

honors,

tense interest in that

matter.

And

though

disappointed in the failure to find. an independent home for “our Biblical School,” as

ie was in the habit of calling it,

I have

it nearly if not solely on

the

speakably nobler calling than any in the gift
of the people, Some of these offers of political preferment

were

made

under

circumstancesas placed his declination

such

of

them among the most embarrassing of his
experierices, and such as required the most
signal firmness and self control. His polit-

mission ; larger audiences and marked attention in European Tarkey;
in ‘Western ical friends invariably approached him, not
Turkey, special interest among the Greeks on his ‘weaker. side” but the stronger, or if
-

at Broosa, Manissa and Cesarea,

crease of the church at Talas,

.

|

w

ape

SO

§

M

Q

3

»

great in| Weaker, only so iid far as their ends e were

and

revivals

Foncerned.

Jf a national

office

were

they appealed to him on
and somg of its out-stations ; { question,
|
ground
of
the
service he might render
Turkey,
new
churches
and
grest cause of anti-s avery,

then the

in
the
the
vital

Or if a state office was, concerned,
over attempts to embarrass issue.
evangelical efforts and a special blessing ~then the plea was, that the paramount qlieson woman's work; in the Mahratta mis- tion of temperance might be jeopardized by

sion, great increase of church membership
and general quickening of interest; in‘the
Madura mission, success

through

native

of ¥ special

Christians;

in

particular intefest in Sabbath

his declining.

,In some of these

instances,

I had personal knowledge at the time of the

efforts painful ordeals through which he was forced
Ceylon, #l0 pass in reaching such decisions. as his

healthier life in the native churches and

heart and conscience

would most approve,
it must have
correspondenafter
ce
the

school work ; And in others, Ilearned what

iu China, patient, hopeful work with enough

of present result to stimulate faith; in Japan, constant and most eheering progress;

and at nearly all the stations the work

was chos-

en Moderator on the first ballot, which was

the

subject

of

denominational

loyalty,

in

which he uses characteristically strong language respecting that ‘boasted liberalism”

cause it equally lacks interest in the general
cause of true Christianity.

For these characteristics I have mentioned,
and others perhaps equally marked, the
savor of his name will Jong remain among
us, as dn inspiration to high purpose and =»

prompter to sacred daty.—J. ¥.

ground, that the Christian ministry was to
him a far higher post of honor, and an’ un-

been

fiom

his

agony was over. And T discovered, that
the preaching of ‘‘the gospel of the blessed

of God” was the weight that turned the scale

=
in every instance.
the missionaries has been signally blessed.
In
the
year
of
1870F
sometime
after he deThe work in papal’ lands thus far, says a
report presentedat the meeting, has reveal- clined to stand as a candidate for the govered three facts,—that the need of the gospel norship of Maine, wholly unsolicited on my
And I
clusions and frame his verdict. “Now, there among the masses where Romanjsm has part, he wrote me an account of it.
is little for an observer to do except. to keep kad nll sway, unrelieved by the light of found in his letter a copy of a communicathe open eyd and the receptive spirit, to" Protestantism, is scarcely. less than in pa- tion he had addressed to a leading religious
maintain the equipoise of his judgment, gan Maliometan lands; that the difficulties politician on the subject, in justification of
sketch its surface aspects, and indulge, if to be met and overcome, in introducing the his course. He gave me liberty to use that
he likes, his inclination to prophesy. . I gospel into such papal countries, will not communication in my instruction in the
shall attempt much less’even than this,
be less ; and, lastly, that success may be ex- recitation rooin, oi to puplish any or aH of
it asl might see fit. It so fully and exactly
The gathering of visitors is pretty large. pected in due time.
ili
And.still they come.
Every train adds to
The work in behalf of women in the va- illustrates what I have said above, and is
the number. Several of those who have rious stations is said (o be such as to cheer ,80 worthy of a true Christian minister, that
I feel constrained to quote from it just at
jong been denominational standard-bearers the heartsof all who would add the crownHila
x
;
are among; the company; either
as delegates ing act to the missionary enterprisé in the this time :
or visitors. There aré™ also many young, establishment everywhereof the Christian
“You still,” he writes to the man addressfresh and half-strange faces; and it is eagy home. Tt is developing ' constantly into ed, ‘‘urge me to be a candidate for governor,
to'see that there are eager, inquisitive and larger proportions as the young women ed- 1 can hot doit. During’ the winter I did
I
impressible souls behind them.
They are ucated in the seminaries go back to dif- yield to entreaties, and put myself into the
trying to gauge the body, and apprehend fuse in ever widening circles the good m- hands of friends to be a candidate on certain
the real character, spirit and profpective fluences they have received. Besides the conditions. Providentially, those conditions
futare Of the denominations The brethren instruction of the school-room, much is have released me.” Farther on, in reviewing
ing the real and practical value of its work.
A week hence, when its words and deeds
shall bave passed. into histofy, a: calm and
candid critic may begin to draw bis con-

widening of woman's

the

“I am

not ashamed of the gospel of Christ.”

a

key, triumph

The Conference is, at this writing, Friday morning, preparing to settle itself to

its regular work.

become

prominent place on his tombstone,

sudden

, They are
the high and sacred regard he manifested for
the office of the Christian ministry, and the
fidelity he ever showed to the interests of
the denomination of his choice.

ries and at several of the stations in the Zulu

large additions
.to the old; in Central Tur-

Conference.
—

well

[rested my aitention, and challenged my | yyich lacks interest in a particular sect, berespect, and even admiration.

ing order than for many years.
Greater
religious interest is reported in the semina-

at Marsovan
in Eastern.

[3

The

whose

most

| felt compeiled to decline
in

the Little Star and Myrtle, and we can not
farnish them at the old price and pay the
in

brother, possibly not the

fearful famine

in Mexico and the persecution that followed; the intrusion of high church Episcopalians into the Mahratta mission to- reap
the haryest of others’ toil; the attempt to

pastor

E. Knowlton,

which. would

frontispiece to his biography, or be worthy »

Rev,

the interesting incidents in his public

sion of the American Board:
It was its
sixty-fifth
annual meeting, and the record
.

copies

The

services of the

differently read the feport of the late ses-! acter and life of out” lamented

formation

the Star are now taken.

sentient,

.

letters in my possession expressing his dpproval of its removal to Lewiston on suit{ what I have observed always to be more or
specific of the earlier proceedings,
able
conditions, - His interest ir, this enter{
less
true, thai men who attaiu to public ¢mo
prise
arose largely from its denominational
| inenceegive evidence in character and life character,
and its bearing npon the Christiag
‘of some personal traits, prominently devel.
Foreign Missions.
| ministry among us.
; oped, vr there are in their lives certain forms
<4
EE
The last letter
received from hin,
~ No person who perceives how much the | of manifestation, which indicate more (han dated some monthsI ever
before
his death, was a
futate of Christianity depends upon the (ordinary strength and determination. I
spontaneous
tribute
of
commendation
for an
success of Foreign Mission efforts ean in. wish to speak of two of these in the chararticle I had furnished for publication, on

new one, or of looking after the
where

——

| private life. That is left to other and more
the joy.offered by the experience,
| competent hands, Nor do I wish to interBut these few words must suffice for the
present. A fuller story and a more intelli- fere at all with that service,by whomsoever
| it may be undertaken.
gent estimate call for a week's delay. § The |
{ Butl find in his case an illustration of
reports found elsewhere will tell something

ofa

place

as these,

to be attached to his printed poifrait this

eminent Christian, an able preacher, and

not Jessen

in Asia Minor, the murder of Mr. Stephens

every

hose
sentiments

such

than he was, THis spirit was to, a
degree generous and catholic. But
and strong, and yet bear no shadow of exsame time fewer still have been more
aggeration.
To say that a good man, an
ly devoted to the interests and

Providence expected at her

hands, but the anticipation does

anywhere; but IT would rather see one young
man in my congregation soundly converted

and breathing such ‘a spirit as this, no

death helped to make more sensible our
great loss. Those resolutions are explicit

can be allowed on either | OF the past vear's work is a very hopeful

offers,

in which

Courtesies flow out like a stream [from a
pillar in our denominational’ church has
fountain or fragrance from flowers. Taste{ fullen, is a testimony to undoubted usefulful decoration and excellent music end
their influences to supply enjoyment fand { ness and worth only just and well merited.
voice the heart of our hosts. "Tt is just what I am not called to the duty of portraying his general character,
or citing in detaid
they who knew

will see the desirableness of obtaining a
club in

and Hon.

Everything
in

a

on the character and

com:men-

welcome

Current

3

Topics.
.

!

—

——THE
EPISCOPAL CHURCH CONGRESS.
The United States Protestant Episcopal
Church Congress, about which there has
been so much discussion, and which ‘the
Bishop in whose

diocese

it is

held

refuses

to attend, ‘assembled’in New York city
last Tuesday. . There were delegates from all parts of the country,
and the discussions
were harmonious,
although there were .
several cordial interchanges of opinion.
We stated several weeks ago the most important questions that would come beforg—
the Congress, amd will not repeat them
here. ~ Prominent
among the questions
discussed hy the Congress: was that of the
proper limits of legislation in regamd to
doctrine, which Jeoaved

fhe grotind being

able

treatment,

generally taken thag

working of spiritual

forces should

too greatly hindered by the

the

not

formal

be

state-

ment of dogmas.—The question of clerical
education was also discussed, the opinion
prevailing that it was not necessary that
every clergyman should be a ‘highly edu-

cated man,

He should bé a deep thinker

and know history, literature, and have a
general knowledge of the arts and sciences.
The manly

element

was often needed;

bust sense was ‘in order,

preach good sound

and

men

rational sense.

most important

source

‘of his

must
be secured

through

ro-

should

The

instruction

the holy Secript-

ures. —Several sigvificant utterances touching the union of the different branches of
the Episcopal church were

hold,

which in-

dicate that a current of harmony runs
through the. variety of forms by which the

church governs itself, The interchange

of

congratulations between this Congress and
a similar one in session in Brighton, Kng-.

land, gave to the
national as.well

deliberations an
as

national

interest,

offered a beautiful example of
Christian

unity in variety.—The
to

interesting

but it seeme to promise to fork
glory and to hold all

its results

tion to the demands

ofa

and

the force of

is likely

develop

inter-

Congress
features,

for God’s
in subjec-

broad

Christian ~

charity and the needs of a sinking world.—

now accomplished, especially in Turkey, his polifical and ministerial ‘life, he makes The triennial Convention of the same Church
by the teachers “in touring to visit their this extraordinary statement: “The day I began in New York Weduesday, and isin
former pupils, and

aiding them to excite an

interest in the communities where they live.
The work of femalé physicians has also
been signally successful, and should en-

courage those in our own ‘denomination

who are moving ‘in behalf of lady physi-

was elected speaker of the Jlouse of Representatives (of Maine) I decided to enter the
Christian Ministry.” What I note as extraor-

dinary in

this

is the circumstance, that

at

the very time, hé was udder the excitement
and anxiety at endant upoh a promotion

to

the midst of business as we write,
The
sentiment that there are obstructions in the
path of the church which this Convention

should be instrumental in removing seems
to prevail amgng the, delegates,

‘| what would be to most men a coveted post
cianyin our Indian field.
In connection with the reports of this of worldly honor, he should find time and work faithfully.
meeting may. be mentioned the cheering inclination to determine on the service of
words from our own

foreign

missionaries,

God is blessing their Jabors, as he always
does the toil of faithful

Christ as his future life work. . After this

and

thére

are indications that they mean EJ do their

:

:

Ra—

we are more than prepared to find him every

——THE SOUTHERN SITUATION,
‘Outrages
continue to hg-reported from the South,

predwhers,

hands and loving where and on all occasions, by word and
indications increasing that most of the .
hearts.” On a previous page of this’ paper | deed, “magnifying his office.” Hence he ‘the
late rebels are organizing for persistent
is an account of the interesting conversion says, “As I entered the ministry, I ups tot persecution of the negroes.
Colored

and- baptism of the wife of a high caste

keep out.of political life.

Hindu, whose hushand lately came (o this
country under Unitarian auspices, received
famous treatment and consideration at

parties were breaking up,I was over persuad-

profession of Christian faith onthe

I had strength to do® it, now. I have

But when

the old

white school: teachers and - all.

parties interesting

themsclves

in the wel-

ed to run foa-Comgress as a temperance and. fare of the colored race are the targets of
anti-slavery candidate, though with the dis: this persecution,
while no negro's life
Harvard,
but returned to embrace Christian- tinet understanding I was not to leave the ‘seems to be safe if he is caught off guard.
corting him to the Presidency of their col- ty in its fullness and to be the first gen- ministry, I preached more than one half of ‘Affairs in New Orleans-and other parts of
lege over the highway of the Moderator- tleman of his caste to sanction this public the Sabbaths while I was in Congr ess. Then Louisiana seem to haye! been partially ad-

maf be made ; also, in order that a full list ship.

Standing more

(ban

six feet in his

»

>»

4

;

|]

who will furnish the name of a NEW oxgE,
can have tie two copies of the paper at

| ance of this

to

suitable material to make governors of, than

to Christ, than to have any office in the gift

I have read with lively interest’ and
appreciation the resolutions lately published

of heartiness and good fellowship that lends
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is due, and exert themselves a. little in getting new subscribers, they will receive
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it is to find good and suitable material te,
make ministers. It is but little I can do -,
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the chief and choicest charm.

Star. In addition to this, if old subscribers
will pay their arrearages where any thing
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entertain.

most grateful end emphatic
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ment the Establishment assumes without
any extra charge, and thus twenty cents
will be saved
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wonder he wrote as he did for the fac simile

ment of the Conference here is every’ fvay
worthy of the churches that unite in the
welcome,
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will hardly achieve the. triumph
lies the hope of the church.
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spirit
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their work.

the re-

almost perfect, ‘but it is’ the inward

after Jan. 1.
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be devoted to the appropriate work of my
profession. It is: easier to find good and

Certainly, if we ignore it, the laborbrs there

enthusiastic,

can be purchased elsewhere, but some of
our books are now to be put at a still low-

publisher

prosecute

may the more

—cither formally or informaMy,—other re- at home for which we profess to contend.

‘ligious bodies. Many pleasant, cheering
and suggestive words were uttered, and
the welcome accorded to them by the audi-

seem

the
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I know rom-selling is a crime, and grog-

we do it at our peril, One of the most
pressing demands upon the Church to-day.
comes from these foreign: fields, We .canuot ignore it and still achieve the triuinph

whole

arrangements

paid

successfully

time of the session was occupied in listening to addresses from brethren representing,

dation.
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declined to stand a re-election™&e. . .
“Now,” he goes on to say, ‘you urge me
to be governor so as to enforce prohibition.
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thus will a greatly increased patronage bg
secured. + The price of our books has been

ordered and taken without an hour ot plotas ft exists to-day, egates from each Association, and the pas- ‘ting
or the use of pa
machinery.
His
‘has been instituted within less thana centator and two laymen from each Evangelical New England brethren were pleased to
‘ry. Atthe time it was instituted it was church. “Free entertainment will ‘be tensimply for the instructibn of neglected chil- | dered to all delegates, application for which give him this expressive token of esteem as
he leaves for his work in the West, and his
dren and wails taken from the streets. But must bé made to George Murdough, Gen- brethren with whom he ig especially to
has developed into one of the best and ‘eral Secretary Y. M. C. A,, Manchester, N. work hereafter had a real sufisfabtion in es-

most beneficent instramentalities of Christian
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‘The Board of Corporators, at its late
meeting, went as far in the liberality of its
offers to the patrons of our’ publications as
it could go in wisdom or safely.
And we

scarcely

of the Secretary's Yeport printed.
’
The benediction was then pronounced by
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ed work in an intelligent way and a faithful | at least what they

o

Sabbath school. work; he will have thethead more general exercises are
to accomplish it. It is a grand and glori- | ings liave been exchanged,

to the

world the great final word of salvation
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of Holland; John Knox yef gives to Scot- | ¢ hen introduced, and made a very pleasing |
tish character its strength; John Howe yet
breathes in the life of England,and Jonathan address, illustrating his points with anecEdwards
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copies or nore, sent to ome address, will
be twenty-five cents each, while all packages containing less than ten will be thirty
cents each.
Orders that extend beyond
Jan. next, will be at the rate of twenty-

ing passed around, the congregation were
encouraged to contribute by Mr. Deering
and Rev, Mr. Strout of Mainé, and the

work shall, in some measure, live forever in
the hearts of those yqu seek to bless it shall;
Maestricht’s migistry still controls

ah

try has been published

:

prevail.
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they are uninterested § but we can gain a
hold upon the heart and mind of a child, if
we take pains to do it. We should nourish the Sabbath school,—nourish it by con- at $2.00 each, strictly in advance, for the
sideration ; nourish it by care; nourish it year 1875, and the new copies for the bal

ich
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.
meadows green and fair, «nd beauty beams | 0 YPathy; . nourish
it by kind words;
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the logic of

from rich garden and field, that seem to nourish it by money; bu: if we can noursend up continual thanksgiving for the ish it by none of these, we can nourish it
strength of the great protecting arms that by our presence.
We will find that if we
keep off the hungry sea. It is a grand thing | 1
et in the. light of our countenance upon it,
to stand upen such a dyke, ‘bidding defiance
to ruthless, destroying wave, Lut itis a gran- i t will do it good. Every teacher should
der scene before me to-day—representatives understand that it is his duty to win the
of that host of toilers, who raise by prayer children wo Christ, and should always have
and sacred toil the dyke against the devas- | { hat thought uppermo
st. It is possible that
tavions
of sin.”

Star,
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ED NESBAY,
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passing events, The Sabbath school is not
second even to the pulpit. It is the quarry
force was withitawn, the seething, wretched
mass, godless,
Mad with the oppression of .whence the stones are to be hewn for the
priestcraft and civil [yCanny sy stretched out temple of our God.
The time should
its hands against all that is sacred in art and speedily come when any member can pot
sweet in the religion of the home and the
be considered efficient who i§ not a thor- |
" sanctudry. To-day, 50,000 ministers stand our real ough Sabbath school officer.
The church |
national police—not starred and uniformed should
. nourish” the Sabbath school. Our |
by civil command,

hi

bnsiness, remittances of money, &c., should
dressed tothe Publisher.

He thought that a great deal

They
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shops ave a nuisance. A radical law with front
dignity and courtesy, and it is easy (0 see hands with them, and unite in the thanksteeth and grinders should be kept on the
that the body looks up, in more senses than giving which such blessings as these must statute book, and be lived up to. But & cor: | rect moral sentiment among the people is one, with a positive, deferential, suggestive | call ouf from their consecrated hearts.
We suppose these missionaries do nat the only means to secure this end. This
' movement when he stands before it to dipct its
its will.
will. Quite a num ber'of
the mem- want {rom us @wmy. sentimental sympathy, moral sentiment grows only out of the gosrect
:
or
faa
;
‘| bers are serving for the first time ; but thy | as though they I
eta hg YzoiShed pel. The Christin vise Be the Jesing
vi
- bent on doing
oi
are evidently
int- | and pitiful
theirir appointi
wor k.
at !they do want, oF |‘agency in spreading
the 8 gospel: : So do let

Liberal Offers.

see this.

s#diers kept watch over gay aud dissolute
Paris, day and night, and when that police

i

We find it the ‘very best place to effect the
The * speaker then
conversion of Souls.

the children.

thousand
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concerning which there were great expect- | could be leatned from!pictures and images
AONE.
Tho Bible has been destroyed anillustrating Bible characters and subjects;
anally, if not monthly.
:
A xeligion which has so many evidences for we always remember such things, he
in its favor, so many proofs of its diving said, better than thoughts presented to the
origin, is not to be set aside for or to give. mind by speech or book.
The pastors,
room for mere assumption or theory.
The work is in the Sabbath school. - In preachprobabilities -of any science ought not to
cause us to throw away ourchold Japon any ing to adults always, we lose a large part
Scripture teaching. *It is tar more litling of that torce we might employ for Christ.
and reasonable to hold in abeyance any We must make a personal application of
scientific probability; than to abandon a this, and we shall find that we can reach
revelation which has so many and so great children
“at a much earlief age than jwe
proofs of divinity.
think we cn,
And after defining the true relation of reRev, R.\L. Howard followed. He said:
Jigion 10 science and of Christian teachers to
Our work has become the work of the
scientific students, the speaker drew the folSabbath school. We can not now conduct
lowing contrasts, and put in this cheering
our enterprises and sustain our churches by
statement and appeal :
%
the old methods.
The. Sabbath school is
You know well what godisstness ean do.
the
workshop,
the
training
department and
As a living text, God gives you the story of
what atheistic nations can do in the horrible the hope of the‘church, though many fail to
lines of
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it is necessary from the
is there prepared to reWe find that those persons
up in the Sabbath school,
are the most efficient members of the \church.
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GHORGE T. DAY, Editor:
G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
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hursery.
for the church, and we'must turn to
it in the future to find those who are to fill

ing a supernatural God, but: exhibiting an
implicit faith in the supegnitural—as super-stitions se any dark aud ignorant age can
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the convention,

should take the young and impress upen
Science
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them the truths of the Gospel
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believes nature
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talent of the church, fields
It is a

for great is thy faith,O presuming Science!
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stockings, he overlooks the body with de- his wife, Such newse as this, taking it in
cided ease, and is possibly helped to handle all its significance, makes the heart bound
tal to Christianity and to the success of the it by the length ol his arm which enables with gratitude, as it-mnst in- greater measAssociation will be discussed, and it is him to touch its more distant forces with- ure those who are personally toiling for
We ‘would like to join
hoped that a spiritual blessing may attend ‘out straining his effort. He presides with just these results,
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Ah: ha eminent

There is none such—no, not in Israel! Deny-
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of the delegates may be had ‘previous to the
opening of the convention. Questions vi-

that | school to the church, he thodht that peooth- ple generally do not understand or. place
It is
We
also scientific fo believe that all mer sprang too little value upon those relatipns.
:

show.

Sata
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little | as the place where their attention was. Yirst
Tt is
family | called to the claim God had upon thém. In
8 peaking of the relations
of the Sabbath

is no moral governor at all—twith all these
things it is scarcely a wonder that irrévee‘ent scientists speak
contemptuously of a
Christian's faith in Scriptures as given by
inspiration, and in the eflicacy ol prayer,
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It has become scientific to believe
some men sprang from apes, and that
ers were creatéd directly by God.
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has already ordered
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180 Bonapartists.

the situation is serious but that the Government is not going to trifle with. the distutbing element.
"iis

them is yet to be determined. It is claim-

vention

to bé held in thirty districts,

ing, being attended with revival
‘stance but one,
It was especially

ed, however, that two-thirds of these districts will elect Republicans. That should

AND

Republican

last Wednesday Lieut.

isfactory

Con-

last

on

generally

resulting

the

Mr. - Bradlaugh,

the

would-be reformer

and

English
gross

State, that have won the admiration

in

good persons.

There

is great

need that

such integrity as this be elevated
cal office, and

Massachusetts

credit of making such

temper, and several mobs

to politi- |

deserves

a nan

the

bearer. We shall never be done admiring
the handsome style in which she keeps Ben
Butler on the back seat.
~THE FALL RIvErR VERDICT.
The verdict of the jury to inquire into the particu-

lars of the lata Fall River
ter,

bears out what we

(Mass.)

said

at

seemed to be the facts in the

disas-

the time

case..

fanatic,’

materialist,

ed to cut its way,

jury finds that the means of escape

provid-

ed by the Fire Department

insuffi-

were

cient, and that the alarm was not promptly
given to the occupants of the sixth story,
in which most of the victims wera employ‘ed. They also find that while all internal
appliances for extinguishing fires—such as
tanks, pumps, pipes, horizontal pipes and
hose—were in the building and ready for
use, thereseems to have beeu no water in
them, and the hose in the fourth story,
svhere the fire broke out, was

sermon.
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the

time. It is well for the young men and

exercises were
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God-speed
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wold—H L Gowen—A L Holbkook—A

Books

)

has built a neat and eommodious

suspected

its last

house

ship within (he past year, and is now

and Miss Julia May

of wor-

Madison and

Small supplies the Uniontown and Volga City
churches.
H. M. Bailey preaches to the Putnam

and Buffalo Grove churches. * The other cher h-

es in the.Q. M. are supplied a purt of the time.
R. Norton is laboring with the Fairbanks church

Q.

elid¢ited considerable interest. An
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For Revivals,

of

Rio Grande College.

R. NorTON,

ee

ber were present. Lhe exercises were held
in a grove near by.
At eleven o'clock the assembly was eae
ed to order by Rev. I..Z. Haning. On me-,

take the more general
duty

per.

that belongs

to

line
a

of journalistic

complete

newspa-

-

;

>

ter was elected

marshal

the audience

and

address.
Bates,

Rev.
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Religibus anniversaries

have

been

land, Vt., at which an encouraging

exhibit

was made. = Although it has been a distress.
have been greater than for several years
past. The same may be said of two or
three other missionary socigies.—In New
York there has been the "Episcopal church
congress and triennial
Convention,
at
to

the

forenoon

At

denomination

were “discussed, the principal ones being
decided at this writing.—The Freewill

on the origin and prospects of the

by

President

attended.

nish all needed

Our reports

information

tions discussed.—In

the Christians have
Convention,

will

on

fur-

the ques-

S:anfordville,

N,

Y.;

held their quadrennial

at.which

a

denominational

training school was dedicated, and all their
interests shown to be in a good condition.
~—There have also been several State religious Conventions, such as the Unitarian
Convention of Maine, the Baptist’

‘tion of Rhode Igland, &c.
have all been

These meetings

characterized

and cheering reports
made.

Conven-

have

by. harmony,
generally

been

LS

WISELY UNDERTAKEN,
&
The investigations contemplated by the
President and several members of his Cabinet into the abuses growing out of the cus‘tom of giving senators the monopoly. of the
.political patronage of their respectiye States,
have been begun: The State of Texas was
the first to be considered, and a surprising
amount of thieving and rascality in the

public service in that State

has been un-

earthed. The investigation into the condition of other southern States-is to be vigorously pushed forward, and the unfit office-

iholders are to be removed and prosecuted.
RETURN OF POLAR EXPLORERS.
“The™ Austrian polar expedition, which
went out three years ago, has returned,
“having: been frozen into the ice, obliged to
abandon their ship, and escape in boats

through great peril.

They
is no

open

sea, Perhaps if everybody else would
tle down to this conviction

it

wou'd

polar

setbe as

well for all concerned.
|
ui?
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FRENCH ELECTIONS.
The late elections ‘to the General Coun«¢il in France have resulted in present uncertainty. Both sides, the Conservatives
|
+
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A Pretty House for Little Money

By E. G. GARDNER,
Ylustrated.
$2.00.
Altogether very capital, and sure of being pronounced uncommonly entertaining reading, apart
from any ¢ nsideration of their substance.
The
substanc» of the book, however, is quite as valsable as its form is variously -attractive.
It isa
treatise on housvkeeping.
So.much good sense
and good taste on this all-important Subject are
not often, to our thinking, embraced within an
equal compass,
Whether, the, reader is going to
build or not, he will enjoy it vastly; and if he is
be should give it his most diligent attention.
7"%e
Congregationalist (Boston).
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Sabbath Schools needing aid, and willing, to do
for themselves, can obtain assistance by applying to
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LL. HARMON, Portsmouth, N. H.
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Gen. fit. of 8.8, Union.
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Guns, Revolvers

JAMES R. OSGOOD & CO,

be-t and cheapest Family Bible ever published, will
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receipt of price, by the publishers,
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SALEOF

At home, male or female; $35 per
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For sale by Booksellers.
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their locality...
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HOMES & HOW TO MAKE THEM.

for $1.00, 26 for $2.00, 50 for $3.00, and 100 for $5.00.

orte ¢ +215 subscribers in 8 days;” another, 42 in 1,
body For terms, samples, &¢., address J. H. Earle
Boston, Mass..
, 4139
Wind-
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B. T. WELLS, Importar, Boston, Mass
On receipt of price, we send by mail our collections for house or garden (as desired), of 10 Bulbs

“ppe CONTRIBUTOR.”
Sixteen pages. Rev. a. B.
Karle writes for it. An elegant, premium. Only
$1.00 a’ year. Nothing like it for agents. One re-

Address,

ESTATE
A good investment

Bulbs.
The

by subscrip-

Boston.
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every kind. Send stamp for Illustrated Price List to
Great Western GUN WORKS, Pittsfield,
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Hour of Singing,” ($1.00),

ARCH,” (75 ¢18.), is Attracting

> 0dr day at home. Terms frée. Address

and

Bosren Q. VM. will meet with the Lowell church,
Oct.-21, at 9, A. M. Postponed on aecount of Ger.erD. R. WALLACY,

Wem

“The

the
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tal,
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age of goods by mail free.
Address with ten: cent return stamp, M. Young, 173
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already in extensive use. 1f that has heen used, try
“Choice Trios,” [$1.00], a collection of the best 3
part music.
.

A work presenting Christ to the young in a more
mteresting and attractive manner than has ever be-

’ J. Mi BAILEY, Clerk,
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and Appointments.
A. M:

For High Schaols,
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Agents

EVER TRIED.

In suBurbs of Cldveland, O.

The music in these charming and useful books was
selected and arranged by the practiced hand of Mr.
L. O. Emerson, and
the theoretic part has been well
tested by Mr, Tilden Lefore placing in the Readers.

~,

ever inveptod.
Address Johnson, Clark & Co., Boston, Mass; New York City; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Chica-

fee 7

Q. M. will convene at North

$5.
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Classes in grammar Schools.

WM. H. MOON, Morrisville, Pa.
v

chance

is contin-

Price 50 cents.,

PROSPECTUS

THING

Voyage

SELL,

ued, and becomes a little more theoretic.
The: book
is fitted for the use of the younger scholarsin Gram-

mar Schools.

made with our grand

tion only.
Price rednced to suit the times. Nothing
like it ever offered to the American public.
Rare

the

by

¥

YEAR

:

hood, youth, manhood, old age.

CO., 25
Tremont

sing

YORK,

Philadelphia.

tice.

“Cole’s

By L.O. Emerson and W. §. Tilden.

to

of

‘WANTED

a 3 years’ course of study, very plainly laid out.with
abundant directions tojteachers, and a large- number

11 Roses,or 12 Carnations (Winter flooming) for $2:

:

Editions

Publishers,

I, which is for Primary Schools, we have

of sweet songs, for the little ones
and by note, Price 35 cents.

"BFST

lowest

Address,

BOSTON.

NEW

OA

on Sp pfication.

MUSIC READERS,

terms,

.

both

AMERICAN SCHOOL

A Price, List of TREES, SHRUBS,
FRUICE, VINES, Bulbs and Winter
blooming Plants.

:

free.

SMREET,

Manufactory West Fitchburg.
+
T. C. MERRILK, Treas.
W. G. LEWIS .Pres’.

MUSIC BOOKS FOR SCHOOLS.

may

ot41

Send for List.

burns, and will cure rheumatism
spavin, and any’ flesh, bone or

AND TAN, ask your Druggiat for Perry's Moth

;

like

Literature.

10 Concord Vines, Bearing Age, for

Oh NOTH PATCHES, TREKS

is

river, and

10 Standard Pears, 1st class, 5 to A feet, for
100 Carrants, Gooseberries or Raspberries for

take—a perfect substitute for Castor Oil, but more
sffienciols in regulating the stomach and bowels.

some revival interest now in the church; and
the brethren hope to see many souls coming to

will it he tully met?
¢

FREE

Ceataur Liniments

Children Cry for Castoria.—Pleasant

|,

No other work

Vol.1, now ready.

particulars, sent

WHARF,

32 DEY

.The Books sell themselves in every. family, and
zood men cin make a business for life in one county. Agents Wanted on these and our magnificent

musi

the

eto.. address JOHN E. POTTER & €O., Publishers,

Ltn

Price 50 cents ; large bottles $1.

Hattsell’s |

Missouri

Philadelphia.

CARPERT COMPANY,

Wrapper

KENTASPOE

ed a year ago, and although it meets some oppohold

three-quar-

Kreckle Lotion, which is harmless and in every case
infallible, Or for his Improved COMEDONE and
PIMPLE REMEDY, the great SKIN MEDICINE for Pimples, Black Heads ov Flesh-worms. Or consult B.
‘PERRY, the noted Skin Doctor, 40 Bona 8t.,
New York.
*
26t15
|

Station, Ala., says that Free Baptist interests are
advancing there. A small church was organizgition is trying to

volumes.

Removed to 85 Hanover street, Boston. +
Opposite American House,

b J ZN.Dm, muscle
geo 4) 2

E. J. JONES.

During

Encyclopedia.

whole field of Rerigious

allay pain,subdue swellings, heal

Ministers and Churches,
Bro.

ENGLAND

\._

Rio Grande, O., Oct. 1, 1874,

drafts,

circulave, with

MASON ]
HAMLIN
Ohta
Union Square, NEW YORK
; 154

of

ON POTTER'S COMPLETE

ary all in one.

The above special lines of carperts our customers

.

York

Catalogues and

pricestand full

Bonds

Lh,

“Contains 2000 quarto pages and 3000 Illustrations. A
Bible Dictionary, a beological Dictionary, a Biegraphical Dictionary. and an Ecclesiastical Diction-

will find to be very much under value, presenting an
opportunity rarely offered at such low prices:

will be cordially invited to

New

‘Bible

.

:

At38

hal

fk

tion.

Bates. madé, a fervent prayer

The liberdlity

|

Also, 490 rolls Oil Cloth, from 30 cénts up to the
finest enameled finish for less than cost of produc.

for the futuve success of the institution,
Benediction
was pronounced and the audience was dismissed.’
. In he evening a sociable was held in the
church. Several short speeches were made
and all passed off pleasantly.
Rio Grande College is situated in Raccoon township, Gallia Co., Ohio, and was
founded by Mrs. Pamelia Wood. It is to
be .mainly under the control of the Freewill Baptist church, but students of all deavail themselves of its advantages.

at

Coupon

as

Ii™sstrated

First Class Agents Wanted

'J

price.

ters value,

Mortgages
not

58 LONC

the

The Mason & Hamlin Organ Co. now offer the fin.
L est assortment of the best organs they have ever
|
produced, and they have the satisfaction of an! nouncing that they will hereafter sell not only for
' cash exclusively, as formerly, but also on either
ot
| seven plans of easy pdyments, running one to four
years.
They will also rent their organs with privilege of purchase, through agents, or directly, to al.
most any part of the SouBLry.
<
$

St., N.

President of the Standard

COMBINATION

ficult
competition there with products of cheap ! lab
or.

be able to refer to parties of your acquaintance.
send fot full particulars.
J. B,
WATKINS & Co., Lawrence, Kansas.
:
v8

sold

Also, 250 rolls good Ingrains, at 45 cents.

in

from the Atlantic to the

© Also, 150 rolls five-frame Koglish Brussels at $1.50,

Rev. My. Carr laid the box in its place
and conducted the laying of the stone, after

vominations

.
$1,10;

Chambers

~
0, 1974,

Laundry Machinery Co.; 58 Long Wharf, Boston :
Dear Sir—We havein use your Eccentric Washing
Machines, Power
Wringers ind Mangles, at the
Tremont and Revere Hotels of this city, a d recommend them superior to any other Machiies
{or
hotel use, snd work to our entire satisfaction in
every sespect.
:
x
SILAS GURNEY.

Represents 50 differént books.

which have beep able to present such superiority as
to obtain wide sales in Europe, notwithstanding dif-

panic when all other securities lagged, our farm
mortgages were paid promptly.
We get funds

b

$2.25 béing the former

Daily Gazotte.

which Pres.

at

everywhereat $1.50.

History of the do.’

portraits,

!
Brussels

We loan

semi-annually

that have ever been offered in this

market.
=
Algo, 200 rolls Tapestry

Lo., 142

To Wm. G. Tiéwis, Beq.,

$950

3. The Mason
& Hamlin Cabinet Ore
gans are the only American instruments of the class

the value ascertained by personal inspection by
one of the firm.. In many years’ business have
never lost a dollar. We
pay the interest prompt:

Carpets at low prices.—One dollar Super=
fines at seventy cents per yard.—We have just purchased of, the administrator the product of a factory
of a’late Philadelphia manutacturer, comprising 250

cheapest carperts

Tea

Reyere House, Boston, A~~
:
L
¢ mg.

MASON

in

MANGLRS,

guarnteed Lo give satisfaction,

Honors

one thousand

&

POWER AND HAND _WRINGEBS,

The Austrian Indus.

more than

WASHER.

POWER

Our Machines are in use by our large Hotels,
Sugar Reflueviss, Public Institutions, Laudcies, and

of evidence from cultivated

such opinions from

4t41

Canton

The mass

CLOTHES

STEAM, HAND

2

ed tlie Highest

:

Of Every description, including

ECENTRIC

The Mason

cians, including m.iny
of the most eminent
hemispheres.
\

Guryulams, terme, ete, Sent frog,
B

12 PER CENT NET.

the new and very simRupture now so extendiscovered. The New
springs retains the Rup-

everywhere by the Elastic Truss Co., No. 683 Broadway, N. Y., who supply descriptive
circulars
free on application:
.
'
x

lipolis Ledger, Jackson Standard, Gallipolis
Bulletin, Prohibition Era, Copy of Essay
by Mrs. I. Z. Haning, Different Coins and
Currency, Names of Trustees” of College,

medicines,
atid ike no

oF circular.

| ture securely at all times ; is worn with pertect com-

of Hillsdale College,
Athens Journal, Gal-

treatment, including

NEY
easily made by selling TEAS
!
4
RA
at IMPORTERS’ PRICES or getting up clubs iu towns and country forthe oldest Tea
Company in America. Greatest inducements. Sentl

delightful

Standard Laundry - Machine (o.,
Manufacurers of New and Superior

musicigis that these organs ara unequalledis overwheliming. ‘Any one who will examine the Tes'imonial
Circular of the Mason & Hamlin Co, will find

(fired) by the uss of Ross’

J

to.

followed,

2.

2041

all the necessary

)

Power And Hand Laundry Machinery,

‘hese organs.
Qther American
organs
were declaved, in an afiiti«l reoort to the Austrigan-govern:
meat, Huet oo rise ahoverespec a le mediocrity,” in
vipat sag.
At she P ris Expo vio’, 197, the Ma
sn & Haul n Co. also received the firse medal, and
th~¥ are the «niy
American makers who have ever
obtained any award at a Woild’s Far,

EPILEPSY OR FITS SEE

minute.

article for the teeth that a brush was ever dipped in.

It is most remarkable that
ple invention for the cure of
sively used was not earlier
Elastic Truss without metal

druggist.

y

Makers

(riil Society also awarded tHeir Grand Medal and
Diploma of Honor for improvements presepiéd iv

Simply because it

———
CE CESENAT
Sharge Btjeas 3 Sure is to

Dentrifices had their drawbacks,

DONT,

Sold by every

free,

to allow

est
premiums.
Itwould beeady todo this by exhibiting*only at small fairs where there was little or
no Soutien on, and where judges were incompetent
or could be influenced. But the Mason & Howlin
Co., have won their honors at most important Expositions, where competition wag widest, and comparieons most com
nt and rigid. At the recent
IENNA EXPOSITION, was
the”most extensive
and exhaustive comparison ever made, the contest

and indigestion, with all its-painful concomitants, is

Standard, Crescent, Reporter, Evangelist,
rolls allswool Superfines, modern styles, dollar qual.
Little Star, Myrtle, Catalogue of Ridgeville $i whieh we sha] sell for 70 cents, These are the

tremely, but discovered a new island, which’
are convinced that there

hands,

patient

sent

°

[DL3

1.7 At competitive
{
comparisons in InJustia! Exhibi gis; they Have dlwdys taken high-

=4

Tarrant's Effervescent Seltzer Aperient,

Let the

:

for demonstrated superiority.

POCTOR-TALK.

pecimens

4t39-

this, or profess to do it.

& HAMLIN CO, were ayar

Wiiy is Dyspepsia so genoral?

by m:

Hence, when

-being between fitakérs of all countries. The

lubrious Bark of the Soap Tree was brought from
the Chilian valleys to perfect the fragrant SOZO-

ister, Morning Star,Baptist Union, Hillsdale

Namgs

iy

Lh

Sozeodont.

A bex was then brought forward and the

College, Catalogte
Gallipolis Journal,

a

en-

obtained on the Dest
PATEN
TS terms. Modéls
of new inventions and sketches examined, and advice free. All
patents are published in the Scientific American the
week they issue, Send for Pamphlet, 110
, CON=
taining laws and full directions for ebtaini
tents.
dress for the Paper or concerning
ts,
MUNN & CO, 37 Park Row, New York.
Branch office; cor. IF and 7th Sta,, Washington, D. G

to rec

to sell poor Organs.

in doing 80;

80. Nothing, comparatively, has been done, if Hale’s
Honey of Horehound and Tar has not.been preserib-

PIKE’S

giving a brief account of the educational
institutions of the Freewill Baptist church.
The speaker also urged the importance and
necessity of sanctified education.

suffered ex-

they named¢¢ Franz Joseph's Land," and

Be

fy

$3 a year

and present the following evidence that they secon?

isneglected or maltreated. Strike divectly at the
canse.” Remove the acrid humors which engéuder ii
from the stomach and bowels, with
:

hall

Baptist General (triennial) Conférence has “following dtticles ‘were deposited in it:
_also\been held in Providence, R. I., and Holy Bible, Freewill Baptist Treatise, Regwas well

& CO.,

| CINCINNATI, 0,

- er fails.

College,

Bates then

CHURCH

A Seg

and several hundred

had of all News Dealers,

The Best Cabinét Organs in-the World,

Bankers, 29

dy that Nature and Science have furnished.

and paid a fitting tribute to the liberality of
the founders. Remarks by Rev. Mr, «Carr
followed, also by Rev. Mr. Whitacre, An:
addreSd

JOHN

O,

ravings, Thousands of volumes are
preserved for
Finding and reference. The
practical
receipts aro
well worth ten Hits the sh
pHs
rice. a
,

The Mason & Hamlin Organ Co., aim to make

“All has been done that can’ be done.” says the
physician when he gives up a consumptive patient
and retires from the fleld. Not so, good friend—not

take the case into his own

College,

programme.

mailed,

Published by

y

numbers contain 832 pages

The amount of discount offered from manu-

only makers who do

postapaill; on receipt of 30 cents.
:

;
CO,

The Scientific American is the c!
best uatratel weelcly paper published.
ber contains fram 10, to 15 original
machinery, novel inventions,
y
works, Architecture, improved”
Farm
and every new discovery in Chemistry.

and Hamlin Organ Co. print their lowest prices in
their catalogues, “So far as they know, they are the

’

examination

afford

ir, and the greater the discount offered.

ry

ed and perservingly administered.

past one the company reassembled, and
after prayer by Rev. Mr. Whitacre; and
Scripture reading by Pres. Bates, remarks
were made by the chairmap. Mrs. I.Z.
| Haning néxt read a very interesting essay

‘ing financial year, the receipts of the Board

which questions vital

Ridgeville

for

by
&

Tig Beg PRE

facturers’ price is therefore no criterjoyl whatever
as to the cheapness of an qrgan, As a general rule,
the poorer the organ tlie higher the price printed for

3mil

HACKNEYED

S.

These and a few other exercises com-

pleted the

quite

of

copy

Pablished
CHURCH

>

AN FXPEDIENT

prices.

more than ordina.

=

mail,
JOHN

CINCINNATI,

thus make it appear‘ that tle; are buying cheap!
The printed prices are frequently double the real

interested

Under a stylish dress would look ‘no worse than
shoes with ragged soles. Ladies, if you want a neatly shod foot, buy English Channel Shoes. They cost |
no more, and wear longer.

Glanyjlle

followed by Rev.

Tumbridge & Co.,

- Bare Feet

Rev.

J. E. Thomas made a few

President

lod.

numerous the past week.
The American
Board bas held its annual meeting at Rut:

led by Prof.

i

Sun-,

Price 85 cents; $3.00 per dozen.

Specimen

paid, by

of poor organs generally adopt the expedient of
printing enormous prices in their price lists go that
they can otfer large discounts to purchasers, and

eS

furnished music for the occasion. Miss Ida
Haning presided at the ' organ.
After
prayer by Rev. H. J. Carr, of Jackson, the
chairman introduced Rev.4W. Whitacre, of
Marion, Ohio, who made a short opening

Week.

ANNIVERSARIES.

day.

Jarre

Wall 8t, N.Y.

I. Z. Haning was chosen chairman and E.
J. Jones Secretary. A choir selected from

remarks and was

RELIGIOUS

of the

2

$10 to $1000,’
oc tons + mons.
Sedd fbf partictitars,

tion of W. C. Eagle,"Esq., Mr. R. P. Por-

JOURNALISTIC ENTERPRISE.
We can not
forbear to commend the enterprise displayed by the Providence daily Journal in reporting the proceedings of our General
Conference.
The reports ave tull and
generally accurate, and the undertaking on
the part of the Journal, since it requires so.
much of its space and editorial supervision.
certainly deserves as‘much as this meation.

Events.of the

Wo

a

n

Price of each $7.50 per Dozen.’
Specimen copy of either 75 cents, poste

only the best work, and

‘

16.

:

one

Co., making

ed.

Ed

with eompetent assistants and contributors,

and

popular author.

ry merit;

eflicacious beyond any other medicine. It is adapted to a great variety of special cases, and is the best
pain curer in the world.

laying the corner stone of Rio Grande Col
lege. The day was fine and a large nums

ent support tothe measures ‘and Adminis
tration of the Republican party, it will

By this most

’

a dealer recommends a Mason and Hamlin Organ,
it is at least evidence thathis advice is disinterest-

many new and
for the Sunday

that “Gospel Songs” is a work of

Fevers seldom make an attack without warning,
and may oftenbe thrown off by soaking the feet in
warm water, wrapping up warm in bed, and taking
two or three of Parson's Purgative Pills.
?

|

LAYING THE CORNER STONE,
its a
rance in New York and is called
The
Republic. It is an eight page paper, | The residents of Rio Grande, Ohio,
and from its prospectus we learn that while. and vicinity met qn the college grounds
A Missionary, just returned,says he regards Johndistinctly recognizing the political princi Wednesday, Sept. 30, for the purpose of. son’s Anodyne Liniment as beyond all price, and

ples and rendering an earnest and consist-

Meetings

Organ

commissions which other makers do.

PP. I. BLISS,

An examination will convince py

—

Hamlin

printing such low prices, can not

Setting of

ence.
Besides these will be found
equally
goods Songs and Hymns

Clerk.

Contains his new method of teaching choirs and

Hence the remark almost daily made tp. the
Mason
and Hamlin Organ Co.by dealers, “Ifyou would allow me as much commission as other makers do, I
should sell only your organs.” Bot the Mason and

of Aurora.

Praise

Ne

the poorest and most cheaply made instruments. On
best organs, which cost 80 much more to make, only smallest’commiassions can be allowed for selling.

day Schools,
It is offered ag being the Most Powerful set of.
Songs for Revivals and Praise Meetings ever published. As will be noticed, it contains Songs that
have acquired
a fworld wide popolarity and influ:

Postville church, and one hundred aNd
sixty-two
dollars for that purpose was raised, at the morning service, on the Sabbath. . The preaching was
spiritual’and profitable.
Social meetings inter-

esting:

Song

BY

M.—The business of the Q. M.

effort was made to pay off the indebtedness

pre

Chas. W.

Gospel Truths.

es with preaching one-half
of the time each. Wm.

was varied and

Young,

A

Lodomillo Echureh- |

in the Waterloo

7, by Rev.

:

.

choruses.

standing in

Dealers aretempted

|

BLISS,

TEXT-BOOK,
BY A. N. JOHNSON.

ommend and sell those organs on which the largest discount is made to them, and these are always

GOSPEL SONGS!

prospering

under the labors of Rev. A. Palmer, 8. F.
Smith, by the unanimous vote of the eliurch, is
te remain at Postville anotbezyear. N. W. Bixby supplies the

likely to be prejudiced.

Bradlee, Daniel Scribner, of Patten, Me,, and Tennie Warren, of Denmark, Me.
In Aurora, Iil., Sept. 6, at the residence of the
bride’s father,
Dr. D. W. Young, by Rev. 8. P,
Keyes, Dr. J. 8. Ricker, formerly of Portland, Me.

session with the Delhi church, commencing Sept.
10, and continuing over the Sabbath. This church

plec¥of

Yet a poor organ wiliknot last half as long as a good
one, and go is dear at half the price, on this account
alone.
’
5. THE RECOMMENDATIONS of dealers are

Wood

:

October

exceedingly. delicate

work:

disagreeeble.
As to the durability of an organ no
one can judge certainly from mere examination.

In Harrison, Me., June 27, by Rev. 8. W. Raymond,
Mr, James
8. Fleck, of Bridgeton, and
‘Miss Clara J. Chaplin, of H.
.

H.,

which

ordinary

by
BUH

a

The True Singing School

to

a good organ and what a poor one, from slight comparisons. Evena poor quality of tone 'may please
at first, from’its novelty,though it will soon become

EXPRESS,

In Conway, N.

is an

by any

KING.

bt

His latest and best.

good organ should last twenty years, or longer.
4. DIFFICULTY OF SELECTION,
Itis impossible for an inexperienced person to judge what is

In Oneonta, N. Y.,8ept. 29,by Rev. O. F. Moulton,
Rawie J. Morgan, M.
D., and Miss Roxy E. Marvin,

Clerk,

organis not a coarse machine

Schools

JOY.
P,P.

BY

.

the houses of the people of this country, utterly
useless, after a few months’ use; whereas a, really

Forwardea,
BY MAIL.

O.

dificult,

than fifty thousand organs are today

MARRIED...
of

very

SONG

THE

well

be low prices. 8ince the great popularity of these
instruments the market is floeded with poor or:
gans which can indeed be sold at low prices but
are very dear at that, It is estimated that more

C Hogbin 2-P A

} 7 D&tewart, Providence, R. I.

all

but it

thoroughly

Singing

BY H, R. PALMER.
Has been tested and proven good.

118s great temptation to manufacturers tomake poor,
almast wortiless, organs, because
such can be
madé’t
half the cost of the best ones, and 80 will
afford good profits even if sold at what appear to

Anderson—N

In Manchester, N. H., Oct.6, by Rev, H, ¥.
Samuel 8. Raymond and Miss Nellie Swett.

the opening

THE

ORGANS

rability of which must depend on the possession
by its, maker of extraordinary skill, and also of ample facilities for procuring, preparing, and working
the best material,
3. Many poor Organs are made.
There

D. C. Beek, Canterbury, N. H.

in the Master’s

& CLAYTON Q..M.—Held

Ambrose~H

are

and
ARE

meehanism; a work of art; theexcellence and du-

James—M Lewis—A
Losee—S
Luther—A
Lewls- P
Lane-M Davison—¥ Main—F D Millet—J
8 Merrill—
H J McCoy—M R Norris—W C Peck—3'0
Pearl—E H
Perkins—J Pipkham-—R Parks—C Berson A Quimb;
GP
ider—1 M
ollin—=F Reed—
W Skinner—I¥Smith—J § Stewart—
Towne-8 W
Tilton
~B V
Tewksbury
2-G Taylor-A A Woodman—
k
WO Wilson—C E Westcott

profitable.

L. F. FARNHAM,

men;

—A J Davis—E © Clizbee—R
8 Cook—D B Cowell—S
Cloudman—A
Duesler- A Deering—A 1 Davis—E
Duren—F Earl«-R F Kletcher—A A Forman—M Gris-

sermon of the next session, which will convene
witle the Monticello church, on Friday, Dec. 4,
at 7 1-2 o’cleck, P. M.
.
=
.

he

Atwood-8

Conventions

:

out of order, find useless.

Organs

An

unless

cah Be successfully made

Beebe ~D Brown—S8 I} Balley—H C Bowen—H C Bowen

us and our
love and sym:

preach

2 Good

Letters Received,

that

and

made Yl soon get

A

Addresses.

CABINET

fleult construction,

Rev, Uriah Chase, Brownfield, Me,

impressions not to be
;

to

Office

attention to the

1. The Best are Cheapest. There are fow
articles respecting which this maxim ig more true
because an organ is necessarily of intricate and dif-

J. FULLONTOX, Clerk.

un-

effort

its Sept.

interesting

7 E. SMITH, Clerk.

station.

be forgotten by

future

Q, M.—Held

Rev. A. C. Hogbin is

we Are glad of it.

A NEw JourNAr. The long talked of
political daily newspaper has at last made

no

ABOUT

Lim

The Great Music Books

Which will commend themselves tothe
common sense of most persons :

make.

spirit of

~~ C. W. NELsoN, Clerk.

cause, thus leaving grateful
obliterated.

and several other matters. But the Count,
although in feeble health and imprisoned,
refuses to yield the papers, and we admire
his spunk. The police can’t find them, and

Just such héedless
management as this
seems to have been.
All our. corporation
managers, whéther of mills, ‘or railroads,
or steamships, or what not, ‘need te. have
more care and conscience: in this respect
somehow instilled into them,

our

FACTS

Conference,

ROCKINGHAM Q.M. will hold its. next session in
Danville, Oct, 21, 22. Teams will be at Newton

Pa A

pathy, aud a hearty

papers, if found, will throw Hight on thal,

women of the country who seek employment in Cotton Mills to bear in mind that
they are likely to fiad themselves under

the

Meetings,

attend

Our session in that city secured
people as Free Baptists, Chris!

of being .an Ulwamontane schemer, and
was removed, and it is thought that bese

useless at the

ol

This ‘year being the General Conference vear,y
there is now due from the churches fifteen cents
per resident member,
We were happy to welcome Rev. L. D. Felt, of the Waupun
Q. M.
He came in the interest of the Home Mission |,
cause, Pledges and contributions for that cause,
$384.80, The delegates were glad to meet this
new organization and form acquaintances.
All

refused Lo deliver up certain papers of an
alleged private character, which Bismark
wanted for some unexplained use. The
was

one

offered amending the constitution by abaudoning the Dec, and Keb. sessions of our Q. M.

IN HIGH LIFE.

ambassador,

of other &

27-20.

ask

+

For

following

WHEELOCK Q. M. will’ hold its next session with
the Sutton church,” “Conference on Friday, Oct.
30, at 1 o'clock, P.'M, Itis hoped that the churches
that have not paid their assessment for ou, will
forward the money at this Conference to the Q.
M. Treasurer.
B.C. SMALLEY, Clerk.

with the Boscobel church in the M.
E. meetinghouse, in thescity of Boscobel, Wis.
All the
churches were represented.
Notice was given
that at our next session a resolution would be

es-

because

was

with

hope we shall not

the cause of Christ.

Count Von Arnim, late German ambassador at Paris, was arrested and: imprisoned

Count, while

We

our brethren

remembered as adding nothiiig to his hon-

last week by order of Bismark,

meeting

and. this

more success may

precipitated by them,
Mr, Bradlangh's
presence in this country last winter will be

AN ARREST

of sotemnity

In the evening

union and labors among the Jeople gAVe

and riots were

These expenditures will be below the
timates. Favorable rains continue.

the

Oct,

Respectfully

Saturday

looked for success.’ Bro.
N. Jones, from the
Weare Q. M,, was with u§ and preached one

the famine will cease on the 15th instant.

The

feeling

Weare,

Tuesday, at 2 o’¢lock, », M,
.

power as could be seenby many eyes that wept:
"tears of joy and penitence.
In the evening several came to the anxious seats and have we
trust found the Saviour.
Some of them rors to
go forward in baptism the next Sabbath, J'he
preaching was earnest, and every sermons seem-

orable fame, He is something of an enthusiast, but rarely hits upon a plan which
has much common sense in it.
;
THE FAMINE IN INDIA.
Advices from the sections of the country
where the famine prevailed, state that 600,000 natives are yet supported by the government relief works. It is expected that the
government expenditures on account of

a standard

commenced

unusual

and through the duy

bas just been defeated in the English Par-

of ‘all

meeting

church at North

jin[he

the interest was increased and two came fofward for prayers.
The prayer meeting Sund:
morning wassane of the best we ever enjoyed,

liamentary election. His supporters were
a loyalty
“generally of an impracticable and violent

and strength of purpose, .besides
to his own conscience and thé laws eof his

The

seemed to rest upon the people,

BRADLAUGH'S DEFEAT.

first ballot. In his official career thus far,
and especially in regard to the temperance
question, he has shown an- independence

one.

afternoon and an

greater confusion than prevailed before.

Governor

Talbog was nominated for Governor

affairs,

all
fhe

in every
so with

Tie MASON & HAMLIN Orgn

ARO0STOOK Q. M. will hold its fall ‘session in the
Town Hall in Presque Isle village i commence
at two o'clock; P. M., the 16th da, of this month, it
being the 3d Friday, and will hold over the following Babbath.
N, GAMMON, Clerk.
<
.
WEARE Q. M, will hold its next session with the

present time than for a long time pust.
The
sessions for a year past have been very inter¢st-

and which party: will be strengthened by

be glad to know

that at the Massachusetts

b and 6, at Hanover.
This Q. M. is very 8
and weak, yet there is more interest in it* at

insure a Republican Council. It must be
people of said that French elections are not very sat-

All temperance

the prohibition type will

are

| //

WENTWORTH Q. M.—Heldit last session S¢pt,

New

elections

PrommiTioN,

Quarterly Meetings.

and Republicans, claim the victory, the
latest returns giving 590 Repulicans, 550

to the South, which not only indicates that

= REPUBLICANS

ad aac

err—

Monarchists, and

a vegiment of troops

MASSACHUSETTS

-

EE)
TR RRA

&

and one or two other states the social

’

:

Address
you what

PUBLISHING
:
4140

Promoting the draft of the stove, pre-.

venting thie accummulation of soot, with
a Jo ois 8 to rust out and come apart, but
asting antil the iron is actually gh out.
This beautiful and economical
OFT]
d Stove
Yipe Fivow found immediate and’
oe TvOR with
e public. » +
:
;
Sold by Enterprising Dealers éverywhére.
Manufactured by the Corrugated ki
Co., of the
U. 8.;52 Cli 8t, N. Y. Also in Chicago and Cincinnati.
«

.

Mothers,

Mothers,” Mothers,

Don’t fail to procure MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTH
ING SYRUP for all diseases incident to the
period
of
teething in children. If relieves the. child from
pain, cures wind colic, regulates the bowels, and by
giving relief and health to the child, gives rest to the,
mother. Be sure and call for
+
X
“MRS.

WINSLOW’S

Foy sale by all druggists.

SOOTHING

SYRUP.”

131260 ithw
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med

i
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:
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habitants could pass into

the

dark city,

or|

How her mother, that’s dead to-day,
Used to bid me stop all my drinking ways,
Used to run to the loft to pray,
I kind’er promised her fore she died

1 would start on a different plan, *
I would think of all she had said to me,
Be a faithful and sober man.
¢ Oh, my friends, I tried it a little

déw
#oul,

“ But, sir, one night as I lingered late

~

f

It was Nelly, my little lass!

°

band,

¢¢ Well, ve handled iron, as you all know,
When 2’most red-heated, I guess,

ed

~™

across

the

for each,

pot

But you say that you had been trying
Was it trying to make it better 7”
“Not much,” said Harry, laughing.

that

many, even in.the days when

and

little, mean an< unkind in his

in for

a

the fight.

for him to dit ?”
“I suppose it was.

should

that.”
“I know that, and

It would better deserve the name

of a village, only whenwe speak of a vilusally think of houses
each

placed
other,

at
with

pretty gardens and lawns between; wile
here the houses were built as closely together
as if
space were valued at millions of dollars the square inch. So we will call it a
city.

city

was

full.

Only a single inhabitant lived in each house,

ou the out-

but every one of its thonsard houses
Lively, noisy tenants, too,

had a
most of

it

is just

toms of the houses, while the floors are’ on
’

I didn’t think

generous and even cruel thing:

Jackets rallied round the flag. That is, we
imagine that they had a flag, though they
never displayed it. We felt almost, sure that
they had a’leader, whose orders they obeyed; for, alter making a furious charge at
receive orders.

and down.
Is that not sad and something
to be ashamed
of ?”
En
»
Harry's eyes filled with tears and I. did
not press for any, answer. I only added—

on the outside

After this, one would

take

ing his arms, untill the whole force wis

at the glass, and

rea-

beat their masked

faces

We

hear

against it by the hour.

could

“Harry, my boy, you are too good and

riors grew more quiet.

The most violent
a feeble

buzzing:

within the gray walls,and at last there came
a day when

the loudest

knocking

on

the

window-{rame fail to arouse the inhabitants

no-

ble to do willingly a mean thing. I am
sure that you want to do all you can for
your brother, and I knthat
ow
you.will
hereafter help him. You will not try to
get your pleasure out of his heart struggles,
[and out of his sorrow and tears.”

The Little

But as the cold weather came on the war-

rain-storms excited .only

Here is a

him, find your pleasure in pushing him back

of their city wall, apparently to consult and

them pattering upon it like small hail-stones
of
tired
doors, but their tenants enter and leave at long after we bad “grown
the bottom, which, after the tenants are old looking, and had gone to other parts of the
;
enough to go in and out, are left without house.
of a house should be oa the bottom, but it
is only one of the many queer things about
this ¢ity that the roofs should be onthe bot-

You ought. to

little fellow that wants to be a good boy‘ to
be the Savioir’s child, to get the better of
the evil within, who prays in his childish
way for it, and you, his brother who loves

and watch the zeal With which the Yellow

dy to make noth pie. They would dash

It is very queer thing that the roof

the .reason

“Jast think a moment. Didn't. the fun
begin when he began to get angry, and
didn’t it culminate when he got so enraged
that he kicked at you, aud finally ran off
crying to his mother?”
“Yes,” said Harry laughing, “I suppose

strike a gentle blowron the window-frame,

" There are so many queer things about
this little city that F hardly know which to
speak of first. The houses are not square,
but each has six sides. They ‘have no

of

did not disturb us on pleasant days. Rainy
or cloudy weather, howevér, seemed to be
“And it was then after his crying was
very trying to their nerves. On sucha day
over, and'under lis mother’s kiss and canone of us could approach the window withress, he bad goi calm again, that he said—*I
out drawing. out the .whole force of the city
“am
trying to control my temper.”
combat. Tt became a standing amusement,
“Now,
Harry, you have been doing an unwhile safe behind the protecting glass, to

the Jead, sounding his trumpet and flourish-

3

Bat I dida’t think

“I only teased him for fun,
of hurting him,”

been removed, so it was only against the
clear glass that they wasted their strength.
They were very uselessly angry, for none
of us would have hurt their paper city. At

gone,

them. Now the summer tenants are
and the empty city is ‘“to let.”

brother
it harder

help, not hinder him there too.”

the sash had pot

the glass, they would gather

himself.

Anybody

n you are told to get up

the morning, flounce around in bed; draw
the clothes over your

head,

these are built together in three masses. Per-

haps we might call them

The round blocks in our

directly over the floors (which you must rein

of the houses)

the next smailer block, which perhaps held

as many as three hundred tenants, and that
again is about the smallest block, which

consists of abouttwo hundred houses. The
blocks are held together by a ' pillar which
passes from the centre of the top of the

topmost block down through the middle one

to the center

block.

of the top of the

=~

lowest

fin

:

Joined to this pillar at the top, but not
ching it or the houses at any other point,
thoughit surrounds them al! and protects
them from every enemy,

is a wall

that’ is

about as thick as tue houses are high.

At

the bottom point in this wall ure two gateWays, whichrare nearly if not quite as round

»

asa nickel cent, and about the same - size.

. bese were the only ways by which the in.

Fi

WA

:

:

w

Hor-

ndend.

* Uncle

William’s

Talk.

and a scandalous

sin

to disturb

iy

TEASING,

:

Housekeeper.

about it,
When you take your seat at prayers, do
it with a scowl; and if any

of the

Mrs. Hook had to leave Ruth, her little
daughter of twelve years, all day in charge

of the house, for a neighbor was very sick,

and out-on the prairies where the homes are
far apart, and the people can get néjther
nurse nor doctor without going a great

borly, and help one another far more than in
the cities ‘where people live close together,
¢ Have you been my good, faithful little
housekeeper P” wag-the mother’s first ques-

hands,” said Ruth.
:
“Tell we all about it,” said

do

itin almost all the tim2. Sometimes it
is his elder brother whom he annoys 50 much
that his presence
becomes a nuisance.
Sometimes it is his
er sister, whose good

the

putting ber arm caressingly about
ble, truthful child,

mother,

her

no-

“He was good and still for a while after
nature he imposes on. tilk she half eries. with you went,” said Ruth, “We began to play
vexation, but most commonly ¥ is his school, and were having a splendid time.
younger brother. Fred is a fine little fel- Then he began (0 cry and fret, and nothing’
would please him. ~ got provoked at last
low, bright, but exceedingly sensitive, and
‘so peculiarly liable to be excited by any- =I didn’t know there was a pin pricking
thing that annoys or perplexes him.
: his poor little neck. all the time—and I
- The other day when I was at Brother shook him and then slapped his bands.
John’s house, I found Freddy standing by | He eried hard, and in such a grieved way
his mother’s knee, with traces. of. tears on that I felt sorry, and then I thought to look,
his face, and a look of trouble that touched and found a pin.”
{

”

hd

young-

sters have their feet on the chairs or are
looking out of the window, make them stop

at okice, even if you have to scare them out
of their wits.

You know it will make them

When the Bible is read,

more devotional.
digging a grave.

At the table, see if you can not get some-

body to slight you ‘in some way; to omit
passing you something or other; or to forget to ask yon if you don’t think it a fine
day. Then get up a controversy over some
petty item in the newspaper.
Say that you
don’t see how that can be; and whether
the rest of the family see or not, impress on

abilities” says the weather will probably
be cloudy, or rainy, or otherwise dismal,

croak over it, and say how dreadful it will
be. All this makes the family enjoy their

breakfast, you know, ever so much.

sab

|

proves

a

the

doubtful

mI

Edited by Rev. 8, F. Smith,

& Co.
Miss

16mo.

pp.

Hopg.

Same

410,

grow up; and then, when they ask

you

you studied your lessoiig, much- when

if

you

were young;-snap and snarl at them,
- When you come home from meeting, at
ouce begin telling everybody in the house
all about it. No matter whether they want
to vead,

to

study,

or

to

be

quiet;

them listen to it, and call your
versation.”
Tell
them that

make

talk ‘*‘coneverybody

ought to converse; and if they object
your style of conversation,

tell

the best kind, and that they
it.—Christian at Work.

them

ought, to

to
it

is

like

By

Publishers,

fi

Mrs.

C.

E.K.

5

16mo.

&c.

the substance

——

Wr

.

- Parents sometimes set — very bad exam-

ive.

He

remarkable

most

forth the

volume,

ed for. Itshows that he had mastered every
otber workof ‘importance on the same theme,
and the learbing, the critical power, and the or-

ceases to be spirited.

This book, as

writes

without

that ennoble character and

1874. 1Zmo. pp.

517.

Sold

by

Db. Lothrop& Co.
The author of this volume frankly aficms, at
the outset, that she has written a * religious

Novel;” and so far from being disposed 10 apol-

ogize for it, she insists that religion has been
largely served through the novel and is almost
sure to be served by it still more in the future.
Her ** Shiloh” was a work eof exceptional character and power; this book is really in advance
of its predecessor in the elements that impart
real value.
Its main objeét is to impress the

truth, that wrong-doing

tor, and

ensnares the perpetra-

is morally sure
to baflle

the skill that

ness to life.

all

and put into

Mrs. Davis never

give

you,

or

sole yourself by saying, “Ob,

I'll run out
That will do

It will not do just hs well!

volves your honor

quite as

niuch as any

promise you make to anybody in business
or society, It would be far better to go
al fatigue, than to

break

the

most

word spoken to a child, to whom

casual

you are

*

plainly

un-

der what Jesus calls “offending” the little
Qnes, and there can be no censure too ; se-

vere for anything so cruel, fo mean: .and to
false,

-.

.

To sum up the whole

:

matter:

If you

want your children to be time, be, utterly
true, as in God’s sight yourselves.~Chris-'
tian at Work.
Sin

<
a
A
ME Pn
tn
as
hh

both in ‘her plan and her execution of it, to
the higher end she is seeking. She bas no weak
sentimentalism
{
.

along

with.

‘thies, and while she laugh 4

This book, meant speciall {fc

ir tender sympaon always lifting.
uvenile readers,

embogies her characieristi¢ qualities, it is one of
her best, and it is good enough te
into many
homes
and Sunday
ries.
Ta

find its way
school librsw

UNITED
STATES
OFFICIAL
POSTAL
GUIDE.
Containing an alphabetical list of Post Offices in

the United States; Money-order Offices, Domestic and International; Regulations of the
Post
Department; Instructions to the

agraph

Edmund

warrants the
title page which we have copied above, that it is , _

unread.

Dr.

Remy,

alias

Roath, is gradually unfolded, in the purely
dramatic way, until he stands out as the very
culmination of a cool, keen, calculating, diabolical,
Skillful
and
successful villain, whase careerthreatens for a time 10 outwit even God’s justice
but who at last illustrytes the truth in question

aus striking

in ways

to

satisfying

are

as they

Christian faith and’ accordant with the law of
conscience. There is some peculiarly fine char-

acter-painting,
successful in

and

the

seems

equally

and

women.

men

with

dealing

Bergan Arling,

author

the chief bero,

is a genial

man,

information.
4 authority
New York:
paper,
pp.

fluous and impertinent, It is/just what was needed, especially

in

eyery: library,

and office,

counting-room

oC
Sn

THe

Barrist

HyMmx

. . Public worship.

iF

TUNE

BuoK,

for

Musfe adopted and arranged
Phila: Bible and PubliSquare 12mo.
PD. 438,

by John M . Evans.
cation House,

Toe BAPTIST HYMY BoOK.

and isnot unworthy

what smaller edition of the large work, but con-

Richard Causton is a model of mental quaintness
Lyte

of Dickens;

are specimens

which only genius could
skill represent in words;

Diva,

Thane

Square 16mo. pp. 221.
The first of these works
taining everything

of womanhood

conceive and artistic
while Maumer Rue,

and Carice, aud Corulie, and: other minor personages, arg: Hkepigtiures looking down. from
the wall with a life-like warmth jn their expres-

is

Same Publishers.
:
new

a

and

which that contains,

somein good

type, and is soldat the low price of $1.00 per
cop. We emphatically pronounced the work
excellent on its first appearance, and the fuller
inspection more than justifies the original esti- mate.

-

:

a

F— The second volume nieutioned simply conlums.
to sayithat the book is artiseally planned, pow- the hymns of the largéy book, without the music,

sion 1nd a seul in their-eyes—¥t-is

not too much

erfully written, and that the great lesson it
teaches is & vital in substance a8 it is impres-

fault with the work,

Jt is not bard to find

The colloquies are often

quite too learned, formal, stately

be natural; the intensity
ly indeed

product,
from the

ture with

and

stilted

Nores. Explavatory
and
Practical
Epistlesof Paul to the- Thessalonians,

othy,

to Titus and to Philemon.

Barnes,

emphatic approval

their special value

of a

By Albert

large

public

have

beyond question, and

Classics.”

Outwardly,

for

Singing

Musical

Schools;

Day

Academies,

this

eminent authors,

Tar ALDINE
for Oct. is like its predécessors,in
vin, us assurance that it will not be allowed
¥

put

made

Hawthorne ; The Swans of Lir, by

Brand,

The Outcasts of Poker
without

Flat,

a Country,-by

, either

in

(its artistic or literary charac-

ter, below its own
proac
un
level, and
makes a silent Diodes ‘of aimingat something
the confidence of reachet. w
bd en higher:
yet,
Its four
full-page
illustrations are
ol
abundant in chararacter and
finish,
equall
smaller cuts scattered over the rich
ad He amallel o arrest the eye continually
and repay prolonged study. Something of the
peculiar glory of Octi\is here in the pictures,
pers are full of exhilaration. We
and the
ro.
of the Aldine as an American
rou
hy and most heartily commend it to all ‘lovers of what is beautifu in art and pure and
literaturé,~New York:
James
grace ful in
Sutton & Co.
.

.

if

~

Tar CHRISTIAN QUARTERLY comes in good
time, and brings a few vigorous papers. that,
us usual, are Neh y worth a careful and critical
tome of j them embody the special
reading.

and

views

and

relate

to the

denomination

which

but.

nothing

by. | ary

that,

is

the Quarterly

work

of the

objectionable,

Notic6s.—Cinelnnati: 'W.'T. Mooye.™
© —

Green-

by Bref

special

represents;
and the
‘treatment of even these is manly.
- Contents:
Forward or Backward=which?
The Baptism of
the Holy Spirit; Republican Government and
e of
Women; Bacrifice and Atonethe Suffi:
ment; The Other side of a Great Subject;
LiterEos

Gerald’ Grit-

fin; A Night ina Workhouse, by James

Hartg; The Man

fv

3

volume is.

from ‘well-known

We have Bthan

Senin

®

taste displayed, the style chosen
of Travel,” &e.
The. conlents are

‘made up of brief papers

wood;

Music,

Conventions,

College Choirs,

on the
to Tim-

Edited by Rossiter Johnson.
Boston: James R. Osgood & Co.
pp. 206, Sold by E. J. Lane & Co,

*‘ Bits

wd Sacred

‘Behoolss

successiul rivalry on their level a difficult thing.
The new edition is a. res] improvement upon
the old.

for

ThE SONG MONARCH. A Collection of Secular

the

Revised Edition. New
York:
Harper®and
Brothers. 1874. 12mo. pp. 808.
There is here no need of words save those2
which announce a fresh installment of this revised edition of Barnes's Notes. Time and the

‘“ Little

;

‘oe
ERI

to

author of ** Notes on the Psalms,”

Exile.
18mo.

and is sold at 50 cts,

and the Home Circle. ConNotations snd Exercises,
ts. Anthems, &c. ByH .
' But in spite of all this, and partR. Palmer, assisted by X 0,
Ia
Emerso A
on account of it, the book isa marked
" ton and New York: Ditson
Co.
Sold
by
D.
Lothrop
&
Co.
widely separated by its superior merits”
A bod) whose character is guaranteed by the
great mass even of pretentious. literaauthors’ names, and whose practical excellence
which it is classified.
and adaptation will become apparent on trial.

is too continuous;

}

-.*:

.

A MANUAL OF PRACTICAL ARITHMETIC, hy

BE. E.
Hale; Flight of a Tartar Tribe, by DeQuincey.

W.G.

Barnes

Peck, LLD,,

nnd

& Co., New York,

published

the

A.

8,

ular,

sécms well adapted to its purpose.

special wants of those whe wish to be fit-

ted for practical business, and care
much . a8 will ‘sefve this end.

»

by

is intended to meer

If the work goes on according to this early prom-

ise, we shall have something most worthily pop-

-

well printéd, that it is furnished for 50 ets. per"
copy, or for $1.50 per year, we have ¥aid enough
to make all formal commendation of it super-

Majoa Bergan, if a’ little overdrawn stunds for
something
equally rough, reul
and original;

things generally, that will happen or come -daintily beautiful, as it is especiaily convenient
to them, if they do or do not certuin things. for the hand and pocket, resembling, but” excelling in the fine
This, it seems to us, falls very

fruitful-

humorous,
and

Public; Foreign
and Domestic Postage Tables,
Schedules of the arrival and departure of for-

;

terrible

a purpose,

a sort of
shall be

- Some people wickedly teach their little
We have nothing but appreciative words.
ones to tell lies by imposing upon their utter.over the project indicated in this initialto
infantile ignorance by talk of mythical’ “volume of a new series of books,to be known
as

black men, rats, dark holes, and

juve-

Break the meshes und escape.
Itis
dramatic ‘sermon on the text,—* He

the sole representative in this world of
God. Be‘careful how you make promises, |
or threats—but having made (hem Keep Life Crassics.

them,

its

to be

lets the quaint and
pial elements havevi free
play; but these gre aIWiysiheld ‘Subservient,

thus seeks ‘to build himself up, and prove too
strong for the desperate energy that struggles to

Your lightest

promise made to your youngest child, in-

as

the

moral

She appreciates the

of Musical
coloring is often too high; the superlatives are |" sisting
Giees, Duets,
too abundant.

béhind

well

predecessor of the same .series, deserves

and her books are sure to exalt the qualities
By W. M. L. Joy,
New York: E. P.

~

the Spanish Armada, &e., come into the narrative, which is always truly historic and never

with wifich it deals.

& Co.

me re

of the

strongly, commended
nile libraries.

Dutton

re Re

movemen

clear,cool intellect, sufficient to make any nuthor
famous, and sufficient to tax the brain of almost
any ordinary student who is bent on mastering
a treatige that well-nigh exhausts the subject
HOLDEN wWiTH THE CORDS.
author of * Shiloh,” ete.

A IIS

are ad

Crusaders, and ends with the destruction of the
feudal system.
The siege of Malta, the story of -

the time passes. . Before you notice

have left the candy-store

as

in which

middle ages, and in which the elements of religious enthusiasm and chivalry held a prominent place,
He begins with the story of the

as the preparation of this work call

sive in the presentation.

You are in the car on your way home.
The
thought of Sallie’s disappointed little face
gives you a momentary pang
; but you con-

is

bygone peand attract-

has here compiled a really valuable

ples to the little ones, in the way of keeping their promises. Little Sallie asks you
to bring‘her some¢ candy when you come
home from your walk, ‘and you, to please
ber say *‘yes.” » You have shopping to do,
it, you

pp.

of what

uoticeable in the old lands and the
riods, and in a form at once simple

Mr. Mil’s mind wonderfully adapted lim-.to

and Astra

Keep’ Faith’ With Little Ones.

Gs

Day

eign mail steamers, with. other
When the childten are ready to go to holden with the cords of bis sins.”
And the | —Revised and Bublished quarterly,
school, tell them what bad and naughty preachingis eflectively done. The reader
will
-of the Post
partment.
Hurd ° & Houghton: 12mo.
young persons they are, and what a sin it hardly nod, or wish the discourse were ended,
is that they never study their
lessons
any | while there is a single leafto be turned ora pare
When we say that this work

better than they do. Picture to them the
horrible results of being dances when they

Boston:

G.T.

Dr. Smithis occupied with a good work iin

training of

thought which so eminently distinguished
find fuller embodiment here than perhaps
other single work bearing his name. It is
the solidest of volumes,~a product ot the

D. D.

3s0,

WeaLTayY's

Davis.

wéllas entertaining

iginal
him,all
in any
one of

.

D. Lothrop & Co. - Dover, N. H.:

treatises on the subject to be found in any lanand

who

to its best

KNIGHTS AND SEA-KINGS
; or, The Mid lle Ages.

guage.

structure

Aud:

any one”

andheartreceptive
:

giving young readers

such a task

Sh

and it will help

mind

fore the public for years; it has been reviewed
and revised ; and it is now generally accepted as
one of the most comprehensive
and masterly
peculiar

special,

“Hut it deals wholesomely with

reader,

keeps the
influence.

¢rs. 1874. octavo. pp. 669.
There is hardly need, at this late day, of any
ormal review of this great work of the English
philosopher and metaphysician. It has been bes

The

that ‘are

boys and men, with sentiments and
principles,
with what is noble and what is mean and base,
with the common work und the exceptional
deeds of human life. It will not harm the most

ang in-

['

i is

some

the highers6rt of stimulus than might have been

lopked 6.

entific Investigation.
By John Stuart Mill.
Kighth Edition. New Yorl : Harper & Broth-

bell rings, hurry on your clothes, all in a
heap; half button the buttons, and leave

looking

nary merits and

yet, considering his stand-point,” his aim, his
materials and his capacity, the book has less of

A SYSTEM OF LOGIC, RATIOCINATIVE AND INDUCTIVE: Being
a connected view of the
Principles of Evidence aud the methods of Sci

When you get up, just Mw the breakfast

like a bird's nest of the year before last.
People will admire you, and think you look
so lovely, even if they may not say much

poem
apprehend

#

meant for the hands of older boys. And so we
have a volume here that has abundance of ordi.

work will add nothing essential to Mr. Taylor's
literary reputation, it will show that his genius
has not at all reached the sere und yelow leal.

way. Say that your parents always laid
late in bed in the morning, and made money by it, and that you see no good reason
for doing otherwise than they did.

down stairs with your back-hair

the whole

t psychological * processess. - While

a body's

Tleep right in the middle of the night, this

oryou meet a friend; you pay visits, and

My nephew Harry is a boy brimful of fun speak.
and life. He keeps things lively in the
“All but a little while this morning,” she
house, and there is usually some laughing said,
+
i
'
to be done when he is around, but he has
‘What was the matter (his morning P”
one trait which I wish was not quite so asked the mother.
prominent.
“I shook the baby, and slapped its
!
:
He likes 10 tease, and he contrives to

of expression, and

large ability in the author to

°

mo,

.

teach doubtful lessons in a book more ‘especially

embodies unusual freshness
of thought and force

that

'| tion as she took the baby from Ruth's arms.
Ruth blushed and hesitated. But she would back a mile, or two miles, even though you
oot tell a lie though the truth was hard to should be tired completely by the addition-

city are

not on the same level, the largest, that may
have héld five hundred inhabitants, being
member are on the top

paper cily *of the

blocks, though

they are round instead of square or obling,
like the blocks of houses in New York or
Boston,

The three-storied

vets is ** To let.”

and say

yon do realy declare it is a sinful shame,

As the houses fave no windows or doors, of the little city. We, looked closély, and lo!
and get her some to-morrow.
and the citizens do not seem to care for they had all fled. . =
many miles for them, they are very neigh- | Just as well!”

~ gardens (at least around their dwellings),

in

ete,

pan Bay

Bold by E. J. Lane & Go.

commonplac
too e,
much of an artist to do any
slipshod work, and too much of a mibralist ‘to

ed real poetic genius and hterary art is beyond
question. His presentation of the prophetic element, as it wrought in the soul of David Starr,

can try it for

why I am talking to you abont it. If you ‘them how unreasonable it is for them not
saw Freddy in trouble, and oppressed by -to explain it to your satisfaction. Read the
bigger boys on the street, you should be | paper aloud, especially
if you read badly,
the first to turn, in.and help him. Bat any and are sure nobody wants to hear you
difficulty he might have there, will not com- read. Read hotel arrivals, money market,
pare with what he has in his own bosom, police news, or anything; and if ““Old Prob-

last they seemed to find this qut. The sash
was hung in peace, and the Yellow Jackets

eVery house

big

not, to help bim, but even to make

frame was this paper
of a large man's head.
was the least jar on the
poured the inhabitants

Fortunately

pensive in the end.

By Robert Lowell, author

Mr. Lowell is too much of a thinker io 1s

suppose is the soul of the movement.
Whether
this is his real objecty and whether his estimates
are correct, are points on which there will be
differences of opinion.
But that he has exhibit-

It is easy and cheap enough ; but very ex-

look sour, as if you felt it was read at you;

don’t you think that it was, a little, just a

it

rain

it:

brave thing for little Freddy to do when he
tried to get the better of his temper? And

a n
sash
hall window,
that

|

416,

the main characters who have figured in its Listory. Mr. Taylor is not here a critic or a judge;
he is simply a delineator of what he seems to

to be Disagreeable,

-‘But don’t you think it ‘was g fine and or look dismal, as if you were just dome

of the little city, their yellow jackets all and to
make himself better.

——

2

“Yes, that was undoubtedly his eau.

4

My acquaintance with them oye in this

said

a

trying his temper.”

extraordinarily

way.
In the early spring
had been put into our upper

:

Harry looked a little embarassed but replied, “I suppose he meant that I had been

glowing with rage, their war trumpets
sounding’ their sharp lances all ready for

Perhaps we should not call it a city, as it
could not have held more than one thound inhabitants, and probably not quite so

tops,

then ?”

wore a sort of mask, that looked ike a yel-

side of the window
city, about the size
The moment there
window-frame, out

A City to Let,

! the

you imagine Harry why he said that just

of them

low. and black basket-work or chequerboard, over the tops of which they would
peer at me with a pair of very small operaglasses. Bul if I can not speak with any
-certainty in regard to the fealures of the

time to hang the sash, behold!

The Family Girdle.

roofs.

put his head on his mother’s shoulder and

sob. “ But there is one thing that he said
that I wish you had heard. It was, ‘Mother,
[ am trying to control my tempeh,’ Can

I'eould not judge very well about the exfaces,

:

How

during

the earlier periods of its lite,as a way of e xplaining the phenomena it presents and interpreting

. “But he did cry and felt badly enough. to most of the strings untied, and then rush

have seasoned the wood, before the sash
should be hung.
By-and-by, when it was

And the preacher’s low-toned “ Amen.”
—Chris. Weekly.

tenant.

cry.” *

they

Indeed, I have often see. them put to flight
enemies big enough to have crushed their
city at x blow.
pression of their

got

“Yes,” said Harry, smiling, “I remember that, but k didn't intend to make him

born

where

would be better to ledve it nailed

To the softened and silent men,
There was only the sound of a woman’s sob,

our litle

field

few weeks, until the sun

There was no more need of an added word

summer

every

was unseasoned, the carpenter

“* Aw’ now when the lights of the tavern shine,
As I go to my home anear,
I see the face of my patient wife
Shinin’ out of my daughter's tear.”

Last

in

he

sétmed best and finally went off crying to his mother #”

but as the wood of which the sash was made

looked right up to the solemn stars,
I promised, just there and then,
sight of God, an’ of her that’s gone,
Id try for the right again.

lage we

They were

ing all sorts of fun of it, how angry

profes:

amiable.

hand .
Of the sorriest man in town.

some little distance from

adapted was that of war.

their dispositions were

I must confess.

SC Aw Iftell you, sir, if the angels see,
S
Nelly’s mother was lookin’ down,

was full.

But the

Yellow Jackets, I can, at least, testify

But the bitter burn of my daughter’s tear

i

three-

were allowed anything like a fair chance.

y-

¢ She said no word an’ no more did I,
But I tell you I did feél queer,
‘When, across my roughened and grimy
I felt dropping a, great hot tear.

:

most

the sweetbough Tapples.

ing off yictors

“She was tired comin’ so far from home,
Av’ I held her agin ‘my breast,
‘Where she laid her head, as we jogged along,
Little Nelly, so glad to rest.

FE

at

soldiers, every cng of.them, general ly com-

¢ With her baby fingers she led me out,
J
While the men stopped their wild carouse ;
+ Even toper Jack, he fook off his hat
As he would in a meetin’-house.

For I
Ar’
In the
That

or

sion to which of all others they

At the tavern to drain my glass;
1 felt the touch of a little hand,—

Sd

half,

love, standing beside his mother with ‘tear ed,” said Mrs. Hook, giving ber a kiss ‘that
s meant forgiveness,
;
in his eyes and a sad lookon his face,
tell“+1 wish you would,” said Ruth humbly
ing her of a trouble that he had, and a fight
that he was fighting.”
“Who was it?. Freddy? What had he

quarters of an inch long, and all wore been fighting about ? Waat was the troul le m
showy uniforms of yellow and black. They
“Yes, it was Freddy, and I guess that you
must have possessed a good deal of skill
and industry as manufacturers, architects had a god deal to do with his trouble and
and carpenters, or they could not have fight.”
a
‘*How, uncle, could that be ? I am sure
made the material for, as well as designed
and built their compact and strong little that I wouldn't make him unhappy or spoil.
city. That they were fond of fine fruit, and his fun.”
“Well, perhaps you didn’t intend it, but I
were not very particular about whom it belonged to I am quite sure ; for I often tound am afraid you did both those things. Don
them robbing the raspberry vines and.jn- you remémber, day before yesterday, when
you were teasing Him about his boat, makdulging in luscious pears and the tg

© « Allthe neighbors know, I expect they do,

=~

than

inner and subjective Side of Mormonism

Bl fd

being more

pray-

an

To a bit of a child, like Nell.

you

ANTONY BRODE.

of “ ‘I'he New Priest in Conce
Boston
Roberts Brothers. ~

BS

If you please, sir, I'd like.to tell «
How a drunken fellow, like me, gave in

a worse man about the town.

“It was a bright little fellow whom

their morning dreams.

real significance

and intent of the poem are not quite obvious.
One seems to find i
an attempt to puint the

I think I"

must ask you before’l go if you'have

yigld. - The

amd

“Ay, sir, that’s so, true as Bible words,

Till there was n’t a clear spot on my

as shin-

they

trouble.”
”
> “If I have to leave.you again,

and felt what I did a little while ago,”
“What was it, uncle”
:

gles are laid on the roof of a frame house.
Perhaps you would like to know something about the tenants who occupied this
city last ssmmer.
!
:
They were vot very large, few of them

Some soul toward a better land.”

burned

“Harry,” said 1, “I wish’that you had seen

inch

a

broadest parts, laid on somewhat

2

To draw some foot from perdition back, *

that single drop

an

and'a half deep and two inches wide at the

“¢ Hath mightin its fragile hand

When

about

ST

¢ Why, even a little child,” said he,

sheets,

AN

ers of half circular

It will be

text: book with ‘sportsmen, and wide-awake
boys, just coming to manhw®od, will be kept:
up
by it into the later evening and find it going into

Bee A

v

force of the statements in the text.

morning.
So I told Nettie to rock the era-:
3.” But it is the product of a thinker and a
dle while I' went up stairs, and I asked God poet. The elevation of tone and foree of expres.
to forgive me, and help me to be
good ‘to sion- are very well sustained throughout, and
baby the rest of the day, and do all my du- there are passages remarkable both for the mnsight which they imply and the melody of utter"
ties faithfully.
I didn’t have any more ance which

the little fellow. was waging ‘within
his
bosom,
:
ren
- A day or two after I had a talk with
Haprry and-it was somewhat after’ this
fashion :

:

thickness of (his paper, but the outer or
city wall is made of many overlapping lay-

Spake out, of the mighty power
One human soul o’er another halds,
Till the final accounting hour.

Made me tremble,

Si

The walls of the houggs are_of only one

"As the speaker with solethin warning

Not

,

a

white.

oh

H

Bt

Some soddened faces hadlarkengd,
Some women had softly cried,
Some maudlin voices had muttered,
Some sorrowful sinners sighed,

mo. > Lk

Babe Pf) Sud hd

voice of the preacher rang,

As be spake ofthe bifing adder,
Its burning and deathless fang.

But I slipped low, ‘and lower

—

EE

—

Through the ranks of the gathered people

4 ¢ Well,

| «Oh,

Hurper & Brothers. 1974,

A Child's Leading.
The

When he went out his mother told

mq
that it was the old story, —Harry had
been

14. 1574. Gay
the poor baby I” siid the mother, but
Literary Review.

dk Ne
is
Ey
:
! PRAIRIE & FOREST: A Description oh
of the Game.
of
North
Americ
with
her
arm
still
about
her
girl.
a,
with
Person
al’
Adven
turey
is a teasing the child tillhe was all ‘worr
in the pursuit. By Parker Gilmore, author of
ied and
“And what then ?”
:
‘ Gun, Rod and Saddle,” ete, N
very curious city; but I am afraid that 1 nervous, and had come crying to her
for
“I took out the pin, and coaxed and pat- Tug PROPHET: A Tragedy.
12mo.
pp,
shall uot find many tenants to fill the empty comfort. One thing which he had said
B
Bayard Tay-and t ed him, till he was happy again, and pretlor, author of * Lars,” efc, Boston: James
houses, even it’ I should advertise, offering which she repeated, made a deep impre
Mr.
Gilmore
writes
here
ina
way
worthy of
s- ty soon he went to sleep, but all through:|. R. Osgood & Co. 1874. 16mo. .pp. 800. Sold"
‘| “the most reasonable terms,”in all the daily sion on me,
his ‘subject and bis reputation. He gives a
rs
by E, J, Lane & Co, .
:
hismap
he
sobbed
and
-sighed,
every
little
deal
of
interesting information concerning the
Of Mr. Taylor's ability in constructing a plot
I have brought it to bear on Harry.
papers. In my advertisement 1 should not
I while, in his sleep, and I felt very bad.
habits ofa great variety of animals and birds,
for his literary skill to work happily out, he has
speak of brown-stone fronts; for the mate- hope for his good. = Mother,”
said Freddy, | “Then I remembered I had forgotten my long since
left us no room for doubt. He illus- such as the hunter seeks, and his narratives of
rial of which the houses and the protecting “I have lately been trying bard to
control prayers this morning. I always get pro- trates the same thing afresh in this volume. It personal adventure are vividly and yet modestly
wall are built is a thin but very tough paper, my temper.) Ie was said so
presented.
earnestly and
The book is evidently trustyorthy,
voked at the children, or have some kind of will be less widely popular than Lars, It will it is at once entertaining
of a uniform gray color, excepting that sorrowfully, that it brought tears
and instructive,
be set dwn
to her
as having
less originality
and
trouble, when I forget my prayers in the . adth of conception than the ** Masque of the the numerous Illustrations add not a little to. and
some of the houses have roofs of a dingy eyes. It was a revelution of a battle
the
Jthat||.

out into the beautiful sunlight, .
Now you must-all admit that this

er

Ee.

mmm eee re

only for: so
The work
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o Fitevary Atiscellauy.
“About

3

beyond the facts,

unable | perhaps to himself; for we

to explain the something from without, in
whose absence neither an eggfull nor a
world of life can be called into a palpable

Owls.

ee

They are wholly

existence.. This is the point at which a
philosophy again arrvives—the old point at

oe

which it has been arriving by various

There seems to be in hawks an ipstinct-

paths

are

not apt to

appreciate the slow, sure: gains of convictions of duty steadily followed; of
patient

continuance in well-doing ; of daily victories
over self, until a sudden draft upon us
shows what they have amounted to.
We are
like water-springs, whose
pent-up streams

ry of the days when to her soul the Sun of right~
eousness rose with healing in ‘his wibgs, was
fresh and green as a morning in June undimmed by a single cloud.
.

;
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To His XR scolleney J ames A. Weston,
ofthe State of New
Humpshire :

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,

:

Governor

Hd
—

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA,
The Senate and House of Representatives in General Court convened, satisfied that the public good
This Institution offers to students important and
requires that William W. Fletcher,
»
Thomas E, : peculiar Advantages For particular

Hatch, and Winborn A. Sanborn should no longer
_ Mgs, ‘SUSAN Luwis died io Rarrieon, Me., hold
and retain the ofiices
commissioners on fish:
Dec, 31, 1873,
!
ears,
many
years ories, respectfully address of and
Jequest Your Exe
Christ had boot
rook of her alvation. Her .cellency, with gonsent of the Council.
lust days were spent with her daughter -in H. sald Fletcher, Hatch, and Sanborn from: totheirremove
said
where she was kindly cared for,
offices.
Her long an
severe illness was borne with patience, and she
[Passed July 9,1874.]
.
left an influence that speaks to loved ones and
AN
ADDRESS
for
the
removal
of
Hon.
points to the better land.
Daniel
W.
: L Ww RB
Kdgerly, Judge of the Police Court for the town

send

i

for a Circular
>
Rev. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

ever since the first effort to penetrate an rise with Ohporéunity to the level of the
WILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.
inscrutable mystery. The Egyptians sym- fountain-head, and no higher, A man self
WILTON, MUSCATONE CO., 10WA.
bolized the difficulty, and their inability to ish al heart and in ordinary behavior,
Fall Term of 16 weeks, beging September 1st, 1874, i
Wiater Term, Jan. bth,
v'the falconer’s hand if an owl be in the surmount it, by offering the mysterious can not be unselfish when unselfishness
Spring Term, April 6th, 1875. _
J
neighborhood, however closély. the bird of egg reverently to their gods. They laid would be rewarded openly. If he will not
0
:
.“y
:
%
B.HANNA, Principal.
of Farmington,
night may
be concealed, and the same the unsolved problem of the finite at the be unselfish when he pught, he can not be: _ NELLIE J., iofant daughter
To His Fxocllency James A. Weston, “Governor
L.- J., and
thing is alleged by the falcogers of India at “feet of the Infinite.’ Prof. Tyndall and the so-when be would. :Is it not question prac-. Sister M. A, Fairbanks, died inof Bro,
Kenance,
™
_ NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
Sept. of the State of New-Hampshire:] British
Association
might
learn
wisdom,
tical’
for
every
home:
What
sort
of
charthe present
dav; and the hawk’s terror of
18, aged 1 year, 11 mos. and 24 days. Little NelThe/Senate and House of Representatives in- Gen1G.
JORDAN, A.M, Principal, with three Assists
lie
was
without
humiliation,
from
the
ancient
idolintellig
ent
far beyond her age, but her eral Court convened, satisfied that the
the owl is certainly well grounded, as the
acters are we parents and children, formin
w
public good ants.8
:
earth-life was brief. Interrupted for a
+ following anecdote will “show. In wy ators, and emulate their not ignoble sub- by every-day habits of thought and action
nioment Tequires that Hon, Daniel W.
rly, Yadge ol the
Fall
Term beging,
Aug. 18, 1874.
to
be
:
pe
resumed
ice
court
in
for
a
the
world
town
more
of
Fa
congenial
n, should no
to her
boyhood there lived in the walled kitchen- misgion.—London Globe.
mergencies are but experimental tests of pure, bright spirit.
The location of this school near the college and
onger hold and retain his said office, respectfully
gid
advantages which :
garden of the house a brown wood owl,
our strength or weakness; and we shall
address and request Your Sezoellanoy with the con- theological school affords man
are
very important to students during their prepara
J.J. WEAGE,
sent of the Council, to rémove the 8 d
. ‘which, having had his wing broken by a
i. Daniel
bear them, not according to sudden resolve,
tory
course.
The
special
work
of
the school is to
Manufacture
of
Plate
Glass.
.
Kdgerly
from the office which he now holds.
DEACON CLEAVELAND CRosS,died in South
prepate students for college, and every effortis made
shot from the e keeper, had Ween turned by
hut according to the quality of our daily
.
y [Passed July 9, 1874.
0
Weare,
N,
H.,
at
0
this
in
as
thorough
a
manner
as
possible, Bx-' :
the
residénce
of
Deacon
R.
S.
me iota the garden, with no more re“livihg. ‘The oak does not encounter more
penses are moderate. Send for catalogue.
. The manufacture of ‘plate glass, as now than two or three whirlwinds during its long Fifield, March 17, 1874, aged 77 years. Bro,
straint Rpos his liberty than the necess
"A. M.
JONES, Sec.
ross gave his heart to Christ in 1820,united with
A Gem worth Réading!---A Diamond worth Seeing \
amputation of his pinion. He would still conducted, is as follows:
life ; butit lays up its solid sgrength throu
the C. Baptist church in Weare, and was chosen
LEBANON ACADEMY.
fly, but it was a flight of but about five
The principal successive operations nec- Foams of peace and sunshine, and when its deaconof that church, He was very spiritual, SAVE YOUR EYESJ0
LOCATED AT WEST LEBANON, ME.
yards long, and his sound wing doing him essary to convert a mixture in the pot into
our,of trial comges it is ready, The chil- and liberal in his views. He fouud in after years
RESTORE
your
SIGHT,
The FALL TERM of this Institution commenced
more service than his broken one, his flight a finished sheet of plate glass are six in dren.of to-day, protected, cared for now, that his principles vere more in harmony with
THROW AWAY SOUR SPECTACLES,
| Tuesday, August 19, 1873, and continue eleven weeks,
than the people with which he
the F. Baptists
used at first invariably to result in
By reading
our Illustra=
under
the’ instruction of
os
his number, afl may be described under the must soon begin to fight their own battles Was united; consequently he left them
and united
PHYSIOLOGY
AND
alighting a yard or two to one side of the headsof melting, rolling, annealing, grind- with the world ; nay, more—must make the with the 1st 'F,
G. W, FLINT, A. B., Principal.
Baptist church in Weare, of ted
ANATOMY
of the EYEMiss SARAH C. GILMAN, Assistant.
+
point he had made for, But, the owl is not ing, smoothing, and polishing.
The future Which he remained a worthy membertill his 1 SIGHT. Tells how to ReThe pots world in which they live.
Mgs. M. E, FLINT, Teacher of Tastruitental
z
the emblem of wisdom for nothing, and are of Stourbridge clay, made on the premAmerica hes in these little hands. They death. In1842 he was chosen deacon of this stove Linpul ie ¥ fats a ult +
‘
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Music,
Overworke
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cure
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church, which office he filled with acceptance and
I. G. N. FISK, Teacher of Voeal Music. t
experience taught lim in time to allow for ises, and ave filled with the mixture, the are
Watery,
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' Near<Sighted
honor. He often drank of the cup of afflicition.
ree
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yee.
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oy Xo £ nece| aly 0
He buried two wives, five children and one | EWR
Sais: ere Or 8 ast oY
“Brought forth and reared in hours
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tical business life,
.
correct his compasses as it were, and ‘to carefully dried,
grand-child. He was sick between one and two
lime, sulphate of soda,
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move.—New Quarterly Review.
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We often hearpeople speak of heroic acBritish Association may be readily summed tion with a certain surprise at its - perform(-up by the simple Secaemet ia very old ance not altogether complimentary to the
argument. An egg ¢ontaips all tha mas performer. “He forgot himidplf,’ they say;
construct the animal out of jts component elements. “The only thing needed is
to set the formative process in action by
the application of another form of force or
motion calléd heat. But this last must be

A man does

not forget

ency ; ho asserts himself, rather ; that which

8 deepest and strongest in him breaks sud-

tor the

experimentalist
A
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can

go
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step
’
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Elisha.F.

Leonard

Lane

Welling

y

The Senate and
House of Representatives in
General Court convened, satisfied that the public
good requires that Elisha F. Lane, sheriff of the
countv ot Cheshire, Dauphin W', Buckminster, register of probate for said county, and Leonard Well-

ington, solicitor
for said ©ourity, should no

longer

hold and retain their said offices, respectfully address and request Your Excellency, with the advice

and consent of the Coancilty remove the said Lane,
from

the

experi-

of

Fe leaves a Teeble

widow,

u telling testimony to'the young.that to the true
disciple the name of Christ never loses its power,
When her mental faculties were so impaired that
she could not recognize near friends, the memo=

au

)

:

:

;

of said State, should no

office of adjutant,

inspector, and guirtermaster-general, respectfully
addres and request “Your Exaellency,” with the

consent and advice ofithe Counell,’ to , bemove
said John M. Haines from said offi y
&
| Passed July 9, 1874.]
Ri
dni
ADDRESS

for the removal of Jose

the

i. Worcestes,

and Ebenezer J. Mathas, justice §#9d special justice of the police court ofthe town
vf Rochester.
To His Excellency James A. Westoh, Governor
of the State of New Hampshire:
’
The Senate

and House of Representatives

in Gen.

eral Court convened, satisfied that the public good
requires that Joseph H. Worcester, justice of the
police court of the town of Rochester, and
zer J. Mathas, special justice of said court,

no longer hald and retain said offices,

JOHN H. BUTLER, A.B.,
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TESTIMONIALS.
+“ Have read it with much interest.”—Prof. Dunn.

“Contains much valuable matter.”—Pres. Colegrove.
;
‘“ A good-looking book:”—Rev. I. D. Stewart.
“ pe plain, paper excellent.”—<Rev. I. Z. Haning.
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The main build.
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ME,
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DOVER,

N. H.; Aug. 5, 1874,
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who order them for this purpose.
50 cts. per 100; 7 cts. per dozen.
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DOVER, N. m
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will

TR

means of a few words, what are

the F. Baptists.

For further information address the’President, O. B,
Cheney, D. D., or Professor John Fullonton, Lewiston, Maine,
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

NORTHWOOD

its doc-

forth, in a plain,

trinal basis, its church polity, and some of its chiet
Jbenevolent institutions. They are fitting things to
put into the hands of those who would learn, by

The Fall Term of the Theological School connected with Bates College begins
Thursday,August 20th.

The next term of ten weeks
day, August 31,1674.
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Worces$2.00 per week, Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle
per single book, when bound in cloth, 40 cents; per
‘ter and Ebecezer J. Mathas.therefrom..
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Tonger hold and retain the said

asgpne of the deacons of
that office ‘until ‘about
resigned, For two years
failing, being very much

ietoric

cently published

:

the KF. Baptist’ church at Sheffield Hollow, of
which he remained a member until his death.

ana quartermaster-general

of

paring for the Chrisiiar ministry.
i
Commengement June
18th, 1874,
Examinations
for admission, June 20.h and Sept 3d, 1574.
For Catalogues or other information address the
President,or L, P. Reynolds, Secretary and Treasurer, Hillsdale; Mich.
i
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offices

eral Court ¢n yond, satisfied that the publie good
requires that John
M. Haines, adjutant, inspector,

and be with Christ.

A brave man does not rise to the: occasion ;

the occasion rises to him, His bravery was
in him before—Jdormant,but alive ; unknown

forthe removal of

Dauphin W, Buckminster, and

ton,

Prof.

Music. Mrs. OLIVE C. Chase, Instructor in Cultivation of the Voice. LEE E. BROWN, Ass’t in Chemical Laboratory.
“1
eerily recommend it.”—Rev. J. B. Lash.
The Departments and Courses of Study are, 1st, a Should be in every Sabbath school.”—Rev. P, W
The Classical Department,embracing the four years
erry.
a
course of study usually
pursued in colleges.
2d,
“No F, Baptist can afford to do without it.”—Rev.
The Scientific and Ladies’ course,also of four years, | T. E. -Pedd n.—
ee Bl
CERT IRE
omitting Greek. 3d.
Classical
Preparatory of two
“ Edited and ‘published by himself.”—Pomeroy
years. 4th, Academical course
of four years. 5th, Telegraph,
theological Department, with two courses of study,
“Embraces the experience of half a century.”—
each three years, one embracing and the other omit- Journal and Megsenger.
‘
bY
ting the Ancient Languages.
6th, Commercial and
~ Shotild be found in every family.”—Middleport
Telegraphic Department. 7th, Music Department.
ews.
&th, Art Department.
‘ Mr. Barrett is a fine writer.”—Hunuington Inde.
SOCIETIES,
ai
pendent.
There are five well-sustained Literary Societies—
‘‘ His style is’ plain, direct, unambitious.”—Mornthe Amphictyon, the Alpha appa Phi, the ,Theo- ing Star.
:
\
“His industry and talemt are modestly devellogical, the
Ladies’ Literary Union, and the Germang» Sodales, each having a library.
v
oped.”—Baptist Union.
{a
EXPENSES,
Wa
Aa Will be sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of
' The Jegulas expenses for the Academic year are
the price. . Liberal offers to Agents. Address
from $120 to $130. Aid is rendered to students pre-

The Sé¢nate and House of Representatives in Gen-

one gon and two daughters who have families to
«denly through the exterior of calm convenmourn his loss, The mourners are comforted
tionalities, and for a moment you know his _ with the hope that he rests in feace,
supplied from without. The sum of Prof, real value: you gel. a measure of his capas
7
J
0, C. SMALLEY.
Tyndall's researches is precisely analogous. city. But this capacity is ot created, as
Mks.
PoLLy
DAWES
died
in
Harrison, Me.,
He finds in master *“the promise and potency some say, by the emergency) No mancan’
ay 24, 1874, aged 94 years, Sister Dawes was
of every form and
quality
of
life,”
just
as
be
carried
farther
by
the
demands
of
the
Ee «the naturalist and the organic
one of the pioneers, with her husband, in the
chemist find
seitlement of the town, and in the estabthe organic materials of a chick, and the moment than his’ common . aspirations and enrly
sober purposes have prepared him to’ go. lishment of our church here. Her experience is
promise

and potency to form one, within
the eggshell, Butnéither the philosophef®

AN ADDRES

AN ADDRESS for the removal of John M. Haines.
Toki Excellency, inhi Weston, Governor of
the Statg,of New Ha
shire;

afflicted with bronchial
or asthmatic trouble,
which resulted in death.
During
his last days,
he seemed to be resigned and willing to depart

himself in emer-

PASSED JUNE SESSION, 1874.

enced religion over 40 years since and was bap
tized by Rev. Daniel
Jackson and united with
In 1841 he was ordained
the church and served in
two years ago when he
past his health bad been

terial vecessary to form. a chick,
It holds “he surpassed himself” ‘he was carried
also, for_a time at least, the fovee requisite away by a noble impulse.” This is not true.
to

Bean

HAMPSHIRE

eral Court convened,
requires that Charles
th; police court for the city of ‘Dwer, should no
longer hold and retain his said office, Tespecifull
address and r-quest Your Excellency, wit 1 the advice and consent of the council, to rémove the said
Charles A. Tufts from said officey;
:
[Passed July 90,1874.) °
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of Representatives in Gensatisfied that the publi good
A. Tufts, specia justice of

. BRO. SAMUEL, A. BEAX died in Sheffield, Vt,

i

STATE

Tho Senate and House

ment, The funeral services were conducted at
the résidence of Mrs. L. Pillsbury, by Rev. E. C.

;

LAWS

X To His Excellency James A. Weston, Governor
New Hampshire:
.

to Strafford for inter-

.

Co.,

AN ADDRESSfor the removal of Charles A. Tufts)
Special Justice of the Police Court for the city of
Dover.

attachment to relatives and friends. In early life
she experieneed religion, and was baptized "by
Rev. Enoch Place.
It bas been the privilege of
the writer to visit her in her declining years,and
1 bave often heard herexpress her faith in Christ
and a desire to be prepared for thé spirit land.

take

Manuf’g

CLAREMONT, N.H.

OF THE

in Latin,

[Pagsed June 30, 187¢. ]

Oh, how beautiful that light!”
J. H.P.
Mes. SALLIE H. BEAN died in Dover, Sept. 11,

left to poison the pot “flower girls" existence, She works in London fourteen or
filteen hours’ a day, and sometimes longer.

“Witt

THE

uckminster, and
Wellington,
which shey respectively hold.

which to her wus fur better.
Her lust words
were, “There’s a light that is waiting ' for® me.

terials inflaming the eyes and preparing
patients for the Ophthalmic hospital.
The aged 72 years, 11 mos. und 13 days. Mrs. Bean
bright blues and carmines try the sight was a native of Strafford, She wus the youngest
sadly, and the latter causes heaviness in duughter of ‘Thomas Pillsbury, and widow of
Bean,of Gilminton. She was a woman
the head.
Arsenic green and verdigris "Benjamin
of strong intellectuul faculties, possessing an ardent
blue are now seldom used;

Claremont

M.

W. CHASE, [nstructorin

To His Excellency James A. Westbn, Governor:

movedto Sherman, N, Y., where she united with
the Freewill Baptist church,
of which she remained a worthy member until death, ever ready
to witness for Jesus.
She leaves a husband and
three sons, and a large circle of friends. who
mourn their loss, but wefeel our loss is her eternal gain." The deceased frequently remarked

that she longed to depart

and

Keet,

ove at the age of eighteen years, was baptized by

them thecurl.
All this is straining and
fidgety work, especially by gaslight, with
blistered fingers, thumb nails worn to the
quick, and the dust of paints and other ma-
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died in Fentonville, N. ¥., July 17, 1874, aged 55

Cogswell.

Prof, Tyndall's laborious address

wife of
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DANIEL M. Fisk, B. P. Prof. Chem-

of the Ladies’ Department: (Miss NELLIE A. CROSS,
Ass’t Principal of Ladies’ Department. ALEXANDER
C. RIDEOUT, PRINCIPAL of Commercial Department.
WARREN A. DRAKE, Ass’t Prin. of Commercial Deartment. Hon. DANIEL L. PRATT, Lecturer on
eal ahd Personal Property.
JUDSON B. PALMER,
Asg’t Instructor in Telegraphy. GEORGE B.GARD=
NER, Instructor in Painting and Drawing. MELVILLE

%

Stereotyped,

DUSN,

ING, A. B.,Tutor inGreek.

It can be

any single

SISTER SUSAN C., third’ wife of Bro. Peleg
Sanford, died in Tiverton, R. I., Aug. 28, in her
63d-yeur.
Many-were the excctiences “of our de‘parted sister, and great the bodily sufferings she
endured, but grace wonderfully ‘sustained to the
last. May our brother be supported in his loneliness and infirmity, and the amily connections
and church be stimulated to that plety | oat gives
. victory over death and the grave.

HI

Prof.

to
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Verses areinadmissible.

Mrs. MAHALA KEET,

WAYLAND

Belles-Lettres.

isin and Natural History.
Rev.JOHN J. BUTLER,
D.D., Prof. of Sacred "Literature.
Rev. JOHN S.
Corp,"
A.
M, Prof. of Homiletics.
BRUCE S. HUNT-

Have you written a Book which youayish to

way in which those false flowers grew.
They - wear them light-heartedly in the
gayest scenes, and think wot that’ they are

transplanted

stupid, that is,if it can really be proved that

‘there is any element of stupidity in owls,
and if they are not quite as wise as they
look. For all the present writer can prove
ta-the contrary, their wisdom is as profound,
as their expression is grave and knowing.
The ancients were clearly impressed by
their looks into the fullest: 'beliet in their

possess

Obituaries,

is, how-

ever, the fiercest and most intractable ol
the whole family, throwing himself on his
hack on the geound when approached, and
fighting furiously with claw and beak.
The barn-owl, which is the largest of the
three kinds, is the most sleepy, quiet, and

BOOK MAKING.
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that the papers in question
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for

The Vermont
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A’formidable

\

demonstration

of

for the purpose of ‘intimidating
gons is re ported

from

oye

the

KuKlux

obnoxious

Montagne

per-

county,

Tex-

us.

France

show

a gain

Lieutenant~Commander Kellogg of the United
yellow

constitutional

to

be

wmendfnent,

in

in

favor

of the

re

The court of commissioners

the

Alabama

¢laims has adjourned to November 5.
General

Sherman

War department

has

been

notified by, the

to send a regimeat

of infantry

for service in the South, if the troops cam be.
spared,
The thirteenth infantry has been or-

from

~°

The steamer
Ancon, which arrived at San
Francisco from Panama on the 1st inst., brought

the body of Rev. John L. Stevens,
{the Methodist

missionary murdered by a mob in March last
State of Jalisco.

leréd South.

It was decided to hold a mass temper

ance meeting,
November.

in

Boston,

about

the

middle

of

ishing condition.

It has

now

increased

the

proportion of these

Apples

for Milch
—e——

We learned when a young man, in our earliest attempts at farming for ourself, when we
kept three or four cows, did the greater part of

the milking, and marketed our surplus butter,
that when we began to feed the cows fallen

made

Mr. Sidney Bartlett pre-

by

Judge

Hoar,

General

Butler, Mr. R. H. Dana, jr., and others. The
matter was afterward brought before the court,
when Judge
Clifford delivered
tribute to the deceased jurist.

an

excellent

sand of thém in Europe

in England.
further

death.

than

and

eighteen

Their religion seems
a . belief

in

their

thousand

to extend no
annihilation at

Converts, however, are made here and

| there.

‘The executive council of the Catholic National
Total Abstinence Union met in Chicago, Friday.
A despatch was received from the Pope, granting bis benediction to the cause, and an emigra-

tion department
was ordered.

As an insurance company without

agents

and

carried

The Rev. W. H. H.

Murray

read

war

.a letter

to

tbe congregation at Park-street charch, Sunday
morning, resigning his pastorate, to take effect

The Western Chris. Advocate, in a recent ed-

itorial, specifies some of the items of progress
made by Protestantism against Romanism within
the past few years. The schools of Austria haye

passed out of the control of the priests. - Germany, once divided between Catholicism and

on November 12, at the close of his sixth year,
Protestantism, is now united under a strongly
Two bloody affrays, both of which séem likeProtestant government.
Mexico is emancipatly to be attended with fatal results, occurred in
ed from proscriptive

Manchester, N. H., Sunday night.
The situation of affairs at New

Orleans

is re-

ported to be critical, and a renewal of. hostilities
is feared. Governor Kellogg is guarded by infantry
in
the
State House, and
appears
anxious.
Negroes
“from
the
neighboring

* States are said’ to
thousands

and

be fincking to the
registering

as

State

by

FOREIGN.

Advices from Germany report the arrest of
Count von Arnim, on the charge of embezzling
sfate papers.

A Carlist band has been defeated at Campillo,
of twenty-seven

killed,

enty-seven wounded and mayy prisoners,

sev-

* A despateh trom London gives the report that
wir

has

been

declared

between Ching and

Japan.
Advices from Germany

report

that

and

Protestant churches.

now

In

hus

Spain,

celebrated for intolerance in the past, the Bible
and the Protestant church are now free. The

bigoted government of Naples has lost its sway,
and

the pope has lost his temporal dominion.

Editors will appreciate the

incident

which

is

the

Em-

peror has ordered the most vigorous efforts for
the recovery of the documents supposed to have

According to the reports received by the
of Vienna, Count von.Arnim is under arrest

way
be-

cause he is about
to publish a book containing
documents damaging to ‘Prince Bismark.
‘The insurrection in the Argentine republic is

eity,

from

the

The Car lists haave been defeated 10 an attack
on Jguluda, dy
many killed and over

1s believed
vif

oft

would dry them

repeated had taught us
course we
always com-

best for

them,

and

the

results were al.

ways satisfactory.

A writer in the Country

Gentleman

gives

his experience as follows:
““ Every other

year I have a large crop of

ap-

ples,but as my orchard hafdly has two trees of the
same variety the fruit is useless for market, and
insects are so miimerous that T have very few fair

and

perfect

apples, but an abundance

apples, which will bring, after being

of cider-

picked

and

decayed ones thrown out, fron¥twelveto twenty
cents a bushel. For seversl years, against the re‘monstrances of my men, and of others who remember the old saying of ‘ apples will dry up

a cow,
I have

had them fed out

to my

milch

cows, beginning with the early apples and continuingas long as they lasted.
Several times
I have dumped them from the wagou as gathered from under the trees, on a small piece of
grass ground where the water will not stand,
and on the approach of cold weather eovered
them with a thick coating of sea-weed,
so that
they could not freeze, and have fed them nearly

to cows in milk. I have concluded from

my observation, that the

butter made from cows

in winter, fetl on apples with good sweet hay,
will be as good
flavored and as high colored as
much so as from
tent in value.

For

feeding

meal

fo the same ex-

young cows

they seem to me

will be asked—we understand it all; but we want preferable to, meal. Perhaps-T should say that
those tacks—we have use for them.
Phat-bex-i
TOUF “Winter
s
milk room is so’ situated that its
specially devoted to parties who not only read temperature
seldom falls. below 55 degrees,
our exchanges but spirit them away, and the Care should be taken, as in feeding other green
tacks are what we depend on for excitement,”
stuff, not to feed enough to loosen the bowels
of the animal
much, but a bushél a day, or
The London T%mes of the 1st inst., contains an
even more, of ripe apples after the first few days
authoritative statementin regard to the debts of
will not be too many.
In a former number Mr.
that expensive institution, the Prince of Wales,
Levi Bartlett detailed”his careful
experiment
It contradicts the rumor recently current that the
Queen has
his debts. At the present time, of feeding apples to milch cows, with much the
says the wrigerithe debts of the Prince amount same result. T was glad to be confirmed in my
to a little more (han one-third of his annual in- impressions by so careful and accurate an
come, and inclade scarcely any bills due longer Observer.”—Rural Home.

~The Prince’s balances at his bank-

this recourcé will be exbansted,
Itis a most

remarkable

fact

thal

the

most

abundant material in vature, iron, is the strong-

est of all known substances.

Tea

steel a red one-fourth of an inch in diameter will

"1,200 pounds ; toughest ash,1,000; elm,800; beech,

cedar, white oak, pitch pine, 600; chestnut and

maple, 550; poplar, 400, Wood which wilf bear
a heavy weight fora minute or two will break
with two thirds the force acting a long | timé, = A
rod of iron is about ten times as strong as hemp
cord. A rope an inch in diameter will bear
about two and a half tous but in practice it id not
sufe to subject it to a strain of more than about
one ton. Hull an inch in diametek the steefioth
will be one quarter as much; a quarter of un
inch one-sixteenth ns mineh ; and 80 on,

Drankaids .
———

Dr. ntlidge one of the

Pottery

Inspectorsin

| Staflérdshire, has put torth a very sensible protest againsta very pernicious custom,which rareIy receives sufficient attention either from the
medical profession or the general public. He says
that the women of the working classes make
tea a principal article of diet, instead of an occasional beverage.
They drink it several times

a day, and
-Made into the best of sickness.

"Or wood, box and locust the same size will hold

‘the flight of many of the inhabitants

experienee
contrary.

thatit

quested to return four long brass tacks that stood
on the box when he took his seat. Fo questions

reported to be rapidly extending, and vigorous sustain 9,000 pdunds before breaking; soft steel,
. measures ure to be taken by the government for 7,000 pounds ; iron wire, 6,000; iron, 4,000; inits suppression. A ¢ollision between the op- ferio¥ bar iron, 2,000; cast iron, 1,000 to 3,000;
‘posing forces at Buenos Ayres is imminent. copper wide, 8,000; silver, 2,000; gold, 5,200; tin,
1s
BBusiness
yas
ind s sommp reial we ls 800; cast zine, 160; cast lead, 50; milled lead, 200.
and

Later Advices from’Buenos Ayres Fogel Front
~ egeitementin regard to the insurrection, and

up, for
to the

the cry

Jume or Septem
r butter, and that the flow of
milk is kept up,’ if not increased, at least as

er’s to-day will more than suffice to meet every
claim.
[It is true that the Prince is unable to live
been appropriated by Count von Arnim.
Heavy within his income, but the excess is provided
bait was offered for the Count, but was refus-' from a fund which is his private property.
This
ed.
:
fund, "which nccomulated during the Prince’s m +
Advices from the Argentine Republic state unority from the revenues of the Duchy of Cornthat the condition of affairs, owing to the insur- wall, is still sufficient to meet the yearly: deficit
in his expenses, though the time may come when
rection, is very desperate.

already

it

crackles.”

Go

riad tongues of flame,

blue, purple,

the result is 4 lamentable amount
This is no doubt the case, and, as

Dr. Arlidge remarks, a portion of the reforming
zeal directed against intoxication might be wise.
ly diverted to the repression of this very serious
evil of tea-tippling among the lower classes.

Tea, in anything

beyond

moderate quantities,

ig ns distinctly a narcotic poison as is opium or
aleohol. Itis eapable of ruining the digestion,

or enfeebling and disordéring the heakt’s action,
and: of generally shattering the nerves. And
it must be remsmbered that not ‘merely is it a
question of nurcotic excess, but the enormous
amount of hot water which tea-bibher necessarily drink is exéeedingly prejudieral both to digestion and nutrition: Ta effort, without pretending
to place this evil on a par as to general effect with
those caused by alcoholic drinks,one may well inBist that our teetoldl reformers have overlooked,
and even {0 no small extent encouraged a form
of miimal indulgence which

<
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not adhere to it to the end of the Tontine period.
This adhering

to

it through

all

e¢ircumstances,

this resolute perseverance in accomplishing a
duty, is a lesson he learns from

Tontine system

alone, It says fo him, year after year, *‘ Don’t
give up your
insurance contract!
It may be

that times axe hard; but if it is hard to pay a life
insurance premium from your income now, how
much harder will it be fox your fumily when the
support you are now affording them is cut off by
death? If you
stop paying the premium you

will not only lose

your insugance,

but you will

dose the valuable accumulations on your policy.
I you ca“not afford to throw

these

him aside,

and tempts

him

with

the secret

of a

wonderful\s speculation, —a short cut to wealthy
independ.
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money
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But the sparks need not be left to die. The
Master may come with His probe, and search
the very foundation ; secret sins be mourned
over and forsaken; and from the depths of a
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the Spirit’s breath has not been felt in the soul.
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prayer circles, .unimpproved opportunities,
greed of gain, love of ease, unfaithfulness in the
closet,—~these are vitreous substances, the slaty
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day, presents a vivid picture of the perils to which
Protestants are exposed in Catholic schools,
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How

has been dimmed by the cold without; but
more serious is the trouble’ within. Neglect-

the dark places of the
the growth Pt all who
of its beums,

L008

Rio

How like the Christian life. At first the fire
burs brightly, and we flatter ourselves that it
will always warm those that come within its
circle; but by and by it wavers in its ‘shining.
The life is there, however, only half-hidden by
ashes. Now it brigtens again, as gonscience
gives a little shake.
Months, years pass, and
tliat which should have grown to the luster and
steadiness of a glowing furnace only burns with
the fitful light of the negle¢ted stove.
The fire

forth
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they shoot and gleam, beautiful as fire-works,
lighting the*room, glowing till the air is warm
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. For the week ending October 7, 1874.
CANDLES,
MOLASSES.

can be

There is no reasou why any one who has the
use of a dark cellar should not raise mushrooms
on a small scale. Even city cellars will answer

by

morning, sat down on a box, and then. bounced
up with a yell and fled like one bewitched, is re-

than a year.

dylng,—~what

undeterred

all winteg

The

General denies the report that he has instructed
the district attorney at New Orleans to institute
proceedings
against the leaders of the White
League.
»

Spain, with a loss

rule,

thus faintly hinted at by the Hartford Post:—
10 invite +The young man who came into this officer this

citizens.

hite Leaguers
are defiant and seem
the entry of the Federal forces. The ‘Attorney-

,

one hundred

papal

are surely

_—

Aoises

Letters of inquiry must contain one doll
sure an answer.
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at the

more

thought

dies.

open

amouat of butter to carry to market.
Ever siuce then whenever we have had cows,
and cheap apples, we have not hesitated to give
them a regular allowance, night and morning.

last week, it appears that since the foundation of

whenever any member

News from Texas indicates that a borddr
with Mexican bandits is imminent.

their yield

menced with a small allowance, gradually in-:
creased until we reached the guantityabat we

all the delegate .cau-

sldered practicable.

to, increase

premiums, the Episcopal Clergymen’s Mutual
League continues to be a suecessful enterprise.
From the annual report, presented in Boston

the Lexgue 1,356 members have been admitted,
cuses in his district on Samrday, except those of 64 have died, and 240 have withdrawn or been
Danvers.
dropped, leaving a membership of 1,052 at the
Nineteen members have died durTt is probable that the ruling of the Post-mas- present time.
ter General
against the employment of the ing the year, and to their heirs has been paid
claim agency svstem in the railway mail service the sum of $2,100 each, Vig pmcsemonts are
“will be recalled, its enforcement not being ocon- two or three dollars each upon the survivors
General Butler

began

of milk, and soon after\there was an "increased

as before. - [

was

foundation, tip the grate alittle way; draw out
the clinkers, That
is the
secret.
Sec those
pieces; no wonder it was nearly dead, choked,
smothered.
Lod at it again sending up my-

shells

Cows.

They

a difference,

diminished until in the deep water they disappeared] and there was nothing brought
up

120 students,

—

the

34 Beacon Street, Boston, Mag,

lives he is doubly insured!

done?
How fast theygo out! only here and
there a glcam of light: - Is there no remedy?
Open the lower draft, Ah yes! that makes

A remarkable relationship was found

teaching have never met with much success—
sided, Judge Thomas presented the sense of the probably have not been prosecuted in the hope of
apples, they soon
legal profession in a series of sentiments, and | success. There are about seven hundred thou-speechies were

coals.

to exist between the depth and tlie charaeter of
the dredgings. At 1,500 fathoms the dredge
brought up globizerina ooze, multitudes of minute shells, and ‘fragments of coral, the whole
composed mainly of carbonate of lime, Asthe
depth

slide

which rest-

from

Dr. Lighthill,

same time attain the results desired by life insur-

blaze or two,

all was dead

ah!, the

RRCHARGES

Bronehi!
eo Breath,
pal
oranchi
Affection and
fey of the Nerv.
ous System, frog whatever cause,

ance, For; if he dies, he is insured, and if he

back, and the cold air from above deadened the
flamie. 1 closed it, saying, *‘Now I shall be
comfortable.” But darker, blacker became the

miles west from Tenerife, and that from this,
where the depth was 1,500 fathoms, the bottom
sloped gently down, until at 750 miles west of
Teneriffe it sank to a depth of 2,950 fathoms,
this continuing constant till within 300 miles of

among whom are several ladies.
The faculty,
several of whom are young and enterprising

Tie adjourned meeting of the members of the- men, are competent gentlemen, and attend faithbar of the United Stales circuit court was held, fully to.their duties.
Wednesday morning, to take action on the
Efforts to reach the gypsies
with religions

death of Judge Curtis.

looked around;

SiN

£m

eause there is no other way in which he can surely get a large value for his money, and at the

and *darkness;I-

A few sparks, a blue

and in ten’ minutes

thé fact’ that in sailing from Tenedific to St:
Thomas the soundings indicated that the bots
tom of the: Atlantic rises into a ridge about 300

All the European Governntents represented in but the fine red mud which did not effervesce
Pu
the Postal Congress, except
France,
bave in- with aeids. This, consisting of iron and alumiv A case of lynching by ne; zroes is reported Jrom
| structed their - delegates to sign tlic convention
na, was met with everywhere over the plain,
Holly | Springs
Miss. The
Sumter
county,
upon the condition that it receives the support and could not be, therefore, as at one time sup"Alabama, case, has resulted in the committal. of
and ratification of the United States.
France has posed, the mud brought out by great currents,
two of the prisoners and the discharge of the
| reserved the right to hereafter examine the con- such as those of the Amaz#§ and Orinoco, but
third.
ditions before signing the convocation.
must have been produced on the spot.
A speThe centennial anniversary of the first provinThe last lineal descendant of the Greek Em- cially noteworthy circumstance was the absence
cial congress ever held-in this\country was obperors of Constantinople, Prince John Anthony of shells, found elsewhere in'so great numbers,
served
in the Essex: Inttitgle, Salem; Mass. a
Lascaris Palzologus, has just gone the way of In explanation of this phenomenon Mr. Wilson
last Monday evening.
all flesh, imperial as well as common, at the age refers to the concurrent fact that the water from
A few months ago he cited these great depths is very rich in carbonic acid,
" The manufacturing corporations in Manches- of fifty-eight years.
ter, N. H., held their annual meetings, Wednes- the Pope before the civil tribunals in an endeav- the air trom the depth of 1,476 fathoms containGreat, to acquire ing forty per cemt. of carbonic acid, the perday. The proprietors of the Manchester print or, as heir of Constantine the
of the patronage
of the basilicas centage probably increasing rapidly with the
works voted to wind up the affairs of the ¢or- possession
founded in Rome by that Emporor.
descent, Water thus saturated with earboni¢_
poration.
A rising young lawyer in Orono, Me., lately acid will readily, dissolve carbonate of lime;
Salem celebrated Monday, the centennial anand Professor Thompsen therefore concludes that
niversary of the assembling of the Jast General married a couple,and being asked the price moduniform deposit of red clay is simply the insoluestly
replied,
¢“
Well,
the
law
allows
me
a
dolCourt of Massachusetts
under
British rule,
ble paris of myriads of shells, the residue, in
lar and a quarter, bt you niay give what
you
which convened October 5, 1774.
fact, of a chalky formation now dissolved. The
pléase.”
** Here's a quarter; that will make you
The Ma8sachusetts republican State couven- a dollar and a half,” generously responded the. avimals’ living on this area are universally destion was held at Worcester,Wednesday.
Thom- happy groom, and he departed apparently con- ‘titute of a shell covering, this being either sias Talbot
was nominated for governor and vinced that the “ law” did mighty well fo allow liceous or membranous.
Thus while the shalHoratio G. Knight, for lieutenant-governor. by its practitioners a dollar and a quarter for each lower regions of the deep sea bed are covered
by a layer of grayish-white ,00ze prolific in
ballot.
The other positions on the ticket were marriage.
| organism, whose shells will one day form chalk,
filled by the renomination by declamation of the
The library left by N. Guizot contains not less this in the deep submarine valleys is dissolved,
present incumbents.
The meeting was large
There are in it, leaving
behind the red mud. A geological
but very orderly, and to a surprising degree than thirty thousand volames.
unanimous
in action.
The Hon. * Henry
L. says a Paris journal, scarcely any rare editions, formation would consequently in time consist
or any books remarkable for rich bindings. Tt a
Dawes presided.
or limestone of some sort at the higher
is a collection made for work,and in that respect ygls, gradually losing its calcareous character
A woman’s mass State tempérance convention
It is especially rich in docu- as it passed lower down, first into a calciferous
is incomparable.
was held in Woreester, Thursday.
The day and
ments of great value bearing ‘on the history of slate, and finally juto a slate containing mo
evening were
principally spent in discussing
Germany and Great Britain.
lime whatever.
temperance work, and resolutions indorsing the
5d
a
The State College at Orono, Me., is in a flournomination of Mr. Talbot for governor were

adopted.

ed the coals.

upon some of the chemical agents of physical
geography, based upon one of Professor Thomp-

Sombrero.

cold

gave a little shuke to the grate upon

*| son’s letters from the Challenger, referring to

idence, R. I.

in the Mexican

aroused hy the increasing

lems seem to be receiving their solution, One of
thes ig adverted to by Mr. Alexander S, Wil
son, ina paper published in the Chemical News

captured

Stove and Its Lesson.

I watched it growing dim in the twilight, the
air becoming chillier all the time, till at last,

tory of the globe The subject of ocean cireu=
lation ‘is now becoming
compreheasible,
and
some of the most important geological probs

A ‘watch once earried by Roger Williams was
to li-’
recently exhibited at an entertainment jn Prov-

of

Pafagraphs.

Oct.

ed in throwing light upon certain disputed ques,
tions in regard to the physics ‘and natural bis-

—

:

of the

a

be will
give up the money necessary to pay the Tontine
premium. In this he is consistent with duty, be-

drinking or sin-awlling in the world.

The ' voyage of the Challenger ' promises to
accomphsh even more thun'was at first anticipats

three

A “ locksout” of 6000 miners s reported
Eugland. 4
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and opposed

censing the sale of liquor.

at

have

i'loor

14, 1874.

| sual, extravagant, ‘and pernicious. as any beer: many things should 20 out to it Yetore

—

as “ Barry

Guatemala

The republican forces in Spain
the town pf Laguardia.

N

The result of the town elections
cut, Monday,is believed

fever

The

of tweniy

villages are reported to have been destroyed.

OCTOBER

My

owners of plantations in the Cinco-Villas District $1,000 gold euch, and another $300, for neglecting to give immediate notice to the nearest
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rival factions.
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good health and at the head of his army.
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